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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation reviews the subject of force-free (FF) magnetic fields and 

electromagnetic fields with EIIB. It provides a critical analysis of the FF condition 

which shows that it behaves properly under parity and time reversal transformations. It 

reviews the proof that it is impossible to have completely FF magnetic fields as well as 

the time development and the stability of FF magnetic fields and reviews the known FF 

magnetic field solutions in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems. It 

shows that there are solutions that cannot be included in the accepted "general" 

spherical coordinates solution. More general spherical coordinate solutions are then 

obtained.. The dissertation reviews the application of FF magnetic fields into plasma 

confinement and introduces a new spheromak configuration that may prove to be more 

stable than currently accepted configurations. 

This dissertation also examines the conditions under which transverse 

electromagnetic (TEM) waves exist in a sourceless medium. It shows that TEM waves 

can be classified according to whether their Poynting vector is identically zero or non-

zero. The former are non-propagating TEM standing waves (TEMSW) with E U B and 

the latter are TEM traveling and standing waves with E I B and E il B . The general 

conditions under which E II B TEMSW exist are derived. Mathematical examples of 

these standing waves are given. An experimental configuration to realize one of these 

examples is revisited. The behavior of these waves under Lorentz transformations is 

discussed and it is shown that these waves are light-like and that their fields lead to well 

defined Lorentz invariants. The dissertation reviews the physical properties of E II B 

TEMSW and shows how the different Lorentz invariants can be used to classify TEM 

waves. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FORCE FREE MAGNETIC FIELDS 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

The origin of the hypothesis of force-free (FF) magnetic fields can be traced 

back to the work of London and London [1934] on superconductors. They were studied 

by Lundquist [1950] who also mentioned them in his work [1951] on the stability of 

magneto-hydrostatic fields. Lust and Schiute [1954] introduced them into stellar media to 

allow magnetic fields and large currents to exist simultaneously in stellar matter with 

vanishing Lorentz force (more exactly, the magnetic field exerts no force on the matter) 

[FERRARO AND PLUMPTON 1961]; i.e., j x B = 0, where j is the current density and 

B is the magnetic field. The Lorentz force vanishes if j is parallel to B; i.e., if j = 

where a is a scalar coefficient of proportionality and may be a constant or a function of 

space and time. However, the case of constant a proved to be very interesting since it 

has exact analytical solutions. 

Force-free magnetic fields have not been dealt with in texts on classical 

electrodynamics. However, their applications in specific fields have appeared in several 

books: Chandrasekhar [1961] and Parker [1979] discuss their applications in explaining 

stellar physics phenomena, Campbell and Evetts [ 1972] discuss their application to 

enhance the critical current in superconductors, and Zijlstra [ 1967] mentioned their 

application in the design of force-reduced coils. 

This chapter and parts of chapter 2 are in essence the same as the work of 

Zaghioul and Barajas [1993]. The remainder of this chapter attempts to review the subject 

of FF magnetic fields. First the FF condition is analyzed critically and it is shown that it 
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behaves properly under Lorentz, rotational, parity and time reversal transformations. The 

chapter reviews the proof that it is impossible to have completely FF magnetic fields. 

Finally, the chapter reviews how FF magnetic fields are used to explain solar flares, to 

increase the critical field in superconductors, in plasma confinement, and in the 

generation of large magnetic fields. Chapter 2 reviews the known magnetic field solutions 

in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems. It shows that there are 

solutions that cannot be included in the accepted "general" solution as given in spherical 

coordinates. More general spherical coordinate solutions are then obtained. Chapter 3 

reviews the application of FF magnetic fields into plasma confinement and introduces a 

new spheromak configuration that may prove to be more stable than currently accepted 

configurations. Chapter 4 reviews the subject of E fi B transverse electromagnetic 

(TEM) standing waves. 

The subject of FF magnetic fields is a very broad subject and it is very difficult, 

and perhaps impossible, to review all the literature that was written on them in a single 

thesis. The author has attempted to review the literature and provide highlights of the 

major aspects of the field. Apologies are due if any work was not mentioned. 

Natural units, where the speed of light, c, the permittivity and permeability are 

all unity, are used in this thesis except where practical applications make SI units more 

desirable. Vectors are denoted by bold letters. Roman subscripts signify the components 

of a vector in 3-dimensions. Greek sub- and super-scripts signify 4-dimensional tensors. 

Other notational definitions are given as required. 

1.2. THE FORCE-FREE CONDITION 

The equations governing electromagnetic fields are Maxwell's equations, 

V•E=p , V•BO 
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VxE=— , VxB=j+ 
at at 

where E is the electric field and p is the charge density, together with 

j=cYE+YvxB+pv, (1.2) 

where v is the flow velocity and is the conductivity. The conductivity is in general a 

tensor. For simplicity, we will treat it as a time-pseudo-scalar that is independent of space 

and time. This is equivalent to ignoring plasma oscillations and assuming that the medium 

is both isotropic and homogeneous. Force-free magnetic fields exert no force on the 

material, i.e., jx B = 0. This can be achieved if (i) j = 0, (ii) B = 0, or (iii) j = aB. 

The first two cases are straightforward to handle and may be considered to be special 

cases of the third case; namely the cases where a = 0 and a is infinity, respectively. 

In the development of the equations for FF magnetic fields, the term 

corresponding to the displacement current, aE/at, is ignored [FERRARO AND 

PLUMPTON 1961, PAl 1963]. In magnetohydrodynamics, this approximation is 

termed the magnetohydrodynamic approximation and is justified since the following three 

conditions are generally satisfied [PAl 1963] (i) the flow velocity, v, is much less than 

the speed of light, (ii) the electric field in the frame, where the current carrying 

conductors are stationary, is of the same order as the induced electric field v x B and (iii) 

very high frequencies are not considered. For FF fields, this approximation allows us to 

write 

or 

V x  = j = aB 

VxB=aB 

(1.3) 

(1.3') 

Equation (1.3') is called the FF condition. However, if any of the conditions listed above 

is not satisfied then this equation does not properly represent the FF condition. We will 
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first derive a FF condition when the electric field and its time derivative are not negligible 

and v << c. In this case, 

j = cyE. (1.4) 

Note that a is not necessarily a constant; it may be a function of space and time. We will 

study the case where a is constant separately since it is simple and interesting. 

1.2.1. a is a Constant 

If a is constant, then 

VxE=Vx=VxB=— aB . at 
and 

DB 
VxB=j DE +=aB+S 

at at 

Substitution of (1.5) into ( 1.6) gives: 

craB 01 D 
--=aB+-- 
aat a at 

(a &\ B 
—I -+- —= aB 
'.a iat 

which leads to 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

B(r,t) = B0(r)e_ 2at/(a2 + 2 ). (1.8) 

This solution reduces to that of Chandrasekhar and Kendall [1957] when a>>a. The 

solution ( 1.8) has the following two properties: (a) the vectors aB/at, DE/at, B, and j 

are all parallel, and (b) if a = 0 or a = 0, the, time dependence vanishes and the field is 

static. 
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It follows that FF magnetic fields with j = aB, where a is a non-zero constant, 

also satisfy ( 1.3') with a modified constant. However, notice that if the conductivity is 

zero, the current density is zero and we have FF magnetic fields (for which a is zero) but 

E need no longer be parallel to B The relation between electromagnetic fields with 

E II B and FF magnetic fields was first demonstrated by Chu and Ohkawa [1982]. The 

idea of electromaghetic fields with E 11 B has stirred a controversy in literature over the 

past few years. They will be studied in more detail in Chapter 4. 

1.2.2. a is a Function of Space and Time 

Recent work on FF magnetic fields has concentrated mainly on the case where a 

is a function of spatial coordinates [For example ALY 1984]. This work assumes that FF 

fields satisfy V x B = aB. However, this condition ignores the displacement current, 

and unlike the case of constant a, this does not merely change the constant. Substituting 

j = aB = øyE into the two curl equations of ( 1.1) leads to 

VxB=aB+ DE —=aB+—a B —+—laa—B 
at a at a at 

and 

aa 
=(a+— 1 —) B +—, 01 DB 

at 

VxE=VxiB"1=VxB+--VaxB=  aB 
at 

Substitution for aB/atfrom (1.10) into ( 1.9) and rearranging lead to 

V x B = [a(aCr + Da/at)/(a2 + Y2)]B - [a/(a2 + y2 )] Va x B 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

This means that V x B aB unless ValiB or Va =0. The latter is impossible if a is a 

function of spatial coordinates and the former is generally not the case. 
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.1.2.3. Relativistic Force-Free Fields 

We will now investigate the FF condition from a relativistic point of view. The 

covariant (electromagnetic) Lorentz force density is f0 = E - j and F = (V E)E + j x B. If 

the electromagnetic field is FF in all frames then all four components of fg must vanish. 

f0 vanishes if  ±j orif either E orjvanishes. If p=V•E#O, E=jxB/p which 

means that: (i) E J.. j; i.e. f0 = 0 and (ii) such fields cannot have E fl B. Note that the 

orthogonality of the current and electric field is not a common phenomenon. Evangelidis 

[1987] studied the compatibility between the relativistic and the non-relativistic FF 

condition. It is interesting to note that London and London [1934] used relativistic terms 

when they mentioned the absence of pondermotive volume forces inside the 

superconductor. 

Stenzil and Urratia [1990] demonstrated a FF (vanishing covariant Lorentz force) 

electromagnetic field in a magnetized plasma. 

The remainder of this thesis, however, uses the more restricted FF condition 

1.3. THE POSSIBILITY OF STRESS FREE 

CURRENT CARRYING COILS 

1.3.1. Parker's Proof 

Parker [1958] gave a proof that it is impossible to configure coils such that they 

are free from all magnetic forces. It is believed that Parker was the first to deliver a proof 

for this assertion. However, the theorem was known without proof before Parker 

published his proof. Furth et al. [ 1957] mentioned a proof similar to that due to Parker. 
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To prove his assertion, Parker [ 1958] considered the wires "as being composed of 

perfectly conducting, classical fluid, rather than rigid metal, and held in place by suitable 

volume forces, f1, xi of constraint." He set the total force per unit volume of the fluid, F1, 

equal to f aM. + ii where M1 = B1B - 11-80 2 is Maxwell's stress tensor in the absence 
axi 

of an electric field. The wires have no internal kinetic energy since they are assumed to be 

classical fluids. For static equilibrium, the scalar viriâl equation [PARKER 1954] 

requires 

fv xjFjdV = 0 (1.12) 

The Einstein summation convention is used throughout this section. Now, since 

ax.M.j aM.. au.. 
axi - ö1M + x1 axi = M 11 + x axj  

then substitution into (1.12) yields 

1 S [ 1 + aximij M 11jdv = 0 

We substitute M1 = —B2/2 and use the divergence theorem 

B2 fV x1fdV +fs  x1M13dS + $v—2 dv 0 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

where dSj is an element of the surface S bounding the volume V. Parker [1958] then 

explained that since far away from the currents the field must decrease as hr3 then the 

surface integral in (1.15) can be made negligible by choosing S sufficiently large. In this 

case, 

f B J dV=— I xfdV 
2 v 11 

(1.16) 
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which is equation (3) of Parker [1958]. Parker [ 1958] finally stated that since the left 

hand side is positive definite (vanishes if the field vanishes everywhere) then there must 

be a net inward force, f, exerted to keep the conductors in place. Note that Levy [1962] 

gave a similar proof but used SjIax, where Sj is the mechanical stress tensor, rather 

than f1. 

1.3.2. Zaghioul's Refutation of Parker's Proof 

Zaghioul [ 1989] attempted to refute Parker's [1958] and Levy's [1962] proofs. 

This subsection will review Zaghioul's work on the subject and clarify that Zaghioul 

erred by concluding that it is possible to configure current carrying coils in a FF 

configuration. 

The electromagnetic force, which in the absence of an electric field is purely 

magnetic, will be termed Li. This force is the Lorentz force L = j x B and, as will be 

shown below, satisfies L1 = aM/ax. To get a clearer view of the physical 

significance of each term, Cartesian coordinates are used and the summation convention 

is temporarily dropped, 

LX   = + a1x  + aIxz 
ax ;;I  

= —B B + B +B + B + B + B 
ax X a X a 

B(VB)+[(VXB)XB] 

With similar expressions for the y- and z- components. Now Fi = f i + Li which when 

substituted in ( 1.12) leads to the conclusion that fv  xF1dV is dependent on the angle 

between j and B which contradicts the result of Parker [ 1958]. Note that ( 1.13) becomes 
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aximij = Mii +x1[j x B]1 = _..B2 + x1[j x B] 
xj 

ax 
and if j II B, i.e., if the magnetic field is FF, then  1M1J _!B2 

axi 2 

(1.18) 

Zaghioul [1989] interpreted this to mean that for FF magnetic fields, the magnetic 

energy density is actually the divergence of a vector, N, where Nj = 

Furthermore, in this case, the surface integral in (1.15) that Parker [ 1958] made 

negligible by increasing the surface area is exactly equal to the total magnetic energy, Urn 

and hence is independent of the surface area. To determine the order of magnitude of the 

vector, N, use is made of the equivalent to Gauss' law in this case, fs  NdS = Urn. By 

choosing Gauss' surface to be a sphere of radius R and considering that the vector, N, 

should be radial far away from the currents, Zaghioul [1989] obtained Nr - Urn 
4irr 

Zaghloul [1989] concluded that he had refuted Parker's proof that it is impossible 

to configure current carrying conductors in a manner such that they are free of stresses 

and that he had also shown that the magnetic energy density of FF magnetic fields is the 

divergence of a vector, N, where N = —x1M1. However, even though Zaghloul's 

[1989] analysis was mathematically correct, it lacked physical significance: stress-free 

current carrying coils have a magnetic field that drops at a rate lower than 1/r3. To be 

precise, the terms in Mij have a hr3 dependence on the distance. This would only be 

possible if the coils extended over all space which is physically unrealizable since the 

lowest possible order of multipole expansion possible for magnetic fields is a dipole with 

hr3 dependence for the fields and hr6 for 

In conclusion, Parker [1958] and Levy [1962] had proven that it is impossible to 

position current carrying conductors in a force-free configuration. 
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1.4. STABILITY OF FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC 

FIELDS 

The question of magnetic stability will be addressed through the variational 

principle in which one will be looking for magnetic fields that minimize an energy integral 

subject to appropriate constraints. One such constraint that has gained much popularity is 

the magnetic helicity. 

1.4.1. On Magnetic Helicity 

Woltjer [1958a] introduced the integral 

K0=I v A•BdV 
J 

(1.19) 

and showed that if the volume, V, is surrounded by a perfect conductor (B' dS =0 at the 

boundary where dS is an element of area), if the system is a closed system not interacting 

with the outside world (A/& =0 at the boundary) and if the conductivity is infinite 

within the volume, then aK0/& = 0, which means that for the conditions he imposed 

(which really are applicable within a confined plasma), K0 is constant during the 

development of the system. However, Woltjer's arguments did not consider the scalar 

potential. We will now show that: (i) Woltjer's conclusion is correct even when the 

scalar potential is considered and (ii) K0 is gauge invariant [TAYLOR 1986] under the 

conditions proposed by Woltjer [1958a]. To prove (i) we follow Woltjer's steps except 

for the inclusion of the scalar potential, v. If the conductivity is infinitely large, the 

total electric force per unit charge, E = E + v x B, must be infinitesimally small and in 

this case 

E=—vxB=—A/at—V (1.20) 
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DA 
=vxB—V (1.21) 

DA B=—V•B (1.22) 
Tt 

--1 A.BdV=1 IA BdV+S A• IB dV 
&Jv Jv & V at 

aA 
BdV+ I A VxAdy 

v_5_ Jv at =5 
=5 IA BdV+5 V.(Ax)dV-f at at at 

fV V.(Ax)dV 
Tt 

=f,(Ax•A—) dS=O 
at 

To prove (ii) we have to prove that 

I A•BdV=fV JV  

where A' = A + Vi and 'jc is any scalar function. 

ico=5 A.BdV=5A'.BdV_5 Vqi•BdV 

fV A'. BdV — fv V - (,qB)dV + f v VV - BdV 
=5v A'.BdV-51IJB.ds =fvA'1' 

The integral K0 has been termed the magnetic helicity. 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 
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1.4.2. On the Stability of Force-free Magnetic Fields 

It is obvious that if the magnetic energy, Urn = fv —dV, is to be minimized, 
the minimum will occur at zero magnetic field. Appropriate constraints have to be 

imposed on the variations of the magnetic field. In a simplistic approach, one can require 

that the magnetic helicity discussed above remain unchanged and add it to the magnetic 

energy through the use of a Lagrange multiplier, 7.; it is then required to find the magnetic 

fields that minimize 

F=Um+XK0 (1.26) 

We start by finding the variation in F, SF, due to small variation, SB, in the magnetic 

fields, B and then find the conditions on B such that SF = 0. We are again considering 

the same boundary conditions as those introduced in the discussion on the magnetic 

helicity. 

SF = 5 v [2B . SB + 2A . SB + 2(V x A) . SA]dV 
= 5 v [2B. SB + 2?A . SB + ?V . (A x SA)]dV 
fv [2B - 8B + 2XA - BB]dV + 2, f s Ax 8A-dS 

= v I [2B + 22A]. SBdV 
J 

(1.27) 

For an arbitrary SB, SF vanishes if B = .?.A which becomes V x B = aB if one sets 

a = —% and takes the curl of both sides. This apparently means that the fields satisfying 

the FF condition are minimum energy states. 

That SF vanishes for FF magnetic fields should be evident since if the magnetic 

force vanishes, there are no forces trying to change the state of the field. However, there 

is no guarantee that this is a minimum energy state. This was best summarized by 
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Woltjer [1959], "Obviously minimizing the energy, we obtain stable configurations. But 

the variational principle gives us true minima as well as other extrema, the latter 

corresponding to unstable equilibria. Thus stability occurs only for certain values of the 

Lagrange multipliers in our equations. Generally the nature of the extremum and thus its 

stability can only be established by determining the second variation of the energy. 

However, in some cases we can find the most stable configuration, i.e., the state for 

which the energy is an absolute minimum by simpler means." By "simpler means" 

Woltjer [1959] meant to compare the energy values with other energy values and check 

that it is indeed a minimum. Woltjer [1959] appealed to these "simpler means" in his 

proofs that constant a 1FF fields are energy minima. 

1.4.3. On Criticism of the Stability of Force-Free Fields 

Salingaros [1987] criticized the statement that FF magnetic fields represent the 

state of minimum magnetic energy subject to appropriate constraints on the variations of 

the field. Salingaros [1987] used the constraints 

Kl=SIVxBI2dV and K2=fB.VxBdV (1.28) 

and derived 
8F=Oifl/2B0+A.1VxB0 +A.2VxVxB0 =0 (1.29) 

where B0 is a fixed initial field configuration, and A.i and A.2 are the two Lagrange 

multipliers associated with K1 and K2 in the energy integral. Salingaros [1987] also 

stated that for a variation eh around B0 

s2 F =e 2fv[lh 2 +A.lh.vxh+A.21vxh12]dv 
L2 

(1.30) 
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However, Salingaros [ 1987] stated, "The condition (5a) above is satisfied by several 

distinct classes of vector fields. First, substitute the field V x B = kB into (5a) to 

determine the condition for those fields to be an energy extrema. One has 

2k2+? 1k+ = O=* S2F= O (6) 

The class of vector fields corresponds to an energy extremum which is a saddle point, 

since h(r) satisfies the same identity as B(r) (6) so that ö2F = 0 (5b)." By forcing the 

variations of B to satisfy the FF condition, Salingaros [ 1987] was only searching 

amongst FF fields for those which are energy extrema. He found that amongst the fields 

satisfying V x B = kB, those with k's satisfying equation (6) of Salingaros are energy 

extrema. Note that since his equation (6) involves Lagrange multipliers which can be 

arbitrarily chosen, it can be satisfied by any k. Another fact is that Salingaros [1987] 

interpreted the vanishing of the second derivative as the point is a saddle point. 

Following his argument (searching amongst FF fields), we notice that the dependence of 

the second variation on h is identical to the dependence of F on B. This suggests that not 

only does the second variation vanish, all higher order variations vanish. This means that 

the energy integral is a constant. This is an interesting concept. We therefore conclude 

that the work of Salingaros [1987] was not of a general nature and that he misinterpreted 

the vanishing of the second integral. 

Lundquist [1951] directly addressed the question of the stability of FF magnetic 

fields and investigated the stability of the magnetic field in a long cylinder and concluded 

that the FF field components 

B = 0, B = B0J1((xp), and B = B0J0(cp) (1.31) 

(where B0 is the amplitude of the field, Jo and J1 are Bessel functions and p, 0, z are 

cylindrical coordinates) are stable against perturbations of the form 
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11 = (c cos bx sin az, 0, c' sin bx cos az) (x, y, and z are Cartesian coordinates) (1.32) 

Woltjer [1958b] has shown that general FF fields with constant a are stable against 

spherical expansion. 

A second variation under rather genra1 circumstances, based on the energy 

principle of Bernstein et al. [1958] was worked out by Voslanber and Callebaut [ 1962] 

and surprisingly they found that a wide class of FF magnetic fields with constant a is 

energy maxima states (the second variation is negative). 

In conclusion of this section, FE magnetic fields represent states of equilibrium (if 

only magnetic forces are present). They are not always stable equilibria. 

1.5. TIME DEVELOPMENT OF FORCE-FREE 

MAGNETIC FIELDS 

The equations governing the time development of a FF magnetic field are 

VxB=aB=j => a- 
B•VxB  

B2 

V•B=O = B•Va=0 

together with Faraday's law 

VxE aB 

at 

and since E = —v x  + 1/aj, (1.35) reduces to 

(1.33) 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

Vx(1VxB—vxB) = VxaB—VxvxB+ aB - (1.36) 
at 

and if the fluid is assumed to be stationary (v = 0) 
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aB/t = (1/(B x Va - a2B) (1.37) 

Ferraro and Plumpton [1961] suggested that in order to solve these equations when (X is a 

function of space and time, one has to find a solution, B, at a certain instant of time such 

that this solution satisfies ( 1.3') and B x V x B = 0 and find a through (1.33) and finally 

use ( 1.37) to define B at later times. Jette and Sreenivasan [1969] showed that this does 

not guarantee that at later times, B will satisfy the solenoidal condition nor 

B x V x B = 0. Now, if a magnetic field is once FE, does it always remain FE? The 

answer to this question has been given by Jette [1970]: only if a is constant in space 

and time will a magnetic field that is once FE always remain FE. Earlier, Jette and 

Sreenivasan [1969] had shown that a must be either a constant or a function of both 

space and time. 

1.6. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF THE 

FORCE-FREE CONDITION 

The FF condition and its magnetic field solutions have been criticized by 

Salingaros [1986] who attempted to show that the condition is not invariant under parity 

nor general spatial transformations and that its solutions are not gauge invariant. It was 

later shown to be gauge invariant by Maheswaran [1986] and invariant under parity by 

Collinson [1987]. This chapter reviews that controversy and shows that this equation is 

invariant under (i) parity, and (ii) time reversal and that the constant a must be a 

pseudoscalar. This section, also, clarifies that the vector differential equation is a special 

case of Ampere's law and that under Lorentz transformations, Ampere's law, and not 

necessarily V x B = ctB, is invariant. 
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1.6.1. Gauge Invariance 

Salingaros [ 1986] suggested that solutions of ( 1.3') are not gauge invariant. He 

suggested that two vector potentials only different by the gradient of a scalar function 

should lead to the same magnetic field, i.e., 

if B=VxA 

and A'=A+V?. 

then B'=B 

Salingaros [1986] then suggested that an implication of (1.3') is that 

B=aA+Vp 

and B'=aA'+Vp=aA+aV2+Vp 

and since V B' =0, we get aV2? = 0 which is not true in general. 

(1.38) 

(1.39) 

(1.40) 

(1.41) 

(1.42) 

Maheswaran [1986] (and later Brownstein [1987a]) pointed out that the function 

(p above does not have to be the same in (1.41) and ( 1.42). This means that 

B'=aA'+Vç' (1.43) 

with V(p' = V(p + aV? (1.44) 

which would lead to that V2q = —aV . A, V2 p' = —aV A', and 

V22.=V•(A—A') (1.45) 

1.6.2. Parity 

Salingaros [1986] also criticized the magnetic field solutions of the FF equation 

(1.3') and argued that since the operator, V, is a vector operator that changes sign under 

reflection of the Cartesian coordinates, then ( 1.3') is not invariant under parity. Collinson 

[1987] pointed out that the quantity, a, is a pseudoscalar which means that it changes its 

sign under reflection of the Cartesian coordinates. This meant that ( 1.3') is invariant 

under parity. 
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Salingaros [1986], however, stated "A magnetic field B is known to be a parity 

eigenvector of even parity." This statement demonstrates a common confusion about 

parity; namely mixing intrinsic parity and spatial symmetry. The parity operator, F, maps 

the coordinate r onto -r and maps an arbitrary vector function of spatial coordinates and 

time, F(r,t), onto a vector function F'(-r,t). It is customary to say that the vector F is a 

polar vector (or of odd intrinsic parity) if F'(-r,t) = -F(-r,t) and axial (or of even intrinsic 

parity) if F'(-r,t) = F(-r,t). Accordingly, E is polar and B is axial [ROIIRLICH 1965]. 

This means that 

P [B(r,t)] = B(-r,t) (1.46) 

On the other hand, Salingaros' statement means that 

P [B(r,t)] = B(r,t) (1.47) 

Comparison of (1.46) and (1.47) shows that Salingaros' statement is valid if and only if 

B(r,t) = B(-r,t) (1.48) 

which means that B is an even function of spatial coordinates. This is not always true 

since the spatial symmetry (if any) of B and E is dependent on the spatial symmetry (if 

any) of the charge density. It is important to stress that all physical quantities must have 

either even or odd intrinsic parities but do not have to be odd or even functions of spatial 

coordinates. This confusion of intrinsic parity and spatial symmetry was not addressed 

by any of the respondents to Salingaros [1986]. 

1.6.3. General Coordinate Transformations 

Salingaros [1986] finally suggested that if a solution of the scalar Helmholtz 

equation, i, is a function of the z coordinate; e.g., ijc = a sin(az), then a solution that 

satisfies (1.3') is 

B = a(sin(az),cos((xz),O) (1.49) 
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and under a transformation of coordinates 

(y, Z) -* My, z),v(y,z)) 

the magnetic field, B, would transform to B' 

B' = (v,! 3 ,_! 1?1) (1.50) 
av ixu 

where J = au av auv i -- - -- s the Jacobian of the transformation. The solution ( 1.49) 
ayz aay 

would only be form invariant if J = 1 which is valid only for translations and rotations 

and not any general coordinate transformation. Salingaros [1986] then suggested that the 

lack of form invariance of the solution invalidates the solution being a magnetic field and 

appealed to the argument that "The independence of the choice of reference system is 

essential for all differential equations which describe physical fields." Collinson [1987] 

pointed out the lack, of form invariance of the solution under a general coordinate 

transformation does not mean that the equation is not covariant (independent of the choice 

of the reference system). Collinson also explained that the solution ( 1.49) is a special 

case of Hansen's [1935] method of solving the vector Helmholtz equation which will be 

described in the next chapter. Brownstein [1987a] stressed that solutions of the form of 

(1.47) are only intended for Cartesian coordinates and that one cannot expect such 

solutions to maintain this form under general coordinate transformations. His explanation 

of the relationship between (1.49) and Hansen's [1935] method of solution is more 

explicit than that of Collinson [1987]. 

1.6.4. Time-Reversal 

We will now discuss the behavior of (1.3') under time reversal. Equation ( 1.3') 

is a special case of Amp&e's law 
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V x B(r, t) = aE(r, t)  + j(r,t) 
at 

when the magnetic field, B, is parallel to Mat + j, i.e., 

aB =—+j 
at 

(1.51) 

(1.52) 

Now, since B is an axial vector and both aETht and j are p1ar vectors [RORHLICH 

1965], a must be a pseudoscalar and the FF condition (1.3') is invariant under parity. 

This is what was stated by Collinson [1987]. Similarly, since time reversal maps B Onto 

- B and DE/at + j onto -(aE/& + j), a must be a proper scalar under time reversal; i.e., 

time reversal maps a onto a, and (1.3') is invariant under time reversal. 

1.6.5. Examples 

The results in 1.6.2. and 1.6.4. can be applied to the example given by Chu and 

Ohkawa [1982] which is the same as that used by Salingaros [1986]; 

j = 0 (1.53a) 

k = (0, 0, k) (1.53b) 

B = B0 (sin kz, cos kz, 0) cos cot 

E = E0 (sin kz, cos kz, 0) sin cot 

(1.53c) 

(1.53d) 

Both B and E satisfy (1.3') and a in this case is the only non-zero component of the 

propagation vector, k, which is a polar vector, i.e., its components reverse sign under 

parity, and this means that k = cc is a pseudoscalar in agreement with the results of 1.6.2. 

However, since the propagation vector is a vector of magnitude 2ir/A. where 2 is the 

wavelength of the wave and its direction is the direction of the propagation of the wave 

and since time reversal reverses the direction of propagation of the wave, it is concluded 
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-that time reversal maps k onto -k which means that k is a time pseudoscalar. Time 

reversal maps B(r,t) onto BT (r,t) = -B (r,-t) and maps E (r,t) onto ET (r,t) = E (r,-t). 

Applying these results to (l.53c) and ( l.53d) gives; 

BT (r,t) = -B0 (sin kz, cos kz, 0) cos (-cot) (1.53c') 

ET (r,t) = E0 (sin kz, cos kz, 0) sin (-cot) (1.53d') 

Both BT and ET satisfy ( 1.3'). This demonstrates how the FF condition (1.3') is 

invariant under both parity and time reversal. 

Note the two curl equations of Maxwell's equations in a sourceless medium 

and 

VxB= DE — at 

VxE=— DB 
at 

lead, for a monochromatic electromagnetic plane wave, to 

VxE=—joB 
and 

VxB=joE 

(1.54) 

(1.55) 

(1.57) 

Simple substitution shows that the vector E + jB is a solution for the FF condition. 

Varadan et al. [ 1987] reported a similar observation. 

The electric and magnetic fields of a circularly polarized monochromatic wave in 

vacuum 

and 

E = cos(ot - kz) - sin(0t - kz) (1.58a) 

B = sin(ot - kz) X̂ + cos(wt - kz)5r (1.58b) 
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satisfy the FF condition (1.3') with a replaced with -k. Circularly polarized waves are 

valid, physically significant, and realizable solutions for Maxwell's equations. Note that 

the wave described by ( 1.58) is a right-handed wave since E, B and k describe a right 

handed coordinate system; i.e., k = E x B. The electric and magnetic fields of a left-

handed circularly polarized wave (with k = —E x B) satisfy the FF condition (1.3') with 

a replaced with k. This led Brownstein [1987a] to suggest that the FF condition ( 1.3') 

should be replaced with a new condition 

VxB=kB (1.59) 

where 4 is a pseudosca1ar (with respect to both time-reversal and parity) equal to 1 for 

left-handed circularly polarized wave and equal to -1 for a right-handed circularly 

polarized wave. Brownstein [1987a] was motivated to preserve the physical significance 

of k as the propagation constant. However, if a is viewed as the coefficient of 

proportionality between the current and the magnetic field, there may be no need to 

preserve its positive sign. For this reason we will not adopt ( 1.59) as the FF condition. 

1.6.6. Lorentz Transformations 

Finally, it is important to stress that the FF condition is a special case of Ampere's 

law and that under Lorentz transformations, Ampere's law and not necessarily ( 1.3') is 

covariant. 

1.6.6.1. Sourceless Media 

The second rank electromagnetic field tensor 

FRV = 

- 0 B —B —E 

—B 0 B —E 

B —B 0 —E 

Ex E EZ 0 

(1.60) 
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when multiplied by the four vector potential, A", leads to 

F vA" = (AxB+OE, E.A) (1.61) 

and for magnetic fields satisfying the FF condition ( 1.3') with constant a, it is possible 

to set A parallel to B through a proper choice of the scalar function N where 

B = A + Vij, and to set 0 = 0 through a proper gauge transformation; two possibilities 

arise 

(i) the Lorentz invariant E B = 0 = E A = 0 and F LVAV =0; consequently the 

FF condition is covariant in all Lorentz frames; and 

(if) the Lorentz invariant E B # 0 => E A # 0 and in the frame where B satisfies 

(1.3'), FVA" =(O, 0, 0, —E - A) and in any other frame A x  # 0. Which 

means that the FF condition is not Lorentz covariant. 

An example of case (i) above is the circularly polarized wave of (1.58). If this 

wave is transformed to a Lorentz frame, K, moving in the positive z-direction at a speed 

v with respect to the frame in which (1.58) was expressed. Since, E and B have zero 

components in the direction of the relative motion between the two frames, 

E'=y(E+vxB)=y(l—v)E (1.62a) 

B'=y(B—vxE)=y(l—v)B (l.62b) 

with primed quantities representing quantities in the frame K' and y = 1 / 'Ji - v2. 

Substitution shows that E' and B' satisfy 

VxB'=—k'B' (1.63) 

with k' = y(k - vco). This sheds further light on the fact that a in (1.3') is not a universal 

constant; it may change upon transformation. If the frame K' was moving in the positive 

y-direction, we get 



B' = 'y[sin(ot - kz) + cos(a)t - kz)5' + vcos(ot - kz)] 

and E' = y[cos(aa - kz) - sin(wt - kz)5' - vsin(a)t -- kz)] 

and again substitution shows that E' and B' satisfy 

VxB'=—k'B' 

with k'= k. 
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(l.64a) 

(1.64b) 

(1.65) 

An example of case (ii) above is the wave of Chu and Ohkawa [ 1982] given by 

Eqs. ( 1.53). 

1.6.6.2. Media with Sources 

The effect of Lorentz transformations on the FF condition in a medium with 

sources will be demonstrated by an example. Consider the FF field obtained by Ferraro 

and Plumpton [1961] 

B = BO [0, sin(ax), cos(ax)] (1.66) 

This field is time independent and hence is associated with the current density, 

j = BO .[O, sin((xx), cos((xx)] (1.67) 

Note that in this example, a has no physical significance other than being a constant of 

proportionality between two parallel vectors. In a frame K' moving with a speed v in the 

positive z-direction, a' = a, x' = x, 

B' = B0[O, ysin(ax), cos((xx)] (1.68) 

BO = .[O, sin((xx), 7cos(ax)] 
a 

(1.69) 

= B0[—yvsin(ax), 0 ,0] (1.70) 
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and unless y = 1 (v = 0), B' and j' are not parallel. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that the FF condition ( 1.3') is invariant under 

parity and time reversal and that Ampere's law, the parent equation of ( 1.3'), is invariant 

under Lorentz transformations although ( 1.3') is not necessarily invariant under Lorentz 

transformations. 

1.7. APPLICATIONS OF FORCE-FREE 
11 MAGNETIC FIELDS 

1.7.1. Solar Flares 

As explained in the introduction to this chapter, FF magnetic fields were 

introduced to allow both large currents and large magnetic fields to exist in stellar 

material. For this reason, it is not surprising that solar physics is the field where FF 

fields have been most extensively used. Low [1977] showed that FF magnetic field with 

non-constant a can become a more complex field which may annihilate explosively to 

produce a solar flare. Solar flares are complicated since they exhibit transitions from 

conditions of slow passive evolution to fast active evolution. FF magnetic fields with 

constant a and with a varying from region to region have been successfully applied to 

explain the details of such processes [see VAN HOVEN 1981]. 

1.7.2. Superconductors 

Achieving and maintaining a FF configuration in a superconductor leads to a large 

increase in the limit of its current carrying capacity. This section will explain why FF 

configurations are required if larger magnetic fields are to be generated from the available 

superconductors. In the simple derivation of the relation between the current density and 
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the magnetic field in superconductors, the superconductor is assumed to be a slab in the 

yz- plane and the external magnetic field is assumed to be uniform and parallel to the z-

axis. Using the London equation, the magnetic field inside the slab satisfies 

Boè /Xi (1.71) 

where X is the penetration depth. Since there is no electric field inside the metal 

,. VxB= j 
--.y=y 
ax 

j = (Bo/2)e_x/ 

The Lorentz force, L, is 

L = ix B (B 20 /A)e_2x1 

as shown schematically in Figure 1.1. 

(1.72) 

(1.73) 

(1.74) 

This force, L, acts on the super-current carriers, pushing them towards the inside of the 

superconductor, and this has the effect of destroying the force for a flat planar 

superconducting slab. The analysis of more complicated configurations leads to the 

same conclusion. The elimination or reduction of the Lorentz force, without reducing the 

field or the current, is desirable. This would require a special configuration of the 

external magnetic field. Josephson [1966] has explained that the force-balance equation 

x B + P =0, where P is the pinning force, suggests that with a finite pinning force it is 

possible to increase the critical current by changing the angle between j and B. This has 

been confirmed experimentally. The ideal configuration is a FF configuration. This 

configuration is impossible to achieve. Matsushita [1981] has shown that the FF current 

is unstable unless pinning centers stabilize it. 
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Superconducting 
Slab 

Y 

x 

Figure 1.1 A schematic diagram showing the relationship 

between the magnetic field, the current and the Lorentz force. 

1.7.3 Generation of Large Magnetic Fields 

It has been stated earlier that it is impossible to construct current carrying coils of 

finite dimensions such that they are totally free of magnetic stresses. Current carrying 

coils must have some support to counter the magnetic stresses. This should be obvious 

when it is desired to generate a large magnetic field in some region of space for use in 

different applications: e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR). In such applications, it is desirable to have the magnetic field in a 

region free of conductors. This means that in that region, the field is non-zero while no 

current is present. This application is in contrast with the plasma confinement case where 
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it is desirable to enhance the FF configuration in the plasma and no free space magnetic 

field is desired. It is often the case in conventional coils generating large magnetic fields 

that the magnetic stresses exceed the tensile strength of the coil material [ZIJLSTRA 

1967]. This problem is further complicated by the fact that large magnetic fields require 

large currents which in turn are associated with large ohmic losses and require substantial 

cooling. It is advantageous for such coils to shift the magnetic stresses to more 

convenient regions. 

Furth et al. [1957] showed the design for an approximately FF configuration of 

coils. Yangfang and Luguang [1983] have demonstrated an implementation of this design 

using superconductors. Wells and Mill [1962] reported on their implementation of a 

force-reduced toroidal coil system. They included photographs showing that a 

conventionally wound torus failed at a field of 2.7 T. In the same set of photographs, the 

force-reduced design did not show appreciable deflection at 2.7 T. 

1.7.4. Plasma Confinement 

Taylor [ 1974] showed, assuming that the plasma internal energy is negligible 

compared with the magnetic energy, that the final state of relaxation will be the state of 

minimum energy subject only to the single invariant 

Ko=JA.BdV (1.19) 

where V is the total volume of the system. This state has been determined by Woltjer 

[1958a] and is a force-free magnetic field. Robinson [1969] reported that the longitudinal 

field and current are reversed near the wall in the Zeta Tokamak if the pinch parameter B 

is close to 1.2. Taylor [1974] treated the plasma magnetic field as force-free and used 

the second set of cylindrical solutions of Ferraro and Plumpton [1961] to show that the 
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field would be reversed at ap = 2.404 corresponding to e =1.202, which is in good 

agreement with Robinson's observations [ROBINSON 1969]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MAGNETIC FIELD SOLUTIONS 
OF THE FORCE-FREE 
CONDITION 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will attempt to find the solution of the FF condition 

VxB=aB, (1.3') 

subject to the constraint 

V•B=O (2.1) 

in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordinates. It will first review the known 

solutions and then derive a new solution in spherical coordinates that does not fit in the 

"general" solution provided by Chandrasekhar and Kendall [1957]. 

Taking the curl of ( 1.3') and invoking (2. 1), shows that the magnetic field must 

satisfy the vector Helmholtz equation 

V2B+a2B=O (2.2) 

Equation (2.2) can be solved if the method of Hansen [1935] is exploited; a good review 

of this method is given-by Collin [1991]; if a scalar function, qi, satisfies the scalar 

Helmholtz equation 

V2'qi+a2'qc=0 (2.3) 

then three and only three independent vectors can be formed from 14! such that they satisfy 

the vector Helmholtz equation. These three vectors are: (i) L = Vi1,; (ii) P = V x l!Jr, and 
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(iii) T = V x V x iVr. Another such set may be formed by using a in place of r, where a 

is a constant vector. Note that r is not a constant vector. The general solution of (2.2) is 

then obtained by: (i) finding a complete set of solutions for the scalar wave equation, (ii) 

finding the three vector solutions for each member of this set and (iii) adding all these 

vectors. Now a general solution corresponding to a single function is 

B=aL+bP+cT=aVí+bVxir+cVxVxjrr (2.4) 

where a, b and c are constants. 

We manipulated ( 1.3') and (2.1) to obtain (2.2). However, not every solution of 

(2.2) is necessarily a solution of ( 1.3') and (2.1). The two conditions; V B = 0 (implies 

a=0), and VxB=cB (implies b=(xc): 

V x  = bVx V xir+cVx V  V  Vr 

=bVxVx'qtr—cV2xVxjir 

=bVxVxWr+a2cVxNfr 

= otB = ctbV x W + cxcVx V xjcr 

Thus we look for solutions of the form 

(2.5) 

B=Bo(aVxir+VxVxjir), (2.6) 

2.2. RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 

Nakagawa and Raadu [1972] obtained general FF magnetic fields in rectangular 

coordinates: 
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B = [ak _k(k2 2 1/2]Bkxe 
ik.r_(k2_a2) z, 

k•Ok  

2 1/2 

B = Bke1kr (Ic —a 2) z, 

k#0 

(2.7) 

where K = + k k2 = k + k, r = x + y5, the summation is over all possible 

values of both kx and k excluding kx = k = 0, and Bk are the Fourier coefficients of 

B(x, y, z = 0). Ferraro and Plumpton [1961] obtained the single solution 

B = Bo [sin O, sin(ax), cos(ax)] (2.8) 

Note that in rectangular coordinates, (2.2) is actually three independent equations 

of the form (2.3). The first step in finding the most general solution to (2.2) is to flnd a 

complete set of solutions, 0, to (2.3). Each component of the solution of (2.2) is a sum 

of such functions. 

2.3. CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

Lust and Schiute [1954] gave the differential equation for an axially symmetric F  

magnetic field in cylindrical coordinates and found some special analytical as well as 

numerical solutions. Chandrasekhar [1956] also developed the equations governing FF 

axially symmetric magnetic fields in cylindrical coordinates but did not give the solutions. 

Lundquist [1950] found particular solutions with radial and azimuthal components only 

B (z) = B0 sin(az), Bc1 (z) = B0 cos(az), B 0 (2.9) 

and solutions with azimuthal and axial components only: 

B =0, B0 (p) = B0J1(ap), B(p) = B0J0((xp) (2.10) 
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These last solutions have been used to explain a phenomenon in plasma confinement as 

has been explained in Chapter 1. 

2.4. SPHERICAL COORDINATES 

Chandrasekhar and Kendall [1957] (C&K) derived general FF magnetic fields in 

spherical coordinates. 

n(n + 1)  
Br(r,8,4) =  Z(ar)P(x) X{An,m cos(m) + Bn,m sin(m4)J, 

ar 
n=O m=-n 

00 fl - 

B0(r,8,) = I X [Bn,m cos(m4) + An,m sin(m)J 

n=Om=-n 

+(m/sin4)Zn(ar)P(x)[An,m cos(m4) - Bn,m sin(m4)] ) 

00 n 1 arsinO B(r,9,4)=  dr PnM  cos(m4) + Bn,m sin(m)] 
n=Om=-n( 

Zn(W)P(X)[Bn,m cos(MO) + An,m sin(m)}  

where x = cosO, Z (ar) = (ir/2ar) 112 J + 1/2 ((xr), J + 1/2 (czr) is a linear combination 

of the Bessel functions J + 12 and J - , P is the associated Legendre polynomial of 

order m and degree n, and An,m and Bn,m are coefficients to be determined from 

boundary conditions. Other workers have attempted to obtain FF magnetic fields in 

spherical coordinates. Chandrasekhar [ 1957] earlier obtained axially symmetric FF 

magnetic fields in spherical coordinates. Nakagawa [1973] obtained the same solutions 
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as those of C&K [1957] but with explicit coefficients. Freire [ 1966] obtained a field 

[Eqs.(46) of his paper, with the sign of BO corrected, and with H replaced by B]: 

Br = 0, B8 = (A/r)sin(ar), B = (A/r)cos(ar) (2.12) 

However, direct substitution shows that (2.12) does not satisfy the solenoidal condition 

V•B=0, (2.1) 

and hence is not a magnetic field [BROWNSTEIN 1987b]. It appears that Freire [ 1966] 

assumed that if each field component does not depend on its own coordinate then the 

solution satisfies (2.1). However, this is not the case for spherical coordinates since in 

this system of coordinates, the divergence operator is given by 

1 a r 2Ur+ oae rsinea 1  asineu+  1  a 
V—-" ' r ar rsin  (2.13) 

where Ur, uO and u are unit vectors. The solution that Freire [1966] was seeking is 

interesting because it had a vanishing radial component and cannot be included in the 

"general" solution of C&K given in (2.11). 

Zaghioul and Barajas [ 1990] (Z&B) obtained FF magnetic fields without a radial 

component, B = [o, B0(r, 0, ), B(r, 0, )] by assuming that these solutions are 
separable; B0 (r, 0, ) = BBB and B(1) (r, 0, ) = where the superscripts are 

labels indicating the only coordinate on which each function depends. The dependence of 

these solutions on r is similar to that derived by Freire [1966]. Freire solved the 

differential equations 

= —a2rB (2.14a) 

2 

and 
dr 

to obtain 

(2.14b) 
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B = (.)(A+ei + A_,), 

B r K )( d )(rBr) , = 
cLrdr 

= (!)K(A et - 

where A, A, and K are constants. Equation (2.1) leads to 

1  a ia 

rsinO DO =  rsin  ao e' 

(2.14a') 

(2.14b') 

(2.15) 

and ( 1.3') leads to the solutions given by (2.14) and to 

r2 sine ((r(B sin o)_ r4BeJ =0. (2.16) 
TO 

Equations (2.15) and (2.16) when multiplied by r sine become 

(BeTo  sine) 

(B sin 0) = Be. 

(2.15') 

(2.16') 

Equations (2.15') and (2.16) are not valid if r = 0 or if 0 = 0 or It. It is obvious from 

the similarity of (2.15) and (2.16) that B9 and BO have similar dependence on the 

angular coordinates, 0 and 4). For this reason, only the solutions of (2.16) will be 

derived and those of (2.15') will be inferred from them. Algebraic and differential 

manipulation as well as using the separation of variables mentioned earlier lead to 

d d 
- ( sinO— dO (B sine)) = M 2 BE) 

and 

(2.17) 
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i2 
-1---B =-m2B 
d42, 

where m is a real constant. Equation (2.18) has the solution 

BO = + 

(2.18) 

(2.18') 

where B+, B_, m+' and m - are real constants. The requirement of single 

valuedness of the function BO forces m to be an integer. The solution of (2.17) can be 

brought about by using a variable y in place of 8, where y = ln[tan(8/2)]; i.e., d'y = 

(1/sinO)d8. Consequently, 

= m2B Ot °, 

where B = B sin 0. Now 

(2.19) 

B = BO+emy + Bo_e_my, (2.20) 

where B. and B(-) are constants. Reintroducing 0 in (2.20) gives 

B = jB[t-(,/2)]m + B[COt(0,2)}m}CSC8. (2.21) 

The real solutions are 

Be (r, 0, ) =  Bm+  [tan(0/2)]m sin(czr + m + m+) 
rsin8 

+  BM-  Fcot(8/2)]m sin(ar - m + 
rs1n0 1 

, ) =  Bm+  [tan(0/2)]m cos(ar + m + m+) r sin  

+  BM—  [cot(O/2)]m cos(ar - m4 + 
rsin0 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 
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where Bm+ and BM- are coefficients related to the earlier coefficients. The more general 

compact solution is 

m=+oo 

BO (r, e, 'ç  BM  tan- I sin(ar+m+ m) 
h.d rsinO 2) 

nl=—oo 

m=+ee 9\m 

rsin8 
BO (r, 9, )= S B  ( tan- I cos(cLr+m+6m) 

2)  
nl=—oo 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

These solutions: 

(1) satisfy both the solenoidal and the FF conditions, 

(2) are singular at 8 = 0 or It. However, they are not valid on the axis since it 

(3) 

was excluded in the derivation, 

are singular at r = 0 which is also excluded from the derivation, 

(4) for m> 0, the solutions are defined at 8 = 0 and actually both components 

vanish at 8 = 0 'for m>l. The m=l solution is interesting since it must be 

independent of 4 when 8 = 0. This is the case since 

U0 = cos4 + sin 4,5r and u = -sin + cos4 

leading to 

B = -[sin(cLr-1- i) 2 - cos(ar+61) ] 

which is independent of ; 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(5) have, if only a single solution with a particular m is considered, a magnitude 

that is independent of 4 

B = tan (2.28) 
rsinO 2 
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which for in = 1 reduces to 

B=  B1  tan ( 0) _"B1 
rsine 2  

2rcos (0)22  

and 

(2.29) 

(6) have the coefficients Bm which are to be determined from boundary 

conditions and may be time dependent. 

Evangelidis [1975] obtained spherical coordinates solutions with no radial 

component as well as solutions with only a radial component. However, they were 

obtained for the case of non-constant a. 

If BB sinO is considered one function, then we obtain equation (35) of 

Schelkunoff [1938] 

tan BB sine = fi(e tan + f2 (e 2) 2) 
(2.30) 

where f1 and f2 are arbitrary functions. However, note that the solution of Z&B is a 

series expansion of (2.30). Schelkunoff [1938] obtained these solutions in his search for 

transverse electric spherical waves; i.e., waves with no electric radial component. This is 

not surprising since Z&B obtained their solutions in their search for magnetic fields with 

no radial component. Schelkunoff [1952] later found that typical functions of the 

complex variable z = e4tan(e/2) are TEM solutions to the Helmholtz equation in 

spherical coordinates. Schelkunoff [1952] also derived the solution of Z & B as a 

solution for the associated Legendre equation for the case n = 0. Schelkunoff identified 

that in this case the radial components of both the electric and magnetic fields vanish and 

that the waves are TEM waves. 
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The general solutions for Be and B, in compact form largely due to Scheilcunoff 

[1938], are 

Be =  1  [A e'arfj(e'0+ tan.) + A_e'f2(e_'4' tan.)] 
rsin8 

B =  1  [A+e fi(e1 tan..) - A_e_iarf2 (e-'O  tan..)] 
rsinO 

The real solutions will depend on the functions f1 and f2. 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

It is concluded that the solutions of C&K [1957] and those of Nakagawa [1973] 

are not the most general. The most general solution of the FF condition in spherical 

coordinates will be investigated and derived in the next section. 

2.5. THE GENERAL FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC 
FIELD IN SPHERICAL .COORDINATES 

In Section 2.4., it was shown that the spherical FF field without a radial 

component 

' 

B0 (r, 8, ) = 'V  BM  tan— sin(cLr+ m4)+ m) 
-' rsin8 2) 

m=—eo 

(2.33) 

m=+.B (r, e, ) = ' Bm  •tan—I cos(ar + m4 + öm) (2.34) 
-' rsin8 2) 

cannot be included in the "general" FF of C&K. This raises the question: what is the 

most general FF field in spherical coordinates? This will be addressed through (i) 

checking whether the solution of Z&B fits in Hansen's form, (ii) finding the scalar 

function that generates the solution of Z&B, (iii) finding the general 0 that is a solution to 
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the Helmholtz equation, and (iv) deriving the general solution of the FF condition in 

spherical coordinates. 

We will first find the solution of Z&B using the method of Hansen [1935]. 

Letting 

B=Vxr(pur+VxVxrpur (2.35) 

and setting Br to zero, we get 

d sine— 1 ( d(p' + 1d2(p 
- I 
dO'. de) s1n9d42° 

(2.36) 

where p is a solution of the SHE. Equation (2.36) is, through simple manipulation, 

identical to (2.17) and has the solution 

(tan.)m sin(ar+ m4+öm) (2.37) 

This suggests that Hansen's method is valid and that the limitation on the "general" 

solution of C&K may have been introduced through the particular solution of the SHE 

used by Hansen and later by C&K. We will now attempt to find the general solution of 

the YHE. We first notice that (2.14a) is the zeroth order spherical Bessel differential 

equation which, in agreement with the solution of Z&B, has a solution sin((Xr)/r. We 

also notice that equation (2.17) is the zero order Legendre equation (with m = 0). This 

means that the solutions of Schelkunoff and Z&B are solutions of the zero order 

Legendre equation. The general solution of Legendre's equation is 

= pP + q'Q (2.38) 

where pm and q are constants and Q' (x) are Legendre's polynomials of the second-

kind. The solution, Q(x), is generally ignored because of its singularity at x = ±1. 
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This singularity can be avoided if the 8 = 0 and it axes are not included in the solution. It 

may be appropriate to include Q' (x) in the general solution once the singularities are 

removed from the usable region of the solution. However, Q0 (x) = x+1 cannot + 'cannot be used 
x-1 

to construct the (tan(O/2))m of Z&B. The relationship between the (tan(B/2))m of Z&B 

and the known solutions of the Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates will now be 

derived. 

2.5.1. Solutions of the Scalar Helmholtz Equation in Spherical 

Coordinates 

The scalar Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates can be separated into a 

radial part and an angular part. The solution of the angular part is the well known 

spherical wave functions that are formed using the associated Legendre polynomials of 

the first and second kinds and the solutions of the radial part are the Hankel functions of 

the first and second kinds. We will now briefly review the associated Legendre 

polynomials of the first and second kinds. 

2.5.1.1. Associated Legendre Polynomials of the First and Second Kinds 

We first search for the general solution, P, for the associated Legendre equation 

(the Legendre equation with n # 0) 

2 d2P dP 
(1 x ) 2 2x—+[n(n+1)(1—x2)--m2JP=O 

dx 
(2.39) 

The method of Frobenius where the solution is assumed to be expandable as a Taylor 

series 

(2.40) 
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Substitution leads to the following recursion relationship 

a+2= 
m  a 2—n(n+1)+2i2 i2 — 3i + 2 — n(n + 1)  

a_2 - 

i'+3i+2 i2 +3i+2 1 (2.41) 

This recursion relationship leads to two independent solutions (series): one with even 

powers of x and one with odd powers of x. These series have some properties: 

(1) For a given n and m where n≥m, one of the two series will truncate at some 

power of x whereas the other series will be an infinite series. The series that 

truncates is labeled P and the other is labeled Q. These series are known 

as the associated Legendre polynomials of the first and second kind 

respectively. 

(2) For a given n, the odd series truncate if -n ≤ m ≤ n and m is odd; whereas the 

even series truncates if -n ≤ m ≤ n and in is even. If m>n or m.<-n, both odd 

and even series are infinite. It is customary to maintain the convention that for 

odd m, the odd series is Pm and for even m, the even series is P. 

(3) The infinite series diverges at x = ±1. 

(4) The P polynomials are the common Legendre polynomials and form a 

complete set if -n ≤ m ≤ n. This completeness means that any square 

integrable function of e can be expanded in terms of a sum of these 

polynomials. 

(5) Q and P are orthogonal to each other for each integer n and m since one is 

an even series and the other is an odd series. 
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2.5.2. The Solutions of Z&B in Terms of Spherical Solutions 

of the Scalar Helmholtz Equation 

2.5.2.1. The Angular Part 

In section 2.4., it was stated that Scheilcunoff [1952] derived the solutions (2.24) 

and (2.25) which were later derived by Z&B. Scheilcunoff derived (2.24) and (2.25) as 

solutions of the associated Legendre equation for the case n = 0. In this subsection, we 

will-show that tan(e/2) is a solution of the associated Legendre equation for the case n = 

0 and m = 1. To show this one has to remember that 

• 0 0 __ 

sin(—) 2sin - cos(—) 
tan(..) -  2  - 2 sine  - _1 - 

2 - 0 - 2(.) 1+ cosO - 1+x cos() 2cos 

X2 X4 X1 
= (1+ x)_1(1_ x2)h/2 = (1_ x+x2_x3+x4+...)(l____. 

2 8 16 

x2 x3 3x4 3x5 

2 2 8.8 

=(1—x)(1+ x2 3x4  
28 

Given the recursion relationship (2.41), Setting n = 0 and m = 1 leads to 

P=(ao )(1 X2 3X4 

Further setting a0 = -a1 leads to 

P = a0 tan( e.) 

J 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

In a similar manner, one can show that 

ptm = Ltan(O/2)m (2.45) 

where L is a constant. 
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It can now be concluded that the angular dependence of the solutions of Z&B can 

be included in the angular dependence of the solutions of C&K if the latter solutions are 

expanded to include the Legendre polynomials of the second kind. However it is 

important to stress, that 

(1) the presence of sine in the denominator of the solutions of C&K suggests that 

the solutions are singular at e = 0. This is not the case because for m # 0, the 

Legendre polynomials of the first kind always have a sine term; 

(2) even if the singularity at e = 0 can be removed by using appropriate 

boundaries for the magnetic material, the solution Q cannot be expanded in 

terms of P. This should be obvious since the two solutions have different 

symmetries around the e = ir/2 plane; and 

(3) Even though P and Q are singular at e = 0, the sum of the two 

polynomials is not singular at e = 0. 

2.5.2.2. The Radial Part 

The spherical Bessel differential equation is 

dR.2 2dR + (l_4)R=o —+-- 
(r2 rdr 

With n = 0, (2.46) reduces to 

2 2 d 

dr2 7 d 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

which reduces to (2.14a) with simple manipulation and if ar is substituted for r. 

Equation (2.47) has known solutions which are the spherical Bessel functions, in, and 
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the spherical Neumann functions, nn. These solutions are generally combined to form the 

Hankel functions of the first- and second-kind which are defined as 

h) = j + in and h = j - inn (2.48) 

sinr cosr 
Since j0 =- and no =, substitution shows that (2.14a') is a sum of 

r r 

and h. This means that the radial dependence in the solutions of Z&B is contained 

in the general solution of the spherical Bessel differential equation. 

2.5.3. The General Force-Free Magnetic Field in Spherical 

Coordinates 

The analysis in subsections 2.5.1. and 2.5.2. showed that the solutions of Z&B 

can be included in the solutions of C&K if the associated Legendre polynomials of the 

second kind and the spherical Neumann functions are added to the associated Legendre 

polynomials of the first kind and the spherical Bessel functions respectively. This means 

that the most general solution for the SHE in spherical coordinates is 

= 'a h' + b h(2))(cP + dQ)e nmn " nfl nn In 
n=Om=-n 

(2.49) 

where an, bn, c and dnm are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

Accordingly, the most general solution of the vector Helmholtz equation is 

dViy  (2.50) 

or gVNf  (2.51) 

where d, e, f, g, h and 1 are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions and 

a is a constant vector. The general constant vector in spherical coordinates is 
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a = (2. sine cos4 + j.i sine Sifl4)Ur + (? cose cos4 + ji. cose sin4)u 

+ (ii. cos4 - ? sin) u (2.52) 

where 2.., i and v are constants. Note that Hansen [1935] originally used the radial 

vector, r, in his solution. C&K suggested that a constant vector should be used but 

actually used r. Stratton [1941] has shown that although r is not constant, it is a valid 

choice. Flammer [1957] stated that the only known vectors that, combined with i as in 

(2.50) and (2.51), lead to solutions of the VHE are r and a. The rules that such vectors 

obey are not stated in literature and are currently under investigation by the author. 

The most general known magnetic fields satisfying V x B = aB in spherical 

coordinates are 

B=Vxr+VxVx(jf/c)r (2.53) 

and B=Vxa+VxVx(/a)a (2.54) 

Equation (2.53) leads to fields (the form is largely due to Rosenbiuth and Bussac [ 1979]) 

00 00 

B(r, e, ) = (Cm +dme) x 

n=O rn=O 

{ [n(n+ l) (aj(cr) + + qQ)]u 

+[ 'm  (pmPm + q Q)(aj ± bn) 
sine 

d tmPm + ld (a rin + bnmn)]ue do - pn n 

+[ im (p _ m,- m 1 d 
P q )--(a + bm) 

sine ardr 

+(pP + q Q)(aj + bnnn)]uj (2.55) 
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In conclusion, this chapter has derived the most general FE magnetic field in 

spherical coordinates. The next chapter will attempt to find an application where the new 

general solution leads to a different result than the "general" solution of C&K. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION OF FORCE-FREE 
MAGNETIC FIELDS TO PLASMA 
CONFINEMENT 

3.1. NUCLEAR FUSION AS AN ALTERNATE 
ENERGY SOURCE 

It is estimated that the current annual energy consumption is about 

0.3 Q (i Q 1.05 x 1021 and that the there is only 11 Q of oil reserves and an 

estimated 100 Q of coal that can be mined economically. Given these estimates together 

with the fact that more and more countries are becoming industrialized which could bring 

the annual energy consumption to 0.7 Q, it is natural to speculate that fossil fuel reserves 

of the earth cannot supply the energy needed to support the continued consumption of 

advanced countries for more than a century. This speculation has encouraged scientists to 

search for an alternate fuel source. This search has led to the use of nuclear fission where 

one heavy nucleus breaks into smaller and more stable nuclei. An example of such a 

fission is the reaction 

2x50 1 Sn + 8e + 236Mev (3.1) 

However, in this case, the fuel is the uranium isotope 235 92 U and it is estimated that there is 

2.5 x 1010 kg uranium on earth; of which only 0.7% is 292 U and since the reactor 

efficiency is 20%, it is estimated that all the 235 U in the world can only supply 7 Q. A 

more efficient reaction is the fast breeder reaction (used in the super Phoenix in France) 

u-- n=9 U= 2 Np 239 94PU (3.2) 
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The world supply of 238 92 Uwould generate 300 Q. This makes fast breeder reactors seem 

like the choice for the immediate future. However, 294 Pu is radio-active. The waste of a 

fission reactor poses a serious limitation on the usefulness of such reactors. 

An alternate source of energy is nuclear fusion where two light nuclei fuse 

together forming a heavier and more stable nucleus. A host of such reactions are possible; 

a promising candidate is 

D+ 1T=He+n + 17. 6Mev (3.3) 

where 3jT is the hydrogen isotope tritium, D is the hydrogen isotope deuterium. Tritium 

is a radio-active material with a half life of 12 years; there is no natural tritium. Tritium 

can be produced through the nuclear reactions 

Li+n=He-i- 1T + 4. 8Mev (3.4) 

- 2.47Mev (3.5) 

Given the world supply 'of lithium and deuterium, it is estimated that the three reactions 

(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) can generate 6 x 106 Q. -However, even though these reaction.s are 

free of radio-active waste, water containing T is dangerous since it can harm the 

reproductive organs through its n-decay if present in humans. 

3.2. THE CONFINEMENT PROBLEM 

Reaction (3.3), as a prototype of nuclear reactions involving at least two species 

of nuclei, is promising for energy production. However, to release this energy, enough 

energy must be delivered to the nuclei so that they can overcome the Coulomb barrier 

UO =  ZIZ2e 2 ' (3.6) 
4itc0r0 
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where Zi and Z2 are the number of charges on the two nuclei, e is the charge of an 

electron and ro is the radius of a nucleus (approximately 5 x 10-15 m). For deuterium and 

tritium (Z1 = Z2 = 1) this barrier is about 0.29 MeY. Overcoming the Coulomb barrier is 

generally achieved through heating a plasma rich with the two species. It is possible to 

assume that all gases become plasma above 106 K. The temperature needed to overcome 

the Coulomb barrier can be derived from the fact that the kinetic energy, K.E., of a 

particle at a temperature T is 

K.E.=!mv2 =.-kT 
2 2 

(3.7) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant (K = 1.3709 x 10-23 JfK). The temperature required to 

overcome the 0.29 MeV bather is 

2x0.29x106 xl.602x10 19  
T- =2.25x109K (3.8) 

3 x 1.3709 x 10-23 

This temperature is realized through external heating that is applied to the plasma. The 

value of this temperature raises a serious problem since most known metals melt if T> 

3500 K. Consequently a method must be found to prevent the plasma from coming into 

contact with the walls of the container. Magnetic and inertial confinement are two tested 

methods of plasma confinement [NIIU 1988]. 

3.3. MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT 

A single particle of charge e traveling at a constant velocity v in a uniform 

magnetic field B will experience a Lorentz force ev x B. This force is perpendicular to the 

velocity of the particle and does not change the magnitude of this velocity; it only 

introduces curvature to the velocity. This means that the kinetic energy of a charged 

particle is unaltered by its presence in a uniform magnetic field. If v I B then the path of 
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the particle would describe a circle whose axis is the magnetic field direction and whose 

radius is rc = Mv  where m is the mass of the particle. The angular velocity of this motion 
eb 

eB COC = — 
m 

is called the Larmor frequency. The Lorentz force vanishes if v 11 B, This 

means that an arbitrary constant velocity would have a resultant whose component parallel 

to the field, v11, is unaltered by the presence of the field and whose component 

perpendicular to the field, vj, describes circular motion about the field; the particle cannot 

drift away from the field lines. However, the particle is free to drift along the field lines. 

3.3.1. Magnetic Mirrors 

If the magnetic field was parallel to the axis of a cylinder containing the charged 

particles and if the field increased towards the edges of the cylinder, then according to 

V. B = 0, the magnetic field must have a radial component with 

If B i -- s constant, then 
az 

laB 
Br  az 

and the z-component of the Lorentz force 

dv 1 DBZ 
= eythBr = --ev thr— 

dt 2Taz 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

which means that the particle will be subject to a force sending it towards the weaker 

magnetic field. If both ends of the cylinder have stronger fields as may be realized by 

winding a coil as shown in Figure 3.1, then the particles will tend to stay inside the 

cylinder away from the walls provided that 
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(i) the field increases slowly as a function of the distance along the axis of the 

cylinder, z; and 

(ii) the radius of the cylinder is larger than the Larmor radius. 

This process describes the concept of magnetic mirrors which are a means of magnetic 

plasma confinement [REITZ AND M1LFORD 1967]. Note that 

(i) particles of opposite charges travel in opposite directions, hence all particles, 

in the described case, will experience a force pushing them towards the 

weaker field; 

(ii) particles traveling with large v11, will not be reflected back by the magnetic 

mirror, and 

(iii) the particles are not allowed to cross magnetic field lines and thus travel on the 

surface of flux tubes. 

Current source 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram showing how a coil could be wound to 

make a magnetic mirror. 
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3.3.2. Toroidal Confinement 

Another method of plasma confinement is by bending the magnetic field lines into 

circles of radius R. This way, the particles will be confined to the interior of a torus 

whose major radius is the radius of the field circle and whose minor radius is the Larmor 

radius. However, this confinement is not perfect since bending the field into circles leads 

to that the particles traveling along the field lines will experience a centripetal acceleration 

This acceleration is accounted for by a Lorentz force due to a component of the 

velocity that is perpendicular to the magnetic field, vD. This means that 

2 

eVDB = m— VII 

R 

or VD =  
n1vil 

eBR 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Since this speed depends on the square of vil then its direction will be dictated by the sign 

of the charge; positive charges will tend to flow downwards and negative charges will 

tend to flow upwards. This charge separation introduces an electric field which is 

perpendicular to the magnetic field and E x B leads to a drift motion. This drift motion 

can be made to cancel the charge separation by making the field lines not close on 

themselves; rather after a complete rotation around the torus the field line shifts by an 

angle i. = 22t/n (n is a real number) called the rotational transfer angle. This shift in 

magnetic field lines makes the direction of the E x B drift motion isotropic [HAGLER 

AND KRISTIANSEN 1977]. 

3.3.3. The Magnetic Pinch Effect 

The confinement of a current filament by its own self-magnetic field is known as 

the pinch effect [SPITZER 1962]. A plasma confined by its own magnetic field is thus 
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said to be self-pinched. Thus, the pinch effect is a phenomenon that allows a magnetic 

field to apply a pressure on a plasma that could counter the plasma pressure. This pinch 

results when a magnetic field rapidly builds up and is not able to penetrate into the plasma 

due to the freezing of magnetic field lines in a plasma of infinite conductivity. The pinch 

effect is a useful phenomenon in plasma confinement. 

To understand the pinch effect, first, the freezing of magnetic field lines in a 

plasma of infinite conductivity is explained. The total flux crossing an area A is given by 

(3.14) 

where dA is an element of the area; the flux has a time derivative 

d4 f dB 

dt dt f dt 
(3.15) 

At every point on the boundary of the area, the rate of change of the area is proportional 

to the component of the velocity perpendicular to the boundary at that point, dl. This 

means that 
dA 
d—=vxdl 

dt 
(3.16) 

also if the conductivity is infinite, the total electric force per unit charge, E + v x B, must 

tend to zero and from Maxwell's equation 

VxE=— DB =—Vx(vxB) 
at 

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) when substituted into (3.15) lead to 

d•=f Vx(vxB).dA+f B.(vxdl) 
dt 

applying Stoke's theorem to the first integral on the right hand side yields 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
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do 

dt i 
= I(vxB).dl+JB.(vxdl). (3.19) 

which means that the flux does not change and that the magnetic field lines are frozen in 

the plasma [NICHOLSON 1983]. 

The magnetic pressure is related to the magnetic portion of the Lorentz force. It is 

customary to express the force acting on a plaisma as 

F=jxB—Vp (3.20) 

where p is the plasma pressure. Combining this with V x B = j and the vector equality 

V.J = B x V xB+(B• V)B 

one obtains, 

F=_V(_)_VP+(B.V)B 

If (B V)B =0, then 

F=_.V[_)_VP 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

This suggets that the magnetic energy density, i-, plays the role of a magnetic 
pressure. 

Now, for a current traveling in the z direction of a cylindrical coordinate system, 

the magnetic field is in the azimuthal direction and can be calculated from Ampere's law 

r 

B(r) = .. f r j(r')dr' 

0 

and in this case 

(3.24) 
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r 

B(r) = _J $r' j(r')dr' + j(r) = _!B(r) + j(r) 
-Ir r2 

The magnetic Lorentz force is in the radial direction and has the value 

F __B (r) 
- .ar rr 

which suggests that 

P=çjçdr' 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

and if the magnetic field increased suddenly, then by the freezing of the magnetic field 

lines, the field cannot penetrate deep into the plasma and we have a small surface region 

where there is magnetic pressure. This pressure is capable of balancing the plasma 

pressure and keeping the plasma away from the walls. 

3.3.4. Mathematical Theory of Relaxed States 

Taylor [1974] showed, assuming that the plasma internal energy is negligible 

comjared with the magnetic energy, that the final state of relaxation will be the state of 

minimum energy subject only to the invariance of the magnetic helicity 

K0=f A•BdV (1.19) 

where V is the total volume of the system. This state has been determined through the 

variational principle in Chapter 1.4. and is a constant a FF magnetic field [WOLTJER 

1958a]. Robinson [ 1969] reported that the longitudinal field and current are reversed near 

the wall in the Zeta Tokamak if the pinch parameter 8 = 1.2. Taylor [1974] created the 

plasma magnetic field as FF and used the second set of cylindrical solutions of Ferraro 
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and Plumpton [1961] to show that the field would be reversed at ap = 2.404 

corresponding to 8 = 1.202, in agreement with the observations of Robinson [1969]. 

Bodenson et al. [ 1981] showed that the FF condition 

VxB=cxB (1.3') 

is an eigenvalue problem with an operator V, an eigenvector B, and an eigenvalue a.. 

Equation ( 1.3') is not a Hermitian equation. However, it can be repressed as 

VxVxA1=2VxA1 (3.28) 

which is Hermitian and in that case, all eigenvalues are real, eigenvectors corresponding 

to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal in the sense 

$ A1.AdV=0 (3.29) 

if ?j o ?j and if more than one eigenvector correspond to the a single eigenvalue, these 

eigenvectors can be orthogonalized according to the Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization. 

Note that (3.29) is an integration over all space. However, it can be satisfied if the 

volume is the interior of a perfectly conducting shell provided A n = 0 on the surface, 

where n is a vector perpendicular to the surface. This can be achieved since if B satisfies 

(1.3') then 

B=ccA+V(p (1.39) 

and a special choice of the scalar function ((p = constant) would lead to A - n = 0 on the 

surface. 

3.3.5. The Tokamak 

The tokamak is a magnetic plasma confinement device that utilizes the fact that the 

plasma relaxes to a FF state if allowed to do so by the boundary conditions. The device is 
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shown in Figure 3.2 [MU 1988] and basically consists of a torus with a minor radius a 

and a major radius b as shown in Figure 3.3. The minor circle is surrounded by toroidal 

field coils that generate a magnetic field that has the direction of the major circle of the 

torus. The torus is surrounded by a transformer with primary windings supplied with an 

external current whereas the secondary windings of the transformer is the plasma. This 

transformer is the mechanism for generating a current along the major circle of the torus 

which in turn produces a poloidal field. The torus thus described may be approximated 

by a cylinder of radius a and of height b whose two ends are joined together. In treating 

the field generated within the torus cylindrical coordinates and cylindrical FF fields are 

used. 

Transformer 

Coil for toroidal l'T1flW 
magnetic fleld cod 

Liner vacuum Elecric Magnetic Plasma 
will current field 

Measurement 
port 

Figure 3.2 A schematic diagram showing the basic structure of a Tokamak [NIU 1988] 
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Figure 3.3 A schematic diagram showing a torus with a major radius b 

and a minor radius a 

One of the biggest tokamak problems in the past, was in the production of the 

toroidal field. This was due to the fact that only superconductors were capable of 

generating the required magnetic field (5-10 T). However, the reactor produces neutrons 

and other forms of radiation which could damage the superconducting wires and more 

importantly, the reactor operates at temperatures near 108 K whereas the superconducting 

wires have to operate below 20 K. However, the second of these problems is starting to 

be relaxed with the development of high-temperature superconductors. Note that the 

further the coils are from the plasma, the more the field they had to produce. 

3.3.6. The Spheromak 

The spheromak [ROSENBLUTH AND BUSSAC 1979] (R&B) is another 

magnetic plasma confinement device that utilizes the fact that the plasma relaxes to a FF 

state if allowed to do so by the boundary conditions. A typical spheromak has a 

conducting spherical shell surrounding the plasma. R&B showed that, for stability 
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purposes, some ellipticity must be introduced to the spherical shell. A spheromak has a 

number of advantages over a tokamak: 

(1) relative compactness; 

(2) a toroidal blanket is not necessary; 

(3) an external toroidal field is not required; and 

(4) the volume of the plasma is simply connected which leads to simplifications in 

the mathematical analysis of the problem. 

3.3.7. Force-Free Magnetic Fields in a Spheromak 

R&B analyzed the magnetohydrodynamic stability of a spheromak assuming that 

relaxed states will follow Taylor's theory. They obtained a general solution similar to that 

originally given by C&K. They expressed their solution as a sum over different modes 

Bm = b'e h1${[n(n + l)P   
n=m  n ar lur 

im P'j(ar) sin OP` Lsine ' ardr 

+[sinOP?1inar+ " pm..!. d (1(ar))]u l)} (3.30) 
sine ardr 

where p, m = P (x) and the b are coefficients to be determined from the boundary 

conditions. R&B noted that n = 0 and m = 0 are not allowed since they represent 

magnetic monopoles at the origin of the coordinate system. They stated that the classical 

spheromak equilibrium will be with n = 1 and m =0. For simplicity, they assumed that 

b? = 1. If it is assumed that the plasma is contained within a conducting shell of radius 

R, then the normal component of the magnetic field at the shell's surface must vanish. 

This means that a must satisfy 
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in(aR) cos(aR)  
j1(aR) =  '(OCR)2 aR = 0 (3.31) 

The first zero 0fj1(aR) is at aR = 4.493. They took the first zero of the spherical Bessel 

function because it leads to the smallest a and hence the lowest energy. This is evident 

from the proportionality of the total magnetic energy and the magnetic helicity 

Urn fv 2 V2 2 2 
(3.32) 

and if K0 is a constant of the motion, then the smallest a corresponds to the lowest 

energy. 

R&B studied the stability of oblate and prolate spheromaks whose surface can be 

given by 

C(r, 8) = r - R(1 + ecos28) = 0 (3.33) 

by finding the ratio 6a/a where 8a = a - ao where aoR = 4.493. A particular 

configuration would be stable against higher order modes if 6a/a is positive since a 

positive ratio means that other modes lead to larger a's and consequently larger magnetic 

energies. The non-vanishing gradient of the function describing the surface, VC, at any 

point, (ro, 80, o) is a vector in the direction perpendicular to the surface at that point. 

Then, the condition for the vanishing of the magnetic field component perpendicular to 

the surface is given by 

BVC=0 (3.34) 

provided VC # 0. Since 

VC = Ur + 2CSifl8COSOU9 (3.35) 
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it is obvious that the radial component of VC can never vanish and in this case the 

condition for the vanishing of the magnetic field component perpendicular to the surface 

is 

B VC = Br + 2esinecoseB9 =0 (3.36) 

A Taylor expansion of the spherical Bessel functions in (3.30) that includes terms of first 

order in 6a and e is 

f(ar) = f(a0R) + (R6a + aoRccos29).-..f(ar) R (3.37) 
dar 

Setting d  f(ar) = f ((xr) and substituting (3.30) and (3.37) into (3.36) leads to 
d(ow) 

be'mO [2Pr(R&,+cLRe  cos 2O)J10'  2e sine cosO sine P tj.(aoR)] 
a0R 

+12b e'P j(a0R)  + — 0 (3.38) 

Defining the function 1(m) as 

I(m)=5Pni P(.L) B•VC dii., 

one gets 

1(0) = bj1' (a0R)134a --+— c 15 ]=o 
a  

r8 6a 16 and I(1)= bj1'(a0R)I --+—c — 0 
L3 a 15 1 

leading to 

a 

C 

m=O 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 
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and 
a 

2e 

M=1 
(3.43) 

This led R&B to conclude that the prolate spheromak (c> 0) is unstable whereas the 

oblate spheromak (e < 0) is stable; flattening the spheromak is essential for stability. 

3.3.8. A Novel Spheromak Design. 

A novel spheromak design is now proposed. This design is achieved through 

confining the plasma between two perfectly conducting spherical shells of radii R0 and R1 

as shown in Figure 3.4. The presence of the perfectly conducting shells implies that the 

magnetic field must be tangential at both boundaries; i.e., the radial component of the 

magnetic field, Br, must vanish at both boundaries. This, in turn, implies that CLR0 and 

aR1 are both zeros of the spherical Bessel function which reduces the number of 

applicable solutions; the smaller set of solutions enhances the stability of the solution. 

Figure 3.4 A cross section of the proposed spheromak 

The interior shell excludes the origin from the plasma magnetic field and thus, in 

principle, allows the presence of the fields that belong to the general fields proposed in 

the previous chapter. This means that the applicable general spherical coordinates FF field 

is 
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BM = + 1)pP aj(ar) + dnnn(ar)1 
ar jr n=m 

+[—sine pP' (ar) + drn (cr)] 

+--pP 
imMM 
sin(){aj(cLr) + dnnn(ar)J]ue 

+[—sine pP' ' [aj (ar) + dn (ar)} 

+ - in - pP' ---- (ar) + drn (ar)]]u I 
sine 

(3.44) 

It is of interest to determine the effect of ellipticity on the stability of the proposed 

spheromak. If the internal shell has the surface 

Co(r, O)=r—Ro(1+e0 Cos 20)=O (3.45) 

and the outer shell has the surface 

Ci(r, e)=r—Ri(1+e1c0s2e)=o (3.46) 

The conditions of the vanishing of the magnetic field component perpendicular to the 

surfaces are B . VCk =0 where k = 0, 1. Substitution of (3.44) into (3.36) leads to 

Bm VC = e1m{[n(n+1)p 1P anJn(ar)+dnnn(ar)1 
n=m 

+2c sine cos e[-. sin Op Im {aij (ar) + drn (ar)J 
dr 

+ im pMM 
P{aj(ar)+ dnnn(ar)I} 

sinG 

Expanding j((tr) and n((tr) as in (3.37) 

(3.47) 
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j((Xr) = j(aoR) + (R6ct + ct0Recos2 o)j 1(aoR) (3.48) 

n (ar) n(aoR) + (R&x + a0Re cos2 e)n (aoR) (3.49) 

Substitution of (3.48) and (3.49) into (3.47) keeping only first order terms of 8a and c 

leads to 

Bm =  + dini(aoR)] 

+ (R&z + a0Rccos2 8)[aij(aoR) + d1n(aoR)] 

cx0R 

—2cs1n2 e COS ePim [R{alji(coR)+ d1n(( oR)]+[a1j1(cR)+ dini(aR)JJ 

+2iing cosePr [aiji (aoR) + aini(aoR)]J 

+12pe'P [ a3j3 ((xoR)+d3n3 (( oR)] = 

However, the boundary condition Br(aoR) 

aj(a0R)+dn(a0R) = 0. 

Equation (3.50) reduces to 

= 0 translates to 
0 2 

2PPi11e1m [ + a0Rccos2 9)(a1jj(a0R)+ d1n(aoR)) 

a0R 

—csin2 9cos8R{aijI(aoR) + dinj(ctoR)] 

r  a3j3 (a0R) + d3n3 (a0R)  
+l2pPe' cosO[ R ] =0 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 
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Using definition (3.39) of 1(m) 

1(0) = 2P r4a41 (3.52) {aij(aoR) + dini(aoR)][-- 15 j 

86a 16 ] 1(1) = P[a1j(aoR) + din(aoR)][3 a 15 --+—e -o (3.53) 

Leading to 

c5a 

a 

C 
m=0 

- 2e 
a I m=1 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

Which are identical results to those for the conventional spheromak. It is concluded that 

the prolate spheromak is unstable whereas the oblate spheromak is stable. At the 

precision analysis presented in this thesis, it seems that having one shell prolate (with ,) 

and the other oblate (with co) will lead to a stable spheromak provided that c, < e0. 

The condition Br(aRn) =0 implies 

2 

aj(aRo)+ dn(aR0) = 0 

aj(aR1)+dn(aR1)=0 

Equation (3.56a) leads to 

a - an(aRo) 
fl d(aRo) 

Substitution of (3.57) into (3.56b) leads to 

(3.56a) 

(3.56b) 

(3.57) 

((XR0)j(aR1) - n(aR1)j(aRo) = 0 (3.58) 
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Choice of R0 and R1 restricts the value of a. The radii R0 and R1 were set to 

4.493 and 7.725, the lowest non zero values for a satisfying (3.58) for 0:5 n:5 8 were 

determined numerically and is shown in figure 3.5. 

2 

1.5 

a 

0.5 

0 
I I I I I I I I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

n 

Figure 3.5 A graph showing the lowest non-zero values of a such that 
1(4.493Ct)i(7.725a) - n(7.725a)j(4.493a) = 0 

for values of n between 0 and 8 

The function ji(ar) has its first zero at 4.493 and its second zero at 7.725 The 

function nl((xr) has its first zero at 2.798 and its second zero at 6.121. This means that 

for a given value of a, a configuration supporting j(ar) (with an external shell to internal' 

shell radii ratio of 1.669) will have approximately 1.6 the volume of a configuration 

supporting n(ar) (with an external shell to internal shell radii ratio of 2.188). Numerical 

integration showed that if a is assumed to be unity, then the total magnetic energy in the 

configuration supporting ji(ar) is approximately 0.247 of the total magnetic energy in the 

configuration supporting ni((xr). Although these values can be used only as indicators, 
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one is led to conclude that the configuration supporting ii ((Xr) is more desirable than a 

configuration supporting n1(ctr). A spheromak supporting j1(ar) has approximately 

3.651 the volume of a conventional spheromak (with the same a). 

Obvious problems with the proposed spheromak configuration are 

(i) a mechanism is required to fix the interior shell with respect to the outer shell. 

A possible solution is a dielectric that does not perturb the magnetic field. 

However, this dielectric will face the full temperature and radiation of the 

plasma; and 

(ii) the difficulty of positioning field coils inside the interior shell. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRANSVERSE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
WITH E 11 B 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The solutions of Maxwell's equations of common interest are concerned with the 

propagation of electromagnetic (EM) energy in the form of transverse electromagnetic 

(TEM) waves in free space, material media, and transmission lines as well as transverse 

electric and magnetic waves in waveguides. Such solutions are characterized by the 

orthogonality of the electric field E and the magnetic flux density, E I B. An 

examination of many senior undergraduate and graduate electrodynamics textbooks 

[STRATTON 1941, SMYTHE 1950, PANOFSKY AND PHILLIPS 1955, PURCELL 

1965, REITZ AND MILFORD 1967, LORRAIN AND CORSON 1970, COOK 1975, 

JACKSON 1976, PORTIS 1978, MARION AND HEALD 1980] reveals that there is 

very little discussion of the conditions under which TEM standing waves exist. 

Textbooks with a more engineering emphasis [RAMO ET AL. 1965, JORDAN AND 

BALMAIN 1968, BEKEFI AND BARRETT 1968 and SHADOWITZ 1975] generally 

discuss standing waves in the context of the measurement of the voltage standing wave 

ratio for transmission lines. Consequently, it is not surprising that the recent 

demonstration by Chu and Ohkawa [ 1982] that a class of TEM waves with E II B exists, 

provoked considerable critical reaction [LEE 1983, SALINGAROS 1985 and 

SALINGAROS 1986] as well as a rebuttal [CHtJ 1983]. Unfortunately, most of this 

discussion appears to be due to the failure of the various authors to define their 
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terminology and explain their assumptions. It is intuitive to assume that all TEM waves 

propagate. This seems to be the reaction of the respondents [LEE 1983, SALINGAROS 

1985 and SALINGAROS 19861 and probably many other readers. Chu and Ohkawa 

[1982] appear to have realized that their proposed class consisted only of standing waves 

because their example was of this class and Chu [ 1983] was explicit in his rebuttal. 

Recently, Zaghioul et al. [ 1987] derived the general conditions under which TEM waves 

with E II B exist. They showed that it is useful to classify TEM waves according to 

whether their Poynting vector is identically zero or non-zero. The former are E U B 

standing waves and the latter are traveling and standing TEM waves with E 1/1 B. 

Zaghloul and Buckmaster [1988] gave a pedagogic review of the subject and studied the 

physical properties of TEM standing waves (TEMSW) with E II B. The approach of 

Zaghioul et at. [ 1987] was to find the conditions on the vector potential of E U B 

TEMSW. Shimoda et al. [1990] found the conditions on the EM energy density of E H B 

TEMSW. Baylis and Jones [1989] derived the conditions of E U B TEMSW using the 

Pauli algebra approach. Uehara et al. [1989] obtained E II B non-transverse solutions. 

It is interesting to note that although a controversy surrounded E II B TEMSW, 

the fact that the superposition of circularly polarized waves of the same helicity, 

amplitude and frequency, traveling in opposite directions leads to E H B TEMSW has 

been in literature for approximately three decades [HARRINGTON 1961]. E II B 

TEMSW should not be confused with E U B static fields. E II B static fields have been the 

subject of various exercises on relativistic electrodynamics [LANDAU AND LIFSHITZ 

1975 and JACKSON 1976] E H B static fields are easy to obtain (at least within a finite 

region of space); place a charged spherical object on the axis of a magnetic dipole and, on 

the axis, the electric and magnetic fields are parallel. Note, however, that Misner et al. 

[1973] and Pathria [1974] had exercises that dealt with E 11 B waves. 
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This chapter is, in essence, the same as the work of Zaghioul and Buckmaster 

[1993]. The chapter reviews E II B TEMSW. It reviews TEMSW in general, derives the 

conditions under which E U B TEMSW exist in a sourceless medium, shows how the 

examples introduced in literature previously can be obtained by solving the general 

conditions, and finally reviews the physical properties of E U B TEMSW. The chapter 

concludes by introducing some applications of these standing waves. 

4.2. SOLUTIONS OF MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

IN A SOURCELESS MEDIUM 

Maxwell's equations in a uniform sourceless medium, assumed to be vacuum for 

simplicity, are [BEKEFI AND BARRETT 1977] - 

VxE— aB =0 
at 

VxB+ DE =0 
at 

VE=0 

V•B = 0 

(4.la) 

(4.lb) 

(4.lc) 

(4. id) 

The solution of (4.la-d) can be obtained by introducing scalar 0 and vector A potentials 

[JACKSON 1976] such that 

E= VaA 

at 
(4.2a) 

B=VxA (4.2b) 

Substitution of (4.2a) and (4.2b) into (4. la) and (4.lc) yields; 
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VxVxA+[V4+]=O (4.3a) 
at at 

V24+.(V.A) =O (4.3b) 
at 

The vector Laplacian AA V (V A) - V x V x A, so (4.3a) becomes 

zA_.4 v[V.A+=o 
at]  

(4.3c) 

Notice that AA = V2  in Cartesian rectangular coordinates. Equations (4.3b) and (4.3c) 

can be separated by choosing the Lorentz gauge [JACKSON 1976]; 

V.A += O 
at 

Substitution of (4.4) into (4.3b) and (4.3c) yields 

V2 _4 = O 

LA d 

(4.4) 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

A general TEM solution of (4.5b) can be expressed in the form due to d'Alembert 

[SMYTHE 1950 and MORSE AND FESHBACH 1953] 

A(r,t) = A+(i) + A.. () 

3 3 

where A+(ii)= A+(ii)111, A_()= I A_ ()1u1, kr — ot, k r+cot and u 
i=1 

(4.6a) 

are mutually orthogonal unit vectors in an arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system. 

Notice that the most general TEM solution of (4.5b) is a sum of solutions of the form 
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•(4.6a) over all possible propagation vectors, k. k and co, the angular frequency, are 

related by 

k2=o2 (4.6b) 

4.3. TRAVELING AND STANDING TEM 

WAVES 

The two solutions of (4.5b) given by (4.6a) can be considered as the vector 

potentials of two TEM waves traveling in opposite directions, i.e., energy propagation 

takes place in two opposite directions. In general, there is more energy flow in one 

direction than in the other so that there is a net energy flow in one direction. Such a TEM 

wave is called a traveling wave. In the special case where the energy propagated in one 

direction is equal to that propagated in the opposite direction, there is no net energy flow 

in the medium and the sum of the two TEM waves forms what is generally known as a 

standing wave. Mathematically, the amount of energy density propagated is proportional 

to the magnitude of the Poynting vector [MARION AND HEALD 1980] S where 

SocExB (4.7) 

The condition for a standing wave is that the time average of S vanishes [RAO 1977]. 

This can be achieved if (i) S is zero all the time everywhere in the region of space under 

consideration, i.e.. S (r, t) = 0 or (ii) S changes sign with time and has a zero time 

average, i.e. S (r, t)av = 0. Examination of (4.7) shows that S = 0 if either E or B is 

zero (the cases of electro- and magneto-statics) or if E U B. This means that for time 

varying fields, (i) leads to TEMSW with E U B whereas (ii) leads to the more familiar 

E I B TEMSW. The fact that S (r, t) = 0, for time varying fields, leads to E II B 

TEMSW will be used in Sec. 4.4. to derive the general conditions for the existence of 
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these standing waves in a sourceless medium. Note, however, that although all standing 

waves have a Poynting vector whose time average is zero, not all waves with S - 0 are 

standing waves, in the strict sense, as was shown by Shimoda et al. [ 1990]. However, it 

can be stated that if only a single frequency is present, then the vanishing of the Poynting 

vector (or its time average) is an indication that the wave is a standing wave. 

4.4. E fl B TEMSW IN A SOURCELESS 
MEDIUM 

4.4.1 The Work of Zaghioul et at. [1987] 

The derivation of the general conditions for the existence of TEMSW with E It B 

was given first in a condensed form by Zaghioul et al. [ 1987]. The derivation given here 

is more complete and details the necessary assumptions {ZAGHLOUL AND 

BUCKMASTER 1988]. This derivation can be simplified by assuming that V.A = 0, 

= 0 and Vo = 0 This is equivalent to choosing the Coulomb gauge1 which is 

consistent with the earlier choice of the Lorentz gauge. However, it should be 

emphasized that different vector and scalar potentials that are related by a gauge 

1 The Coulomb gauge is generally given as the condition of transversality of the vector 

potential with no restriction on the scalar potential. However the extra restrictions 

imposed on the scalar potential do not conflict with the condition imposed on the vector 

potential. It is natural that such extra restrictions remove some of the arbitrariness in 

the potentials. i.e. the scalar potential is determined to within an additive constant and 

the vector potential is determined to within the gradient of a function of the coordinates 

that satisfies Laplace's equation. 
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transformation lead to the same electric and magnetic fields [MARION AND HEALD 

1980]. Now 

B(r,t)=VxA=kx(A+A) (4.8) 

where A. =  1A+ and A =  d di so B is always transverse since k I B and 

_ -5- __  A E(r, t) _ co(A - At.) (4.9) 

since Vo = 0. Notice that E is not necessarily transverse. A necessary condition for 

E I k, which is a requirement for a TEM wave, is k (Az. - A) = 0. Solutions of 

(4.5a) and (4.5b) for which the Poynting vector S(r, t) = 0 can be obtained by 

substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.7) 

S (r, t)(A-A_)xkx(A_A) 

= co[(A. - A'). (Az. + A' )]k_a[k.(A. - A'-)](A' + A') 

=a[(A - A).(A. + A.)]k_0 (4.10) 

since k (A. - A_) = 0 for TEM waves. Consequently, the condition for S (r, t) =0 is 

(A+A).(A-A)=o 

It is easy to interpret this condition vectorially using Fig. 4.1 since 

(A+A)I(A-A) 

Analytically, 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 
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i.e. I A'+ I = I A J. It was mentioned in Sec. 4.3. that S (r, t) = 0 if (i) E = 0, (ii) B = 

0 or (iii) E II B so the conditions for non-trivial E II B TEMSW are IA'+I = I A'J, 

A'-4.. # ±A'.., V-At = 0 and V.A.. = 0. 

Recently, Gray [1992] criticized the condition obtained by Zaghioul et al. [ 1987] 

claiming, without proof, that it is over-restrictive compared with the original work of Chu 

and Ohkawa [1982]. His claim is unfounded as it related to the work of Chu and 

Ohkawa. However, the claim of Zaghioul et al. [ 1987] that their condition is the general 

condition for E II B TEMSW is correct only for monochromatic TEM waves, the 

solutions of Chu and Ohkawa [ 1982] belong to this class. 

Figure 4.1 A schematic diagram showing the vectorial relationship between 

the vectors A'+ and A'... 

4.4.2. The Work of Shimoda et al. [1990] 

Recently, Shimoda et al. [ 1990] derived a new condition for E II B TEMSW. The 

basic point of their derivation is the same as that of Zaghloul et al. [ 1987]: E 11 B 
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TEMSW must satisfy E X B = 0. They started from Maxwell's equations in free space 

(4. la-d) and looked for homogeneous plane waves with E B 0 and E X B = 0. If 

the wavefront of the wave is the xy-plane, then E and B do not depend upon either x or 

y. Then (4.la) and (4.lb) become 

aEx =  aB aE - 

at az' azat 

aB - aE aB - aEx 

at a' az at 

The vanishing of the Poynting vector implies 

(4. la) 

(4. ib') 

EB=EB (4.13) 

substitution of (4.1 a') and (4.lb') into the differentiation of (4.13) with respect to time 

and z yields that the energy density, c = (E2 + B2)/2 is independent of both z and t: 

at az 
(4.15) 

This is the condition for E U B TBMSW. The vanishing of the time derivative of the 

energy density is a consequence of the vanishing of the Poynting vector as should be 

obvious from direct substitution in Poynting's theorem 

at 
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4.5. CLASSIFICATION OF EM WAVES USING 

LORENTZ INVARIANTS 

It will now be shown how Lorentz invariants can be used to classify TEM waves 

[ZAGHLOUL AND BUCKMASTER 1990]. The invariant '2 = E B divides EM 

waves into two basic classes; the first class has '2 = 0 and E I B in all Lorentz frames 

and the second class has '2 = 0 and E J.. B in all Lorentz frames. The fields of the 

second class have been called parallelizable by Salingaros [1985]. However, note that 

the superposition of a wave with E I B and a wave with E II B results in an example 

where it is impossible to find a frame where the E I B component is parallelized. 

The invariant e given by [MISNER ET AL. 1973 and ZAGELOUL ET AL. 

1988] 

SSW =i?+i=c2—s2 4.16) 

where S is the magnitude of the Poynting vector and 11 = E2 - B2 is a Lorentz invariant 

[BARUT 1964], is a measure of the standing wave component of an EM wave. Equation 

(4.16) shows that if e, = 0, then c = S, i.e., all the EM energy density within any 

volume propagates. This is the case for pure traveling waves (waves with no standing 

wave component). Equation (4.16) also shows that esw = 0 if and only if both I and '2 

vanish. This means that pure traveling monochromatic waves can be characterized by the 

vanishing of the invariants I and '2 Such waves are referred to in literature [MIS NER 

ET AL. 1973] as null or pure radiation fields. 

The Poynting vector, S, is not invariant but is a useful tool in classifying EM 

waves into standing waves with E II B for which S = 0 and traveling and standing waves 

with E I, B for which S # 0. 
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It will be shown in (ii) of. Sec. 4.8. that time-varying waves with E II B cannot 

have I = 0. This means that Ii # 0 and '2 0 for parallelizable waves. Moreover, 

E I B standing waves have e,w # 0 and '2 =0 and consequently cannot have I = 0. 

This means that the invariant I = E2 B2 divides EM waves into two classes; the first 

class has I = 0 and contains waves with no standing wave component. These are waves 

for which the electric energy density, E2/2, and the magnetic energy density, B2/2, are 

equal in all Lorentz frames. The second class has Ii # 0 and contains all waves with a 

standingwave component. This suggest that pure monochromatic traveling waves can be 

characterized by the vanishing of the invariant Il alone. Since such waves also have 

'2 = 0 it is concluded that, for time varying fields, the vanishing of I is necessary and 

sufficient for the vanishing of 12. 

Note that both the Lorentz invariants [BARUT 1964] 12 = E2 - B2 and '2 = E 

B are non-zero for E II B TEMSW. Recall that for monochromatic TEM waves 

= ; dA+(i)   and B = k x I d +(1) + dA_()I 
[di d I di d ' 

= 

B2 

dA+(ii)  

di 

dA+(i) 

di 

2 

2 

+ 

+ 

dA)  

d 

dA) 

d 

Subtracting (4.18b) from (4.18a) yields 

Ii 

2 

2 

B2 - B2 = 2I 
dA+(1) dA_()  

dil d4 I 

(4.17) 

(4.18a) 

(4.18b) 

(4.19) 
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and the product of the square roots of (4.18a) and (4.18b) yields 

12 = E.B=±EB=±2[c2_o2[+(1)  11h12 

[ dT d jj (4.20) 

It is conjectured that 'i and 12 are zero on the average (both time and space). Brownstein 

[1987a] has shown that the integration of each invariant over all space and time must 

vanish if it has a "well-defined meaning." 

Equation (4.19) suggests that Ii = 0 only if A I A. A I A'- implies that 

12 = ±4KcoIAjI A' 1. In which case, E I B if and only if IAJ or IAJ = 0. This means that 

for monochromatic waves, Ii = 0 and 12= 0 only for waves with no standing wave 

component. It will be shown later that monochromatic E II B TEMSW cannot have I. = 0. 

Table 4.1 summarizes this classification of EM waves. 

It is instructive to give examples for each of the classes given in Table 4.1 An example of 

pure traveling E I B TEM waves is a linearly polarized wave propagating in the positive 

z-direction: 

E = F0 (cos{0t - kz], 0, 0) (4.21a) 

B = B0 (o, cos[cot kz], o) (4.21b) 

Note that in the units chosen in this thesis E0 = B0 and k = co. An example of an E I B 

TEMSW is the sum of this example with another of the same amplitude, frequency and 

helicity propagating in the negative z-direction: 

E = E0 (cos{0t - kz], 0, 0) + F0 (cos[at + kz], 0, 0) = E0 (coscot coskz, 0, 0) (4.22a) 

B = B0 (0, cos{cot - kz}, 0) + B0 (0, -cos[cot + kz], 0) = B0 (0, sincot sinkz, 0) (4.22b) 
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Ii 

E2—B2 

12 

E•B 

Csw S 

E±B 

(pure 

traveling) 

0 0 0 

E±B 

(standing) 

*0 0 *0 

EIIB 

(standing) 

*0 *0 *0 0 

El/IBand 

E±B 

(parallelizable) 

0 *0 *0 *0 

El/IBand 

E±B(not 

parallelizable) 

*0 *0 *0 *0 

Table 4.1: Table classifying EM waves according to the vanishing 

(0) and non-vanishing (*0) of some EM Lorentz invariants 

and of the magnitude of the Poynting vector (S) 

[ZAGHLOUL AND BUCKMASTER 1990] 
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An example of an E II B TEMSW that will be obtained below is [CHU AND 

OHIKAWA 1982]: 

E = E(sinkz, coskz, O)sincot (4.23a) 

B = Bo(sinkz, coskz, O)cosat 

An example of a parallelizable TEM standing wave is: 

E = E'0 (sinkz sinwt - 3 coskz coscot, coskz sino)t + f3 sinkz coscot, 0) 

(4.23b) 

(4.24a) 

B = B'0 (sinkz sin(ot + P coskz sincot, coskz coscot - 3 sinkz sino)t, 0) (4.24b) 

where E'0, B'0 and P are coefficients. Note that this latter example may be obtained from 

the previous example of E II B TEM standing waves by a suitable Lorentz transformation 

to a frame moving in the positive z-direction. 

An example of a wave that does not have E I B, does not have E II B and cannot 

be parallelized can be constructed from the superposition of the waves given by (4.21) 

and (4.23). 

In conclusion, this section showed that Lorentz invariants of the EM waves can 

be used to classify EM waves according to whether they are orthogonal (E I B) or not 

orthogonal (E ,L B) and according to whether they have a standing wave component or 

not. 
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4.6. MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES OF TEMSW 

WITH EIIB 

4.6.1. E II B TEMSW of Chu and Ohkawa [1982] 

Chu and Ohkawa [1982] proposed that if F is a vectorial function satisfying both 

(4.5b) and the Coulomb gauge and can be expressed in the form due to Zaghioul et al. 

[1987] 

F(r, t) = Re (eicot) Re (Fk (r)) (4.25) 

then the vector potential 

A(r, t) = Re(e1x )[Fk(r) + k'V x Fk(r)} (4.26) 

will lead to E U B TEMSW. This approach defines a class of E U B TEMSW that may be 

characterized by the fact that the vector potential A satisfies the equation V x A = kA. 

However, Zaghloul et al. [ 1987] have shown that not all vector potentials satisfying 

V x A = kA belong to this class. An example of a vector potential satisfying (4.25) and 

(4.26) is 

A(r, t) = A0 (sinkz, coskz, 0) c0s0t (4.23c) 

which leads to the E H B fields given by (4.23a) and (4.23b) 

Note that Harrington [1961] introduced this example of E U B TEMSW before Chu and 

Ohkawa [1982]. 

4.6.2. E II B TEMSW of Girotti et al. 

Girotti et al. [see CHU AND OHKAWA 1987] proposed that if the vector 

potential can be expressed in the form 
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A(r, t) = f(r) G(t) (4.27) 

then the resulting E and B will be parallel if 

dG(t) ii Vf(r) x G(t) (4.28) 
dt 

An example of a vector potential which is of the form given by (4.27) and satisfying 

(4.28) is 

A(r, t) = Ao(sinci)t, coscot, O)coskz (4.29a) 

which leads to the E II B fields 

E(r, t) = coAo(— cos cot, sin cot, O) cos kz (4.29b) 

B(r, t) = 1CAo(cosci)t, — sin cot, O)sinkz (4.29c) 

4.6.3. Solutions Generated Using The General Conditions of 

Zaghloul et al. [1987]. 

A general method for determining analytical expressions for those vector 

potentials which lead to E II B TEMSW has been outlined by Zaghioul and Buckmaster 

[1988]: if Cartesian coordinates are used and if the direction of the propagation vector 

(see iv of Sec. 4.8.) is assumed, without loss of generality, to be the z-direction; i.e. k = 

(0, 0, k), then it follows that if = (a cos 9±) and = (a sin O±) where a is a 

constant and e,. and 9_ are arbitrary functions of 11 and 4 respectively then the 

conditions for E 11 B TEMSW are satisfied provided 0+ and 0_ are chosen such that 

A '+ 
..LA 

In this case, 

A+(1)=a5 cos 0+dT A+y(T1)af Cos 9+drl 
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= a $ cos 8_d and A() = a $ sin 8_d (4.30) 

The sign of a in (4.30) can be chosen arbitrarily to be positive or negative. 

Examples: 

(1) If 9+ = T and 9_ = , then 

A+(11) = ±a sini, A+(1) = a cosfl, A() = a sine and A() = a cost (4.31) 

The upper sign (+) leads to 

A(r, t) = A+ () = A.. () = a sin (kz - cot) + a sin (kz + cot) = 2a sinkz coscot (4.31a) 

and 

A(r,t) = A+ (i) = A () = a cos (kz -  cot) + a cos (kz + cot) = 2a coskz coscot (4.31b) 

These components give the vector potential 

A(r,t) = 2a (sinkz, coskz, 0) coscot (4.23c) 

which is the example given by Chu and Ohkawa [1982]. The lower sign (-) leads to 

Ax = A+ (ri) + A.. () = -a sin(k -cot) + a sin(kz + cot) = 2a coskz sincot (4.31c) 

and 

A = A+ (i) + A () = -a cos(kz -c)t) + a cos(kz + cot) = 2a coskz coscot (4.31d) 

These components lead to the vector potential 

A(r,t) = 2a (sin cot, cos cot, 0) coskz (4.26a) 

which is the example given by Girotti et al. [see CHU AND OHKAWA 1987]. 

(2) If 8+= inTl and &=, then 

Ax = a/2 (cot - kz){sin[ln(cot - kz)] - cos[in(cot - kz)]} + acos(cot - kz) (4.32a) 
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A = a/2 (cot - kz){sin[ln(0t - kz)] + cos{ln(cot - kz)]} +a sin(cot  - kz) (4.32b) 

A =0 (4.32c) 

This vector potential leads to E II B fields since S(r ,t) = 0. 

4.6.3. Solutions Generated Using The General Conditions of 

Shimoda et al. [1990]. 

Shimoda et al. [ 1990] proposed that since the EM energy density is a constant in 

space and time, it is possible to write 

E = cos(t) cos (g) 

Bx = sin(f) cos(h) 

EY = cos(f) sin(g) 

B = sin(f) sin(h) 

(4.33a) 

(4.33b) 

where amplitudes of E and B are taken to be unity and f, g and h are arbitrary functions 

of z and t that satisfy 

h = g or it, 
af - ag 
at - az' 

ag af 
at az 

(4.34) 

consequently f and g must satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation and must have the 

general solutions 

f = F(z+t) + G(z-t), g = F(z+t) - G(z-t) (4.35) 

where F and G are arbitrary functions. The fields are 

E = cos(F+G) cos(F-G) , E, = cos(F+G) sin(F-G) (4.36a) 

B = sin(F+G) cos(F-G) , B, = sin(F+G) sin(F-G) (4.36b) 

Examples: 

Shimoda et al. [1990] chose different F(z+i) and G(z-t) to obtain different examples of 
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Ell B: 

(1) F = k(z+t)/2 and G = k(z-t)/2 yield the circularly polarized wave example of 

Harrington [1961] also proposed by Chu and Ohkawa [1982]). 

(2) F = k(z+t)/2 and G = -k(z-t)/2 yield the example of Girotti et al. [see CHU 

AND OHXAWA 1987]. 

(3) F = k(z+t)/2 and G = 0 yield 

E = (1+cos[kz+üt] ,sin[kz+a)t] ,O) (4.37a) 

B = (sin[kz+at],1-cos[kz+cot],O) (4.37b) 

This example is interesting because it does not represent a standing wave. It consists of a 

circularly polarized propagating wave superimposed on a static field. This appears to 

contradict the previous statements that E II B waves must be standing waves. However, 

this apparent contradiction is removed since the statements made earlier were concerned 

with non static fields. 

(4) F = k1(z+t) and G = k2(z-t) yield 

Ex = cos(kz+ic)t) cos(Ak7+(J)t), E = cos(kz+&ot) sin(i.\kz+ot) (4.38a) 

Bx = sin(kz+&ot) cos(zS.kz+it), E = sin(kz+/.o)t) sin(.kz+o)t) (4.38a) 

where Ak = ACO = k1 - k2 and k = ,= k1+ k2. Again, this is not a standing wave, in the 

strict sense of the term though it does have a vanishing Poynting vector. It is the case 

where two circularly polarized waves of the same amplitude but different frequency are 

traveling in opposite directions. The energy propagated by one wave in one direction is 

compensated for by the energy propagated by the other wave in the opposite direction. 

This may justify calling this solution a standing wave. 

4.7. A PHYSICAL EXAMPLE 

The vector potential given by Girotti et al. [see Cliii AND OHKAWA 1987] 
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A(r, t) = A0 (sin cot, cos cot, 0) cos kz (4.29a) 

This vector potential can be constructed by the superposition of two circularly polarized 

waves of the same magnitude with similar helicity [JACKSON 1976] traveling in 

opposite directions [CHU 1983]; 

A(r,t) = .Q-o [(—sin[kz - cot]), cos[kz- cot], 0] +(sin{kz + O)t],cos[kz + cot], 0) (4.29a') 

E(r, t) = °° [( cos[kz - 0)t], - sin[kz -cot], 0) + (- cos[kz + 0)t], - sin[kz + cot], 0)] 

(4.29bt) 

B(r, t) = 0 [(sin[kz -cot], -cos[kz - cot], 0) + (sin[kz + cot]), cos[kz + cot], 0] (4.29c') 

Source ow 
Circular 
Polarizer 

Half 
Mirror 

ow  

Moving 
Mirror 

EIIB 

Standing 
Wave 

Figure 4.2 A schematic diagram of an experimental configuration 

that generates an E II B TEM standing wave pattern. 

Figure 4.2 is a schematic diagram of an experimental configuration that generates the 

TEMSW pattern given by (4.29b') and (4.29ct) with E II B. Zaghioul and Buckmaster 

[1988] showed a thought-experiment realization of example of Harrington [1961] and 
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Chu and Ohkawa [1982] through a similar configuration. Brownstein [1991] pointed out 

that the electric field in the proposed set-up did not (and could not) vanish at the mirror. 

Subsection 4.9.1. will show how the example of Harrington [ 1961] and Chu and 

Ohkawa [ 1982] can be realized. 

4.8. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF E 11 B TEMSW 

[ZAGHLOUL AND BUCKMASTER 1990] 

(i) E U B TEMSW cannot be linearly polarized: 

If the electric and magnetic fields of an E U B TEMSW are linearly polarized in, for 

example, the x-direction then E = (E, 0, 0) and B = (Bk, 0, 0) and 

VxE= aE 2S 
az ay at 

aB aB ,. aE 
Vx B = — a- y - i- = — a-

az ay at 

It is concluded from (4.39) and (4.40) that Ex = E (x) and BX = B (x). However, 

V•B=-=O 
ax 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

so Bx is a constant and cannot be the only non-vanishing component of the magnetic field 

of a TEMSW and hence the electric and magnetic fields of an E U B TEMSW cannot be 

linearly polarized. Consequently, if E II B then both E and B must have more than one 

non-zero Cartesian component and, hence, may be decomposed into the superpositioii of 

two waves each with E 11 B. 
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A corollary is that the Lorentz invariant [JACKSON 1976] I = E2 - B2 cannot be zero 

everywhere for E II B TEMSW. 

ii) IfE 11  then E # aB where ais aconstant: 

If E = a B where a is a constant then from Maxwell's equations 

VxE=aVxB= aB 
at 

DE aB 
VxB =- = a— 

at at 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

a2 = -1 so E and B cannot be simultaneously real. Consequently, for E U B TEMSW, 

E(r,t)=a(r,t)B(r,t) 

where a (r ,t) may be a function of r, t or both. Substitution into Maxwell's equations 

shows that a (r ,t) must satisfy 

B•,Va=O (4.44) 

(1+ a2)V Da x B+ aVa xB = B 

which upon scalar multiplication by B yields 

B2 aa = h1+a2)B.(V x B) 
at " 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

Equation (4.44) means that at any given instant of time, a is constant along any 

magnetic field line whereas (4.46) suggests that acc'at is a measure of the curling of B in 

the direction of B. Note that if a is a function of t only, then B is parallel to aB/at and to 

Aand satisfies 
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VxB=  1  aaB 
(1+a2) at 

Also, if a is a function of r only, then V X B and aB/at must be orthogonal to B. 

iii) If E II B in one Lorentz frame then no Lorentz frame exists where E I B: 

This is a direct consequence of the invariance of the Lorentz invariant 12= E.B. 

iv) E II B TEMSW have uniform energy density: 

(4.47) 

Shimoda et al. [ 1990] have shown in their derivation of the condition for E U B waves in 

free space that such waves may be characterized by the fact that they have an energy 

density that is independent of both space and time. This is an interesting property that can 

be useful in obtaining uniform energy density resonant cavities as will be discussed in 

Subsection 4.9.1. 

v) Direction of the propagation vector: 

The direction of the propagation vector, k, associated with E U B TBMSW, cannot be 

uniquely determined by investigating the direction of E and B at any point in space. The 

direction of k can be inferred from a consideration of the directions of the fields at 

different points. The two fields E and B remain parallel to each other at each point but 

their direction will change from point to point such that all of these directions lie in 

parallel planes, the transverse planes. This provides a unique definition of the direction of 

the propagation vector. It is probably more appropriate to use the term "wave vector" 

rather than "propagation vector" for these standing waves since they do not propagate. 
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vi) Transformation properties of E II B TEMSW: 

a) Proper Lorentz transformations: If E II B and neither E nor B is static in one 

Lorentz frame then in any other frame E 1/1 B. This is obvious since if the 

Poynting vector vanishes in one frame it will not vanish in any other frame unless 

the wave is linearly polarized which is not the case for E II B TEMSW. This 

means that the Lorentz frame in which E II B is unique. This led Salingaros 

[1985] to state; "parallelizable fields for which a Lorentz frame exists where 

•E II B, and light-like fields, which are orthogonal and equal in magnitude, are 

mutually exclusive." Zaghioul [1988] noted that the term "light-like" in this 

definition is inappropriate since the term "light-like" originated in relativistic 

dynamics to describe 4-vectors of zero magnitude because the propagation 4-

vector of light (as well as all TM waves including E H B TEMSW) is of zero 

magnitude. Torrence [1991] pointed out that some waves may have E 1/1 B and 

E X B in all frames. This casts doubt on the appropriateness of the term 

"parallelizable." TEM waves with Ii = 12=0 are known as null or pure radiation 

fields [BARUT 1964]. 

b) Parity: If the charge density is a proper scalar, E is a polar vector and B is an 

axial vector. From (ii) for E H B TEMSW, E = a (r,t) B and a (r,t) must be a 

pseudoscalar. 

c) Time-reversal: If the charge density is even under time-reversal, then E is even, 

B is odd and a(r,t) is odd under time-reversal. 

d) Gauge transformations: E, B and hence E H B are invariant under gauge 

transformations [BARUT 1964]. 
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vii) Magnetic Helicity: 

Chu and Ohkawa [1982] showed that their example of E H B TEMSW possesses 

magnetic helicity, f A-BdV with a time average of 2ite/k. All E II B TEMSW with a 

not dependent on r have a non-zero magnetic helicity value. This is obvious since for 

such waves B H A and the constant of proportionality between the two vectors is not a 

function of r. In particular, each member of Chu and Ohkawa's [1982] class of E H B 

TEMSW satisfies V X B = kB and B=kA and has a non-zero magnetic helicity since 

$ A• BdV = $ ..B2dv = Umagnetic (4.48) 

where Umagnetic is the total magnetic energy whose time average is non-vanishing. Note 

that all E H B TEMSW with a not a function of r have a non-zero magnetic helicity. 

However, the example of Girotti et al. [see CHU AND ORKAWA 1987], which belongs 

to the class with a a function of r only, has zero magnetic helicity since AB = 0. 

viii) Force-Free Nature of E H B TEMSW: 

From the previous chapters, we know that force-free fields are magnetic fields that 

exhibit zero Lorentz force. This is achieved if the current density, j, is parallel to the 

magnetic field. i.e., j = bB where b is a coefficient that may be a function of r. If the 

conductivity is scalar, j = cyE = bB which implies that E II B. This fact is not discussed 

in the literature since, as was shown in the previous chapters, the time dependence of 

such fields was either ignored or suppressed. Note that the case where both b and are 

constants is not in contradiction with (ii) above since (ii) was derived for a sourceless 

region of space. Note also that Chu and Ohkawa [1982] introduced their class of E 11 B 
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TEMSW in connection with force-free fields. However, not all E II B TEMSW are 

force-free. 

ix) kFI.Lv for E II B TEMSW: 

E I B TEM waves with no standing wave component may be characterized by 

h1 =k11F 1=(k•E,—U)E+Bxk)=O (4.51) 

However, h :;,-L 0 for E II B TEMSW as direct substitution verifies. However, this does 

not characterize these waves since h # 0 for E I/I B TEM waves such as E J B 

TEMSW. 

4.9. APPLICATIONS OF E H B TEMSW 

4.9.1. Uniform Energy Cavities 

Ruby lasers generally oscillate in several modes simultaneously. It was believed 

that the reason is that different parts of the laser are at different energy levels. To check 

this, it would be necessary to design a ruby laser with uniform energy density 

throughout. Evtuhov and Siegman [1965] outlined a technique to obtain this uniform 

energy density. The objective of this technique is to obtain a standing wave pattern of 

circularly polarized waves. The authors did not mention the observation that their 

proposed pattern has the property that E II B. They proposed that this standing wave 

pattern can be realized by placing two birefringent sections in the laser cavity before the 

mirrors as shown in Figure 4.3. The generated E H B TEMSW is identical to the example 

of Harrington [1961] and the total EM energy density, the electric energy density and the 

magnetic energy density are uniform throughout the volume. 
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Birefringent End Sections 

Mirrors 

Figure 4.3 The configuration of a ruby laser proposed by Evtuhov 

and Siegman [1965] which realizes E II B TEMSW. 

In electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), a sample is placed in a homogeneous 

static magnetic field inside a cavity. The cavity is excited with microwaves, such that the 

photons have an energy that matches the energy gap generated by the static magnetic 

field. In EPR spectroscopy, it is desirable to determine the paramagnetic species in the 

sample. In EPR imaging, it is desirable to determine the spatial distribution of th 

paramagnetic species. This is achieved by placing the sample in a static magnetic field that 

has a different intensity at each point in the sample and then sweeping the magnetic field 

for a fixed microwave field. Marshall et al. [1988] have performed an imaging 

experiment where they filled the cavity with oxygen, a paramagnetic gas, and imaged the 
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microwave magnetic energy density inside the cavity. This means that in EPR imaging, 

the distribution of the microwave magnetic energy can distort the resulting image. This 

can be avoided by having a uniform microwave magnetic energy density inside the 

cavity. If the cavity is excited with two orthogonal linearly polarized TEM waves 

simultaneously, a uniform energy density E II B TEMSW maybe set up, in the cavity. 

4.9.2. Reexamination of the EM Model of Matter 

Equation (4.16) 

= i + = p2 s2 (4.16) 

can be compared with the expression for the invariant squared magnitude of the energy-

momentum tensor p of a particle [BARUT 1964] 

c 2 P•Lpg = E2 _ C2 p 2 c2p2 = m02c4 (4.52) 

where E=m c2 is the self energy, p is the magnitude of the momentum, mo is the rest 

mass and mis the mass of the particle. The similarity between (4.16) and (4.52) suggests 

that somehow plays the same role in electrodynamics that the rest energy of a particle 

plays in relativistic dynamics. The weakness of this similarity is that is part of a rank-

2 tensor whereas E is part of a rank-1 tensor. However, the similarity suggests that, it 

may be possible to attribute the non-zero mass to waves similar in nature to E II B 

TEMSW. 

4.9.3. EM Energy Storage 

The generation of E U B TEMSW may allow the localization of EM energy. This 

result for E II B TEMSW differs from E .1 B TEMSW since the former has a vanishing 

Poynting vector and for the latter, there exists no Lorentz frame where the energy appears 
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to be stationary. E II B TEMSW only require the direction of the electric and magnetic 

field vectors to change continuously which may be interpreted as that the energy does not 

move from any given location. This localization of EM energy may open the door for 

interesting applications such as storage ("bottling") of EM energy using, for example, a 

laser beam to make a laser battery. It is realized that, currently, the only way to generate 

either form of TEMSW requires reflectors and that losses occur upon reflection. This 

puts a practical limit on any possible utilization of this apparent localization in the 

immediate future. 

4.10. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter reviewed the conditions under which TEM standing waves with 

E II B may exist in a sourceless medium as well as solutions of these conditions. It 

showed that these waves fit well within the theory of Lorentz invariants and that these 

waves have properties that distinguish them from other TEM standing waves. 

Applications of these waves have been proposed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 

This thesis has reviewed the subject of FF magnetic fields. It has given a critical 

analysis of the FF condition and has shown that this condition behaves properly under 

parity and time reversal transformations. The proof that it is impossible to have 

completely FF magnetic fields has been reviewed. It has been also shown how general 

solutions of the FF condition in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems 

are obtained and explained how these fields can be applied both theoretically and 

experimentally to different disciplines of physics. This thesis has also shown that the 

"general" solution of the force-free condition in spherical coordinates only contained 

solutions with no-singularities. A more general solution was then obtained. The thesis 

then showed an example in magnetic plasma confinement where the more general 

solution can lead to experimental results different than those predicted by the previously 

accepted general solution. The proposed example included a new spheromak 

configuration. Spheromaks are more desirable than tokarnaks because an external toroid1 

field is not required. The new spheromak configuration allows only a finite set of 

solutions to satisfy the boundary conditions set by the conducting shell. This enhances 

the stability of the spheromak against higher order modes. 

Future work could concentrate on finding a practical method to contain the 

internal conducting spherical shell in place and to actually perform an experiment with 

this configuration. 
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The thesis reviewed the subject of transverse electromagnetic standing waves 

(TEMSW) with E II B. This subject has been controversial for the past few years. The 

thesis highlighted the fact that the controversy surrounding E II B TEMSW was 

predominantly due to lack of proper definition of terms and that when all terms used are 

clearly defined, the controversy disappears. An example of lack of definition of terms is 

the common belief that there are no time varying solutions to Maxwell's equation with 

E II B. This proved not to be the case. There are no purely traveling, monochromatic, 

time varying solutions of Maxwell's equation with E II B. 

The thesis showed how E II B TEMSW fit in the larger picture of 

electromagnetics. It showed that these waves lead to proper Lorentz invariants. It derived 

the general conditions that these waves must satisfy and demonstrated how these 

conditions may be solved to find examples of E II B TEMSW. It showed how an 

example of these waves can be realized in an experiment. The thesis finally concluded by 

giving some possible applications of E II B TEMSW. The first of these applications is of 

interest in a number of physics disciplines: lasers and EPR and NMR imaging being 

examples. The laser example has been implemented in the past without labeling the 

resultant waves as E U B TEMSW. The EPR and NMR equivalents would be interesting 

and future research should concentrate on solving some of the technical questions such as 

whether birefringent sections be used or whether the physical example proposed in the 

thesis be implemented. The remaining proposed applications are very crude in nature and 

much more work has to be done in order to develop any form of theory around these 

applications. 
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APPENDIX A: 

PARITY AND TIME REVERSAL 

OF HERMITIAN IRREDUCIBLE 

TENSOR OPERATORS 

ABSTRACT 

This appendix discusses irreducible spherical tensor operators (ISTOs) and 

shows that the common practice of ignoring the basis of such tensor operators can lead 

to confusion when their Hermitian properties are analyzed. The importance of the 

Hermitian properties of ISTOs arises from the fact that all operators with real 

observables in quantum mechanics must be Hermitian and that the application of the 

time reversal operator to ISTOs is related to Hermitian conjugation. The definitions of 

parity and time reversal of ISTOs are also discussed. The appendix concludes by 

reviewing some of the applications of parity and time reversal to ISTOs. These 

applications include a proof that the magnetic quantum number, m, can have only 

integer values, restrictions to the relation between the spatial parity of electric and 

magnetic multipole fields, and the development of selection rules. The last of these 

applications is important since it includes a derivation that odd order terms cannot be 

present in the non-relativistic spin Hamiltonian which describes the energy levels of a 

paramagnetic ion. 
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A.1. TENSORS 

Tensors, like vectors, are mathematical entities that have components obeying a 

specific law under coordinate transformations. The components x1 of a vector where the 

subscript i takes on any value between 0 and n, the dimension of the vector space, 

transform according to 

x axj 
(A.1) 

where the Einstein summation convention is used. A vector is a rank-i tensor. A form of 

(A. 1) that is more generalizable to tensors of higher rank is 

x = Ax 

A tensor of rank-2 has the transformation law 

(A.la) 

T1 = AA1T (A.2) 

with obvious generalization to tensors of higher ranks. A rank-2 tensor has n2 

components where n throughout this appendix is the dimension of the rank-i vector 

space. These components are usually thought of in tensor calculus as the elements of an 

n x n matrix. It should be clear that there is no reason for this association other than 

mathematical convenience; it is equally appropriate to express these n2 components as a 

column vector. Such a vector will have a transformation law similar to (A.i) but the 

indices will run from 1 to n2. The transformation matrix of this single column rank-2 

tensor is the result of the direct product of the matrix A with itself. This suggests that a 

rank-2 tensor can be treated as a rank-1 tensor but in a space of a larger dimension (= 
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n2). In this appendix, all tensors will be expressed as column vectors. An example of a 

rank-2 tensor is the dyadic product of two rank-1 tensors (vectors) Ai and B; 

Tii = AB (A.3) 

Note that (A.3) is an expression for the components of the tensor. A basis is required to 

express the tensor; in Cartesian coordinates, the tensor whose components are given by 

(A.3) can be written as 

T = AB = ABii + ABij+ +ABkk (A.4) 

where i, j, and k are unit vectors along the coordinate axes. The combinations ii, ij, 

kk are called the bases (unit vectors) of the representation. This example will be used 

repeatedly throughout this appendix. 

It is important to define both proper tensors and pseudo-tensors. Jackson [1976] 

stated; "If a tensor of rank N transforms under spatial inversion with a factor ( 1)N, it is 

called a true tensor or just a tensor, while if the factor is (- 1)N+1, it is called a pseudo-

tensor." e.g., a proper tensor of rank-N, A, gets mapped under spatial inversion onto a 

new tensor, A', such that 

A'(r) = (1)N A(r) (A.5) 

where r' is the result of the spatial inversion of r; r' = -r. It is suggested that the 

existence of pseudo-tensors is an unfortunate inheritance of the twentieth century 

physicists. Vectors were known and well established before the advent of tensors and 

consequently, any mathematical quantity with a preferred direction was called a vector. 

For example in electromagnetics both the electric field and the magnetic field are vectors 

although the magnetic field is defined via the cross product of a vector operator with a 
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vector which implies that it does not reverse its sign under spatial inversion. A partial 

remedy was to label these vectors as pseudo-vectors or axial vectors [JACKSON 1976, 

WIGNER 1959] as opposed to proper or polar vectors that reverse sign under spatial 

inversion. Terms such as pseudo- or proper can be avoided by realizing that pseudo-

tensors are proper tensors of a different rank. In electromagnetics, the components of 

magnetic and electric fields of an electromagnetic wave are the components of a proper 

tensor of rank-2. 

A.2. IRREDUCIBLE TENSORS 

A rank-2 tensor can be expressed as a column vector with n2 components that 

will transform under a coordinate transformation according to (A.la). It is possible to 

perform some unitary transformation that makes it possible to divide the new tensor T' 

into n vectors with 1, 3, 5, ..., 2k-i-i components. For example, when n = 3, the 3 vectors 

have 1, 3 and 5 components. Notice that calling them vectors implies that each of them 

obeys a transformation law similar to (A.1). These vectors are called irreducible tensors. 

Each of these vectors belongs to an invariant subspace of the n2 dimensional linear space 

of which the rank-2 tensor is an element. The irreducible part arises from the fact that 

decomposing a space into its invariant subspaces is termed reduction. When it is not 

possible to reduce the space any further, the resulting decomposition is called 

irreducible. The matrix A is then block diagonal; its non-zero elements are in lxi, 3x3 

and 5x5 matrices along the diagonal of the matrix A. It is customary to state that T is 

decomposed into its irreducible tensors and write 

(A.6) 
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and to call the number in brackets in the superscript the degree of the irreducible tensor. 

An irreducible tensor of degree-k has 2k+1 components. The irreducible tensors of the 

example given by (A.4) are [WIGNER 1959] 

T° =![(ii+jj+kk)(T +T +T)J (A.7a) 

T1 = [(jk 
- kj)(T - T) + (ki - ik)(T - T) + (ij - ji)(T - T2,)] (A.7b) 

T2 = {(2kk - ii - jj)(2T - T, - T)+(ii -jj)(T -T)+(jk+kj)(T + T,) 

+(ki + ik)(T + T) + (ij + ji)(T + Tn )] (A.7c) 

Equations (A.7) give both the components and the unit vectors. The form of the unit 

vectors shows that each irreducible tensor is actually a Cartesian tensor of rank-2. It is 

important to realize that although the irreducible tensor of degree-1 has three 

components, it does not belong to the linear space, V, of tensors of rank-i. There exists 

an isomorphism (a one-to-one and onto relation) between V3 and the linear space V 

whose elements are irreducible tensors of degree-1 that result from the reduction of a 

rank-2 tensor. Notice that the same difference exists between the linear spaces of 

irreducible tensors of degree-1 that result from the reduction of tensors of different 

ranks. This difference plays a very important role when the parity of such irreducible 

tensors is considered. 
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A.3. IRREDUCIBLE SPHERICAL TENSORS 

An irreducible tensor is a tensor that obeys the transformation law (A. 1 a) with 

the elements A replaced by the Wigner [1959] coefficients; a tensor that transforms 

under a rotation of the coordinate axes according 

T' = D T m' mm' m (A.8) 

is called an irreducible spherical (standard) tensor (1ST). This definition is due to 

Wigner [1959] who used the term irreducible tensors in place of ISTs. The source of the 

term spherical is the fact that (A.8) is also the transformation law for spherical 

harmonics. The term standard arises from the fact that these tensors were the first form 

of irreducible tensors studied. ISTs are related to irreducible Cartesian tensors (ICT) by 

simple unitary transformations. The 1ST of degree-1 is related to the ICT of degree-1 

(x,y,z) by [SILVER 1976 p.52] 

T. 1 =(x—iy) 

= z 

—1 
=—(x+iy) (A.9) 

Condon and Shortley [1935] realized that a degree-1 1ST (without labeling it as such) 

satisfies the same commutation relations with the angular momentum operators as the 

spherical harmonics. Racah [ 1942] defined ISTs using these commutation relations. 

According to Racah [1942], an 1ST of degree-k is a tensor with 2k+1 components 

satisfying the same commutation relations with the angular momentum operators as the 

spherical harmonics. 
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1j+,T,k] = V(k — q)(k+ q + 1)T +1 

[1,T]= qT 

[J-, Tqk ] = V(k + q)(k — q + I)Tq•-j 

The two definitions are equivalent. 

A.4. HERMITIAN IRREDUCIBLE SPHERICAL 

TENSOR OPERATORS 

(A. 10) 

An operator, A, is said to be Hermitian if it is equal to its adjoint, A; i.e., A = 

A [FEYNMAN ET AL. 1965]. This definition is applicable to tensor operators. A tensor 

operator, T, is said to be Hermitian if it is equal to its adjoint [SCHWINGER 1952], T, 

i.e., T = T . The components of the adjoint of an ISTO satisfy the following 

commutation relations with the angular momentum operators: 

14,Tc J_qTc (A.11a) 

[J-, Tqk+ = — I(k+q)(k—q+1)Tj (A.11b) 

[j+, Tqk+ = —J(k—q)(k+q+1)Tij (A.11c) 

Investigation of (A. 11) leads to the conclusion that behaves under spatial 

rotations similar to (_1)q T. This means that the adjoint of a component of an ISTO is 

a component of an ISTO. i.e., 

= (_1)q Sq (A. 12) 
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where S is an ISTO. Schwinger [ 1952] makes a clear distinction between the adjoint of a 

component of an ISTO, Tq , and a com ponent of the adjoint of an ISTO, T q, and 

writes (using a different labeling convention) 

q k 
T+q = (_1)T+ (A.13) 

This distinction will be used in later applications. The adjoint of each component of an 

ISTO behaves under rotations similar to a different component (except for the 

component with q = 0) and no two different components of an ISTO are the same. This 

becomes self evident if each component is associated with the direction of its unit 

vector. This means that only the component with q = 0 of an ISTO may be Hermitian 

[BRINK AND SATCHLER 1967] and that for an ISTO to be Hermitian, T = T, there 

must be an exact equality between the adjoint of each component (with its unit vector) 

and the component (with its unit vector) it rotates similar to. i.e., 

T k+ k+_mk k Lq eq - i_qe_q (A. 14) 

and if = (1YT. q then e = (_1)(1eq. This is best clarified by considering the 

following example: 

Consider the matrix elements obtained when the components of the 

degree-1 angular momentum ISTO, i+i 6. + io = jzy 

(i - are evaluated in the basis set IL +1), 11, 0), 1,—i) [SILVER 

1976 p.211]: 

_0 —1 0-

T11  0 0 —1 

_0 0 0 
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1 0 0 

T= 0 0 0 

_0 0 —1 

o 0 0 
100 

0 1 0_ 
(A.15) 

where the matrix has the same label as the component. Notice that only the 

matrix T is Hermitian. The matrices T and T. 1 are not Hermitian (even their 

sum is not Hermitian) but they satisfy Tc = (_1)q T. q. Since the expectation 

values of the angular momentum operators form a Hermitian matrix, it can be 

concluded that something mut be missing 

vectors, e =(i+ij), e  T2 0 =k, and e..1 

from the above argument. The unit 

= - (i - ij) are missing. If every 

element of each matrix is associated with the corresponding unit vector then the 

matrix which results when these matrices are added together (which is the matrix 

of expectation values of the angular momentum ISTO) is Hermitian. 

It is also stated in literature that if the components of an ISTO satisfy 

Tc = (1)'1T. q (A.16) 

where the choice of p is arbitrary [BRINK AND SATCHLER 1967], then the ISTO is 

said to be Hermitian. Schwinger [1952] followed the convention used initially by Racah 

[1942] and set p = 0. Edmonds [1957] followed the convention used by Fano and Racah 

[1959] and set p = k. The relation between the two notations is the same as the relation 

between the two notations of spherical harmonics: the spherical harmonics of Condon 

and Shortley [1935] 
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—0, (J) + it) = eim P(cos 0) = (_1)letmP(_cos 0) (-1)1Y(8,) (A.17) 

and the spherical harmonics of Biedenharn and Rose [1954] which were later used and 

labeled by Huby [1954], Y = i1Y. It is important to stress that the relation (A.16) is 

for the components and that the unit vectors must satisfy a similar relation. 

A.5. PARITY AND TIME REVERSAL OF 

IRREDUCIBLE TENSOR OPERATORS 

A.5.1. Parity 

The parity of a tensor is its behavior under the operation of space inversion at a point, 

for simplicity, taken to be the origin of the coordinate system [LUDERS 1957 p.3]. This 

operation can be established by simply reversing the signs of the coordinate axes 

(passive inversion). It can also be realized by inverting every point of space about the 

origin (active inversion) [WOLF 1969 and HERMANN 1975]. It is important to realize 

that it is irrelevant which method of inversion is chosen to study a particular problem 

provided that the two methods are not mixed. 

It is important to distinguish between two kinds of parity; intrinsic parity, 4, 

[ROMAN 1960 p:427] which is also termed internal parity by Beresteteskii et al. [ 1971 

Sec. 13] and is defined to be odd or even depending on whether the tensor transforms 

under parity with a factor = -1 or 1 respectively and spatial symmetry around the origin 

which is termed both orbital parity [DE-SHAL]T AND TALMI 1963 p.153 and 

BERESTETESKII ET AL. 1971 Sec.13] and spatial parity [SILVER 1976 p.211]. 

Examples of spatial symmetry are even functions for which f(r) = f(-r) and odd 
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functions for which f(r) = -f(-r). The product of the intrinsic parity and the orbital parity 

forms what may be called total parity [DE-SHALflT AND TALMI 1963 p.153 and 

BERESTETSKII ET AL. 1971 Sec. 13] or space parity by Roman [1960 p.251]. 

A.5.1.1. Intrinsic Parity 

A pseudo-tensor of some rank is a proper tensor of a higher rank. So, all tensors 

have the same intrinsic parity provided they are all expressed in the maximum possible 

rank. However, for irreducible tensors, the rank of the tensor is somehow suppressed in 

the notation. Also, it was stated earlier that it is possible to deduce the rank of an 

irreducible tensor from the rank of its unit vectors but this is also not straight forward if 

the general convention in literature of presenting the components without their unit 

vectors is followed. This difficulty in determining the rank of the tensor when combined 

with the usage of pseudo-tensors which renders the rank rather useless in determining 

the intrinsic parity of any given tensor, explains why the rare literature on the parity of 

irreducible tensors is rather ambiguous. In Sec. A.5.3, the case of polar and axial ISTOs 

will be discussed. 

A.5.1.2. Orbital Parity 

Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [ 1977] introduce even and odd operators: under the 

operation of parity, P, an operator, B, is mapped onto a new operator, B', where 

B' = P 1BP (A.18) 
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If B' = B then the operator is said to be even and if B' = -B then the operator is said to be 

odd. Furthermore an even operator commutes with P and an odd operator anti-commutes 

with P. According to this classification, the position and the momentum operators are 

odd operators and the Hamiltonian is an even operator. 

In simple words, an odd operator transforms an even function into an odd 

function and an odd function into an even function and vice versa. We can see that 

Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [ 1977] have given us a handy tool to determine whether a 

particular tensor is even or odd. This might not be suitable for double tensor operators. 

The parity of such operators is the product of the parities of its constituents. This is 

illustrated by the following example: 

The orbital angular momentum operator, L, is the vector product of the 

position, r, and the momentum, p, operators. The position and momentum 

operators are odd ICTs of degree-1 and are related by similarity transformations 

to ISTs of degree- 1. Their dyadic product, rp, is an even Cartesian tensor 

operator of rank-2 which may be decomposed into 3 ISTs of degrees 0, 1 and 2. 

The 1ST of degree-1 that results from this reduction is L and carries the same 

(even) parity as the reducible Cartesian tensor. This demonstrates that the degree 

of an ISTO does not restrict its parity. The parity of an ISTO is independent of 

its degree. 

A spherical harmonic (the prototype for ISTOs) of degree 1 in the Condon and 

Shortley [1935] phase convention, has even orbital parity if 1 is even and odd orbital 

parity if 1 is odd. However, it is not clearly explained in literature whether all ISTOs 

have a similar rule for their orbital parity or not. 
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A3.2. Time Reversal of Irreducible Tensor Operators 

An operator, '1', acting on a eigenfunction, I 'qc), leads to a new eigenfunction, 
that may be expressed as an expansion of the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, 

(A.19) 

where c= 

The effect of the time reversal (inversion or reflection) operator on quantum 

mechanical states was first studied by Wigner [1959]. He gave the following definition 

of the time reversal operator: "It transforms a state 0 into the state 84 in which all 

velocities (including the "spinning " of the electrons) have opposite directions to those in 

. (Hence, "reversal of the direction of motion " is perhaps more felicitous, though 

longer, expression than "time inversion.")" Brink and Satchler [1967], Edmonds [ 1957] 

and Wigner [1959] give a clear discussion of the effect of time reversal on quantum 

mechanical states: 

The time reversal operator, 0, is an operator that maps t onto 4 and 

accordingly leaves the position coordinates unaltered whilst it reverses the signs 

of the momentum coordinates. To determine the effect of time reversal on a 

wavefunction, we study its effect on Schrodinger's equation 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 
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and if it is assumed that the Hamiltonian is real and time independent, then 

ef=ño and since 
at at 

The complex conjugate of (A.20) is given by 

= 

at 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

If it is assumed that there is a unitary operator, b, such that of? = fib then 
(A.23) is reduced to 

(A.24) 

Comparison Comparison of (A.22) and (A.24) shows that ON' satisfies the same Schrodinger 

equation as 0111*. This means that it is possible to express the time reversal 

,operator 0 as the product of a unitary operator, O, times the complex conjugation 

operator, k; i.e., 

0=0K 

Applying (A.25) to (A.19) yields 

01 v) = Ol) = 

This leads to 

0Thp) = eIo1oI) = 0cl) = c04) = I 

Taking the complex conjugate of (A.19) gives 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 
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(iv It* = (ií'J = Y , C*n (0. I (A.28) 

Dirac [ 1956] used (A.28) to define the adjoint of an operator. Comparison of (A.27) and 

(A.28) shows that it is possible to make the identification 

(A.29) 

In analogy with the parity operator, it is said that an operator is even under time reversal 

if it commutes with the time reversal operator and odd under time reversal if it anti-

commutes with the time reversal operator. Merzbacher [ 1970] gives a similar definition 

for time odd and even tensors; an operator is time odd (-) or time even (+) if it satisfies 

OT k0-1 =±( 1)'1Tq 

A.5.3. On Polar and Axial Tensor Operators 

(A.30) 

Chamberlain [1977] dealt with the subject by classifying irreducible tensors into 

Cartesian (polar) and angular momentum (axial) tensors in a manner similar to the 

classification of vectors: 

A polar tensor operator is a tensor operator satisfying 

PCP_l = ( 1)k_(1C q 

ece1 = (_1)k_1 C q 

and an axial tensor operator is a tensor operator satisfying 

pJp-1 = (_1)q jk 
-q 

= (_1)q J 
-q 

(A.31a) 

(A.31b) 

(A.32a) 

(A.32b) 
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However the effect of parity on the polar spherical tensor given by Chamberlain 

[1977] is 

wrl 1_ m l 
rj.l - _1 fl 

This shows that a polar tensor operator does not satisfy the definition given by 

Chamberlain [ 1977]. The same inconsistency occurs with axial tensor operators. 

Polar and axial tensor operators were re-introduced by Chatterjee et al. [ 1983] 

and their properties were discussed by Tuszynski et al. [1985], Buckmaster et al. [1985] 

and Tuszynski [1985]. The definitions used by these authors do not lead to the 

inconsistencies exhibited by the definitions of Chamberlain [1977]: 

A polar irreducible tensor operator is a tensor operator satisfying 

PT (E)P1 = ( 1)k T (E) (A.34a) 

OT (E)0' = (_1)-q T!q (E) (A.34b) 

where E is a prototype for any polar vector (i.e., E, I), r and p) and an axial 

tensor operator is a tensor operator satisfying 

T(B)P 1 = T(B) 

OT (B)0' = (_1)k-q T!q (B) 

where B is a prototype for any axial vector (i.e., B, H, J, L and S). 

(A.35a) 

(A.35b) 

Note that Chatterjee et al. [ 1983] as well as Chamberlain [1977] defined polar 

and axial tensor operators according to their behavior under both parity and time reversal 

whereas in the classification of vectors, only their behavior under parity was taken into 
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consideration. These extra restrictions lead to that some tensor operators are neither 

polar nor. axial. Examples of such unclassified tensor operators are the double tensor 

operators formed by the product of a polar tensor and an axial tensor [BUCKMASTER 

ET AL. 1985 and TUSZYNSKI 1985], the complex potential tensor operator (which is 

not a double tensor operator) and the linear momentum spherical tensor operator (which 

is a double tensor operator resulting from the product of a position tensor and an orbital 

angular momentum tensor operator). In their application of polar and axial tensor 

operators Tuszynski et al. [ 1985] suggested that phenomenological spin tensor operators 

are polar tensor operators but then Buckmaster et al. [1985 p.4003] showed that this 

suggestion (assumption) was not necessary to derive a symmetry adapted generalized 

spin Hamiltonian. Rudowicz and Bramley [1987] criticized the suggestion that 

phenomenological spin is a polar vector on the grounds that if that was the case then the 

Zeeman electronic spin Hamiltonian (a B-S) appears to be a pseudo-scalar. 

It is important to note that the classification of tensor operators into polar and 

axial tensor operators is based on the intrinsic parity of these operators. 

A.5.4. ON "A NOTE ON TIME REVERSAL OPERATOR" BY 

WONG [1969] 

In applying time reversal to tensor operators, caution should be exercised to 

avoid confusing the two spherical harmonics conventions discussed earlier. An example 

of such confusion arises in the note by Wong [1969] who suggested including some 

form of parity into time reversal and then gave an example; 

2x=(x+iy)+(x—iy)T11—T (A.36) 
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This is the notation used by Racah [ 1942] in his first paper on irreducible tensors and is 

one of the two notations of Edmonds [1957 eqs. 5.1.3 and 5.5.3]. When Wong [1969] 

applied time reversal to (A.36), he assumed that eTce1 = (_1)k-4-q T. q which is the 

second notation used by Edmonds [1957 eq. 5.5.3] and Fano and Racah [1959]. This 

meant that the left hand side of (A.36) was time even whilst the right hand side was time 

odd. Wong [1969] concluded that some coefficient was missing. Actually according to 

Fano and Racah [ 1959] 

2ix= (ix +y)+ (ix -y)=-T-i-T11 (A.37) 

and both sides of (A.37) are time odd. Also according to Racah [ 1942] 

OT ko-I = ( 1)'1T q (A.38) 

and both sides of (A.36) are time even. Note that Judd and Runciman [1976] gave a 

proper argument for introducing some form of parity into time reversal of total angular 

momentum eigenfunctions. However, it should be noted that parity is introduced into 

time reversal if the Condon and Shortley spherical harmonics phase convention is used 

and not if the spherical harmonics phase convention of Huby [1954] is used. This means 

that later works [BUCKMASTER ET AL. 1985 and ARMSTRONG 1971] that are 

based on the conclusions of Wong [1969] may be valid. Note, however, that the parity 

that Judd and Runciman [1976] had in mind is the orbital parity which is determined by 

the degree of the irreducible spherical tensor operator. 
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A.6. APPLICATIONS OF PARITY AND TIME 

REVERSAL OF ISTO'S 

A.6.1. The Magnetic Quantum number, m, Can Only Assume Integer 

Values 

The fact that the magnetic quantum number, m, can assume only integer values is 

generally proved in textbooks using the argument that the wavefunctions must be single 

valued at every point in space and since two points in space with the same r and 0 and 

with their angles 4) differing by integer multiples of 2ic are the same point, then 

eim = eim(42 and m must be an integer. Ross [ 1980] showed that this result can be 

obtained by using the invariance of the orbital angular momentum, L, under parity: 

Since they have no degeneracy, the eigenfunctions of LZ must possess definite 

parity and since all of them are of the form emit), it follows that the change 4) to 

o+t (the parity transformation) must give 

eimq = ±eim 

and hence m must be an integer. 

A.6.2. The Spatial Parity of the Electric and Magnetic Multipoles 

(A.39) 

It is well known in electromagnetism that electromagnetic fields in source free 

regions can be expanded into spherical harmonics [SLATER AND FRANK 1947 Ch.III, 

BLATI' AND WEISSKOPF 1952 Appendix-B, SILVER 1976 Ch.29, EDMONDS 
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1957 p.83, DE-SHALIT AND TALMI 1963 Ch.16 and ROSE 1957 Sec.27]. Such an 

expansion coincides with the multipole expansion of the fields; the spherical harmonic 

of degree-i corresponds to a i-pole. The electric scalar potential of an electric 21-pole is 

[SLATER AND FRANK 1947 p.34] 

lIc(r)= (Ar1+  (cos e)(C sin m+D cos m) (A.40) 

where A, B, C and D are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions and 

are associated Legendre polynomials. Since the electric field E = —Vjr, it is 

immediately obvious that a constant electric field results from an electric dipole for 

which l = 1. However, a constant electric field may also result from a magnetic 

monopole (if it exists) for which I = 0 and similarly for a constant magnetic fields, if we 

replace every electric with magnetic. It is straight forward to see that the electric field 

produced by a single electric charge (an electric monopole with 1 = 0) is an odd function 

of position (or simply odd), provided that the position of the charge is taken as the origin 

of coordinates. The electric field produced by two equal and opposite electric charges 

separated by a small distance (an electric dipole with l = 1) is an even function of the 

coordinates (or simply even), provided the center of the dipole is the origin of the 

coordinate system. This can be generalized to state that the electric (magnetic) field of 

an electric (magnetic) 21-pole is even or odd depending on whether l is odd or even 

respectively. It is known [ROSE 1957] that if the electric field is even then the magnetic 

field must be odd and vice versa; this means that the magnetic (electric) field of an 

electric (magnetic) 21-pole is even or odd depending on whether l is even or odd 

respectively. To verify this result, consider a constant electric field. A constant electric 

field can be produced from either an electric dipole, l = 1, and is even or from a 

magnetic monopole with i = 0 and is also even. These results agree with the fact that a 
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constant electric field is even. It is customary in literature [BLATT AND WEISSKOPP 

1952, DE SHALIT AND TALMI 1963] to state that the parity of the electric 21-pole is 

(1)1 and the parity of a magnetic 21-pole is (l)1+1. Two points have to be clarified; (i) in 

this statement; only spatial parity is considered; i.e., intrinsic parity is not considered and 

(ii) the parity assigned to a particular multipole is that of its magnetic field; this is only a 

matter of convention. The spatial parity of electromagnetic fields is of importance in the 

derivation of selection rules. 

A.6.3. Selection Rules 

By selection rules is meant those rules that must be satisfied such that a matrix 

element, Ajmj'm ', is non-zero 

Ajmjmi (jtmllAljm)#O (A.41) 

It appears to the author that Pauli [1926] was the first to use the expression "selection 

rules" and Dirac [1956 p.159] discussed the selection rules for the angular momentum 

operator. For an arbitrary ISTO, (A.41) is an expression for the matrix element of a 

component, i.e., 

Ajmjm (j', m'Tj,m) • 0 (A.42) 

and selection rules for such matrix elements are based on a number of considerations. 
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A.6.3.1. The Superselection Rule 

A very strong selection rule, generally called the superselection rule is that only 

states with integral or half-integral j values may be superposed. This selection rule is a 

result of the fact that states with half-integral j values change their sign after a rotation of 

2ic whilst states with integral j values do not change their sign after such a rotation and it 

is inadmissible to mix such states since all states in a superposition of states should 

either change their sign or not [MERZBACHER 1970 p.3791. The application of this 

superselection rule shows that any matrix element with j- = 2k+ , where k is an 

integer, vanishes. 

A.6.3.2. Only Integer Rank Hermitian Irreducible Tensor Operators Exist 

Schwinger [ 1952 p.261] showed that Hermitian tensors, T = T, exist only for 

integer degree: 

Using Racah's [ 1942] phase convention, the adjoint of a tensor operator of 

degree-k is a new tensor operator of degree-k whose components are defined to 

be 

T+q = (_1)T- = 

and the adjoint of this new tensor is 

= = ( ( Tq )) = (_1)2T 

(A.43) 

(A.44) 

Now, since k can be only integer or half-integer and if k is integer then q is 

integer and vice versa then it is legitimate to write (A.44) as 
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= (_1)21cT 
(A.45) 

It is obvious that if T is Hermitian, T = T, then T = T and k must be integer. 

It is often stated in literature that irreducible tensor operators of half-integer 

degree cannot exist and an argument similar to that mentioned above is given as a proof. 

The difference between the two arguments is that whilst Schwinger [1952 p.261] 

appealed to the definition of Hermitian tensor operators, other authors appeal to the fact 

that the adjoint of the adjoint of a linear operator is the linear operator itself [DIRAC 

1956 p.27]. However if half-integer degree ISTO did exist, they cannot be Hermitian 

and therefore cannot have a definite time reversal behavior. i.e., if k is half-integer 

OT ke-1 • ±T! 

rather 

(A.46) 

(A.47) 

Moreover, such a tensor operator would couple particles of integer spin with particles of 

half-integer spin. The fact that such a coupling has never been observed physically 

justifies the exclusion of tensor operators of half-integer degree. 

A.6.3.3. The Selection Rule of Multipole Radiation 

Blatt and Weisskopf [ 1952 p.588] derived that electric dipole radiation with 1 =1 

can only be emitted from a particle if the final and initial states of the particle are of 

different parity. 
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"The transition probability Tab between the states 1Va and Nb is 

proportional to the matrix element H'ab: 

H' ab =1 5(JA)'4fadt 

where j is the current density operator and A is the vector potential of the emitted 

radiation. The vector potential A is proportional to the electric field E in a light 

wave of definite frequency. Hence A has the same parity as E. The current 

operator j has parity - 1, since it is an ordinary (polar) vector and hence changes 

sign under a reflection of the coordinates. (More precisely: because the operator 

for j anti-commutes with the parity operator P: jP = -Pj.) The parity of Q-A) 

therefore is the opposite of the parity of E; since E and H always have opposite 

parity in multipole radiation, we conclude that Q-A) has the same parity as the 

magnetic field in the emitted wave. This was the reason for using H in the parity 

classification of the multipole fields." 

From this paragraph, we can arrive at the following selection rule: 

The electromagnetic radiation emitted by a particle in its transition from a 

state Va to a state Vb must satisfy 

Pa + Pb + Pradjation = 2n (A.48) 

where Pa' Pb and Pradiation are the spatial parities of the states 111a and Wb and the 

emitted radiation respectively and n is an integer. This means that the emitted 

radiation must be even if the two states have the same spatial parity and must be 

odd if the two states have opposite spatial parities. 
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It should be noted that 

The parity mentioned in the above quotation is spatial parity, 

It is incorrect that the spatial parity of the current operator j is -1 because it is a 

polar vector; that j is a polar vector is related to its intrinsic parity and is not 

relevant to the above argument. For a single particle [BRINK AND SATCHLER 

1967] 

j=LP= 1heL  

In M 
(A.49) 

where P is the momentum operator, m is the particle's mass, 9L is its orbital g 

factor (egL is the particle's charge). j is an odd operator since P is an odd operator. 

This is what Blatt and Weisskopf [1952] meant in the footnote on p.588. This lack 

of distinction between intrinsic parity and spatial parity is evident in the works of 

de- Shalit and Talmi [ 1963 p.152 eq.16.33] and Rose [1957 p.138] who stated that  

is an odd operator because it is a polar vector. 

(iii) The point of the proof above is that if a function is integrated over all space then 

the result of integration must be zero if the function is odd. This was explained in a 

complicated form by de-Shalit and Talmi [1963 p.152]. 

(iv) This selection rule has been invoked to show that matrix elements corresponding to 

odd rank terms in the multipole expansion of the crystal field in EPR are zero. This 

argument was used by Bleaney and Stevens [ 1953 p.128] where Pa = 1a and Pb = lb 

and 1a and 'b are the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers of the two states 

respectively, the initial and final states are assumed to have the same 1, and the 

multipoles under consideration are electric multipoles. 

(v) This selection rule does not apply to transitions between spin wavefunctions since 

the evaluation of matrix elements involving spin eigenfunctions involves a sum 
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over all possible spin coordinates rather than an integration over all space. 

Transitions between spin states are of interest in EPR. 

A.6.3.5. The Selection Rules of Tuszynski [1985] 

Tuszynski [1985] gave the following selection rules which he derived from 

consideration of the parity and time reversal of ISTOs: 

For an axial tensor operator defined by eqs. (A.35), 

(s, 1; j,m Ie_1(eT (B)8' )°i s, 1' , j' , m') = (_1)i-m+k-q+i'-m' , i, j, —m (T!q (B)I s, 1' ,j' , —m') 

(A.50) 

since ell,j,m) = (_1)J_ms,1,j,m) and (s,l,j,m(0' = (-1)3m (s,l,j,ml 

[BIEDENHARN AND ROSE 1953 p.736]. The 3-j symbols have the following 

symmetry 

(i k ' (l)i+k+i'1J k j' ' 

—q —m') = —m q m') 
(A.51) 

since the Wigner-Eckart theorem relates the matrix elements to a reduced matrix 

element, ( ... ...), through 

(J k j \ 
(s,l,j,mlTls,t ,j' ,m') = (_l)._m1 —q _m ifl51 J HT' s,l' ,jt) (A.52) 

we find that 

JTqk  , j' , m') = (_1)J+k+i(s,1,j,_mJTqjs,l1,jt ,—m') (A.53) 

substitution of (A.53) into (A.50) yields 
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(s, 1, i'm IT (B)I s,l' , j' , rn) = (_1)2(J+k+i)+m-1-m' (s, 1, i'm JT (B)I s, T, j' , m') 

(A.54) 

and this is an identity since 2(j+k+j') is an even integer (Tuszynski [1985] did not 

mention the evenness of this integer) due to the superselection rule (actually the 

superselection rule leads to that j+j' must be an integer; that k must be an integer 

has been shown above) and m-q-m' = 0 due to the conservation of angular 

momentum. Note that 1+1' which appeared in the exponent of (- 1) in eq. 26 of 

Tuszynski [1985] should be j+j' for polar ISTOs. It is concluded that time 

reversal produces no constraints on the matrix elements of all ISTOs. 

Similarly, the parity of axial ISTOs leads to 

(s,1,j,mIP 1PT(B)p 'pIs,1' ,j' ,m') = (_1)1 (s,l,j,mIT(B)ls,l' ,j' ,m') (A.55) 

which requires that (1+1') must be an even integer for a non-zero matrix element 

of an axial ISTO and the parity of polar ISTOs leads to 

(s,l,j, mIP_1(pT (E)P')PIs,l ,5 , m') (_l)l+r+k(51J mIT(E)Js,P, j" m') 

which requires that (l-i-l'+k) must be an even integer. 

(A.56) 

This classification is incomplete and incorrect for the following reasons: 

(i) as was mentioned earlier, some ISTOs are neither axial nor polar (the complex 

potential as well as the linear momentum ISTOs), 

(ii) it considered only the spatial parity of states and the intrinsic parity of ISTOs, and 

(iii) consideration of the intrinsic parity alone should not lead to any selection rule. 
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However, these selection rules should be understood in exactly the same way as 

the selection rules of multipole fields. i.e. if the spatial parity of an ISTO is determined 

by (A.34) then its selection rule is "l+1'-i-k must be even" and if the spatial parity of the 

ISTO is determined by (A.35) then its selection rule is "1+1 ' must be even". 

A.7. CONCLUSIONS 

This appendix has reviewed the definition of Hermitian irreducible tensor 

operators (ISTO) and the effect of the operations of parity and time reversal on ISTOs. It 

showed that the common practice of ignoring the basis of such tensors can lead to a 

confusion when one is analyzing their Hermitian properties. Examples of this confusion 

were presented. The appendix also reviewed the definitions of parity and time reversal 

of irreducible spherical tensor operators. This appendix also showed that there are two 

forms of parity commonly used: intrinsic parity and spatial parity. These two parities are 

different operations that lead to different results. Care must be taken when applying 

parity to state which parity is really meant. 

This appendix has reviewed some of the applications of parity and time reversal 

to irreducible spherical tensor operators. These applications include a proof that the 

magnetic quantum number, m, can only have integer values, restrictions to the relation 

between the spatial parity of electric and magnetic multipole fields, and the development 

of selection rules. 
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APPENDIX B. 

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR 
THE EVALUATION. 
OF THE NOISE PERFORMANCE 
OF MICROWAVE MIXER AND 
DETECTOR DIODES 

ABSTRACT 

This appendix describes a simple method for the evaluation of the noise 

performance of the various microwave (microwave) mixer diodes which can be used in 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometers. The advantage of this method 

over other methods is that it optimizes the performance of the diodes for EPR 

applications by determining the optimum operating conditions for each microwave diode. 

This appendix describes the instrumentation and the experimental procedure that have 

been developed and reports the results of evaluating various types of microwave diodes. 

The analysis of the measurements reported suggests that 

1) the noise spectrum of microwave diodes can be divided into three frequency 

intervals where the spectral power density satisfies: (i) 1/f2, (ii) 1/fe where 0 < (X < 

1 depending on the microwave bias power level and, (iii) I independent i.e. thermal 

2) the " 1/f' corner frequency increases as the microwave bias power level increases, 

and 
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3) the DC load has almost no effect on the noise performance of the microwave 

diodes. 
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B.1. INTRODUCTION 

Most EPR spectroscopists are motivated to maximize the sensitivity of their 

spectrometers so that they can observe new phenomena as well as make measurements 

with improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Consequently, they are interested in using 

microwave diodes that optimize the sensitivity of their EPR spectrometers. It is 

unfortunate that microwave diode manufacturers specifications are not appropriate for 

EPR spectrometers. Most microwave mixer diodes are designed for use in radar 

equipment and, hence, are specified by their conversion loss and noise figure at 30 MHz. 

Detector diodes are specified by their broad band tangential sensitivity at frequencies up 

to approximately 1 MHz and their typical DC bias current. EPR spectrometers use 

magnetic field modulation frequencies up to 100 kHz and synchronous demodulation at 

the modulation frequency so the " 1/f" corner frequency of mixer diodes is of interest 

[VAN DER ZIEL 1954]. The term " i/f' arises from the observation that the dominant 

noise spectral component at low frequencies is approximately inversely proportional with 

the frequency at which it is measured. This low frequency has been called flicker noise. 

There is no accepted theory for the 1/f dependence of flicker noise because it is still not 

fully understood. Recent work suggests that it is related to condition of the surface of 

the semiconductor [KING 1978 p.81]. Most EPR spectroscopists resort to a trial and 

error approach to evaluate diodes by determining the spectrometer sensitivity using the 

SNR of a standard sample. This approach does not ensure that the diode is evaluated 

under optimum operating conditions. A few systematic studies using a variety of noise 

measurement techniques have been attempted for this purpose [BUCKMASTER AND 

DERING 1965, BUCKMASTER AND RATHIE 1971, BUCKMASTER AND COHN-

SFETCU 1973]. 
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Recently Zaghloul et al. [ 1990a and 1990b] described a simple method for diode 

evaluation to assist in the design of a 9 GHz EPR spectrometer using magnetic field 

modulation below 1 kHz. This appendix is an expansion of this work. It first reviews the 

concept of noise in electric devices, introduces the common microwave mixer/detector 

diodes, and gives the parameters that characterize the performance of these diodes. It 

then gives a brief review of the methods that have been used to measure the noise 

performance of microwave mixer/detector diodes with emphasis on their use in EPR 

spectrometers. It, finally, introduces the configuration to measure this performance and 

reports the results of performing measurements on different diodes. 

B.2. NOISE [BREWSTER 1987] 

This section concerned with the electric noise present in electric circuits. Noise is 

a term that generally refers to unwanted signals. The Cambridge Dictionary of Science 

and Technology gives the following definition of noise as used in the telecommunications 

industry: "( 1) In general, any unwanted disturbance superimposed on a useful signal and 

tending to obscure its information content. (2) Any undesired disturbance within a useful 

frequency band. Those caused by parallel services may be termed interference." These 

unwanted signals maybe man-made or natural. A common example of man-made noise is 

the 60 Hz noise that is generated by the brushes of AC electric motors. Examples of 

natural noise are lightening and the magnetic phenomena associated with solar activity. 

Noise is unpredictable (random) in nature. Noise in electronic circuits and devices has a 

number of sources. A simple resistor produces noise due to collisions of the finitely 

charged electrons with the molecules. Since the mobility of electrons depends on the 

temperature of the material, it is expected that the noise produced depends on the 
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temperature; at absolute zero temperature, the noise vanishes. This noise is called 

thermal or Johnson noise and for a resistor, R, its mean square level, V, is: 

V=4kTBR (B.1) 

where T is the absolute temperature (Kelvin), B is the bandwidth over which the noise is 

measured (noise bandwidth) and k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38x10 23 J/K). The 

electron 

pulses produced by molecular collisions are extremely short. Thus, the power spectral 

density of thermal noise is constant over a wide frequency range and, therefore, is often 

referred to as white noise. In electric circuits, the maximum power is delivered from a 

source when the load impedance is equal to the source impedance (R5 for the single 

resistor). Accordingly, the maximum noise power that the resistor can deliver is 

P=kTB (B.2) 

Equation (B.2) defines the noise temperature, T5, for all sources of white noise 

noise power delivered by source in bandwidth B 
T=  (B.3) 

The noise temperature is often used to quantitatively characterize the noise performance 

of devices. Another quantity performing a similar function is the noise figure (factor), F, 

of a two-port network (an electric circuit with two ports: an input port and an output 

port) 

F= available noise power at two —port output 

available noise power if two - port were noiseless 
(B.4) 
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with the source at the standard ambient temperature, To = 290 K. Note that if the noise 

generating device is an amplifier of a power gain, U, then its noise figure is 

F= PO(B.5) 
GkTOB 

where No is the available noise power out of the amplifier, B is the bandwidth of the 

amplifier and To = 290 K. The noise power available at the output of the amplifier is 

No = GNj+GkTAB fl =GkBfl(TS+TA) (B.6) 

where TA is the noise temperature of the amplifier and Ni is the noise power input to the 

amplifier, and 

S0  GSj  -  T  Isi 
1N0 GkB fl (T$+TA)TS+TANIJ (B.7) 

where Si and S are powers of the input and output signals of the amplifier, respectively. 

The noise figure and the noise temperature are interchangeable concepts since they are 

related through 

F=![.2.l 
GLNIJT....T TO 

Combining (B.8) and (B.7) yields 

(N1)/( SO 
N0 

(B.8) 

'(B.9) 

which provides an alternate definition of the noise figure. The noise figure and noise 

temperature as defined above are sufficient for the characterization of a single device. 
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When M devices are cascaded, the effective noise temperature, Te, and effective noise 

figure, Fe, can be calculated from the individual devices noise temperatures, T1, T2, 

  TM or noise figures F1, F2,  , FM, power gains, G1, G2,  GM and the 

overall system bandwidth, B. 

No = G1G2 GMkTSBfl +G1G2 GMkTIBfl +G2G3 GMkT2B + +GMkTMB fl 

(B. 10) 

F= 1  No 
G1G2 GM Ni T=T 

To+Tl+  T2  + T3 + + 

To G1T0 G1G2T0 

F + FM  
- 1 G1 G1G2 G1G2 GM-1 

This formula is known as the Friis equation. 

TM 

G1G2 GMTO 

B.3. MICROWAVE DETECTOR DIODES 

(B.11) 

Diodes are devices that ideally allow electric charge to flow in only one direction. 

Ideal diodes do not exist. Actual diodes may be described as resistors having a small 

resistance in one direction (few ohms) and a large resistance in the other direction (few 

kilo ohms). There are both vacuum tube and semiconductor diodes. Semiconductors are 

made of quadrivalent elements doped with either trivalent elements (p-type) or 

pentavalent elements (n-type). This doping leads to the presence of excess electrons in n-

type semiconductors and a lack of electrons (holes) in p-type semiconductors. Placing an 

n-type semiconductor next and a p-type semiconductor leads to the migration of 

electrons from the n-type to the p-type and holes from the p-type to the n-type. This 

migration leads to (i) an electrostatic potential between the two semiconductors with the 

n-type being at the higher potential and (ii) a region near the junction surface which is 
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depleted of both electrons and holes and is called the depletion region. This wafer of the 

two semiconductors forms a semiconductor diode (often called p-n diode) and allows a 

current if the external source supplies electrons to the n-type semiconductor. Diodes 
connected in this manner are said to be forward biased otherwise they are reverse biased. 

Reverse biased diodes retard the flow of charge unless the potential across the diode 

exceeds a critical voltage called the breakdown voltage. Voltages larger than the 

breakdown voltage cause the diode to appear as if it is shorted. 

When an ordinary p-n diode is forward biased, an excess of charge is stored in it. 

If the voltage is reversed rapidly, charge carriers near the external connections are swept 

away giving rise to a large reverse current and charge carriers near the p-n junction 

disappear due to the recombination of oppositely charged carriers. Only when this 

recombination process is completed does the diode recover its blocking capability 

[MAZDA 1981]. The time it takes a diode to recover its blocking capability is called 

recovery time and may be shortened by introducing impurities such as gold into the 

junction. These impurities help trap the free charge carriers. Other methods to shorten 

the recovery time include the use a single type of charge carriers (point contact and 

Schottky diodes) and increasing the doping density thus reducing the size of the 

depletion region (tunnel diodes) [MAZDA 1981]. Typical IN characteristics of point 

contact, Schottky and tunnel diodes are given in Fig. B.l [KING 1979]. 

B.3.1. Point Contact Diodes [GINZTON 1957] 

Point contact diodes have a pointed metal whisker which is in contact with an n-

type semiconductor wafer. If the work function of the semiconductor is lower than that 

of the whisker then a potential barrier is generated which impedes the motion of 
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electrons from the metal to the semiconductor. This barrier is increased when the 

semiconductor is externally made more negative than the metal and vice versa. This 

means that the whisker-semiconductor contact (point contact) provides a rectifying 

junction. The IN characteristics of point contact diodes are identical to those of p-n 

diodes. 

B.3.2. Schottky Diodes [BEEFHORTH AND GOLDSMID 1970] 

Similar to a point contact diode, a simple Schottky diode is formed by a metal-

semiconductor (n-type) junction rather than a semiconductor-semiconductor junction as 

in a p-n diode. The difference between point contact diodes and Schottky diodes is that 

the metal whisker is replaced by metal deposited on the semiconductor in the latter. The 

metal is separated from the semiconductor by a thin insulating film. The insulating film is 

kept as thin as possible. The inevitable oxide film forming on the surface of the 

semiconductor acts as the insulating film. The theory of operation of Schottky diodes is 

that if the semiconductor has a lower work function than the metal then electrons will 

flow from the semiconductor to the metal and reside on the metal-insulator interface. 

Schottky diodes have similar IN characteristics to p-n diodes. The major 

difference between the characteristics of the two diodes is that Schottky diodes can 

operate as rectifiers up to very high frequencies since only one species of charge carriers 

is available (electrons) and they have an extremely short relaxation time. 
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B.3.3. Tunnel Diodes [MAZDA 1981] 

A tunnel diode is a densely doped p-n diode. Increasing the doping density has 

the effect of narrowing the depletion region which permits charge transfer by quantum 

mechanical tunneling. Tunneling leads to the desirable feature of extremely short 

recovery times. Another byproduct of tunneling is the negative resistance region of the 

diode shown between points A and B on Fig. B.1. There is a current in reverse biased 

tunnel diodes because of tunneling by electrons from the p-type to the n-type. When 

forward biased, current rapidly increases by tunneling of electrons from the n-type to the 

p-type up to point A. This leads to a shift in the electron distributions on both sides of 

the junction and a fall in the tunneling current up to point B. After this point, the current 

increases with voltage as in ordinary p-n diodes. Tunnel diodes have a very small 

breakdown voltage and are restricted to small signal applications. It is important to note 

that tunnel diodes are often termed "back diodes." The two terms are used 

interchangeably. In this appendix, the term "tunnel diode" will be used. 

B.3.4. Waveguide Diode Mounts 

The design of the waveguide crystal mounts for microwave diodes is 

complicated. In principle, the diode is positioned where there is a maximum of a standing 

wave pattern set up by a proper termination inside the mount. The microwaves impinging 

on the diode are rectified and fed through, typically, a dumb bell transformer from the 

diode to a coaxial connection. The inductance and capacitance of this transformer (to the 

body of the waveguide) act as a low pass filter and attenuate the high frequency after 

mixing (or detection). 
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This section has reviewed some of the diodes used for detection and mixing of 

microwave signals. Many other diodes that are used for various purposed in microwaves 

circuits including the generation of microwave signals exist. The analysis of such diodes 

is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, before concluding this section it is 

appropriate to mention p-i-n diodes since they are used in the experimental configuration 

to evaluate the noise performance of microwave diodes. Adding an intrinsic layer of a 

semiconductor material between the p-type and n-type semiconductors increases the 

width of the depletion region and leads to PIN diodes that can act as microwave 

switches. 

B.4. FACTORS CHARACTERIZING DETECTOR 
DIODE PERFORMANCE 

Tangential Sensitivity: the power necessary to produce a specific SNR at the output. 

DC Bias Current: the current required for a diode to operate with forward bias. 

IF Impedance: output impedance of the diode at the intermediate frequency (IF). It is a 

function of the bias level and the design of its mount. 

Noise Temperature: the ratio of the noise power of a diode to that of a resistor whose 

resistance is equal to the diode IF impedance at To = 290K. 

Conversion or Insertion Loss: qualitatively, it is a measure of the loss of signal due to the 

presence of the diode. Quantitatively, it is defined as the ratio of the output 

intermediate frequency signal power to the input RP power in the signal to be 

tested. 
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Noise Figure: the ratio between the noise power at two-port output and the available 

noise power if two-port were noiseless with the source at the standard ambient 

temperature, To = 290 K. 

1/f Corner Frequency: The " 1/f" corner frequency is the frequency at which the flicker 

noise becomes smaller than the thermal noise (noise caused by the random 

motion of electrons in a conductor) and the shot noise (noise generated by the 

random passage of charges through barriers). This corner frequency is generally 

determined by fitting a straight line (with a slope of approximately - 1) to the low 

frequency portion of the noise curve (plotted on log-log scale), plotting a straight 

line (slope = 0) to the high frequency portion of the same curve and determining 

the frequency where the two lines intersect. - 

Equivalent Noise Resistance (RA): the resistance that will produce thermal noise of the 

same magnitude as the noise generated by, the diode. 

Figure-of-Merit (M): a measure of the amount of power lost in the diode. It is equivalent 

to the insertion loss of mixer diodes. Quantitatively it is defined to be 

M=  f3R0  

jRO+RA 
(B.20) 

where R0 is the diode impedance, RA is the equivalent noise resistance of the 

diode and 0 is the ratio of the output current to the input power. The minimum 

detectable power is inversely proportional to M. 
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B.5. DIODES NOISE MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement of the noise of microwave detector and mixer diodes is equivalent 

to determining the noise that the diode adds to the measured signal. A good measure of 

this noise is the noise figure described above: However, different factors can be used if 

the noise is measured for a specific application. For example, in EPR, it suffices to 

measure the sensitivity of an EPR spectrometer given actual operating conditions. This 

has generally been the approach taken by EPR spectroscopists. This method does not 

guarantee that the performance of the diode is optimized. 

Buckmaster and Dering [ 1965] developed a simple experimental configuration to 

measure the conversion gain and noise temperature of microwave mixer diodes. 

However, they did not ensure that the diodes were matched at both the microwave and 

intermediate frequencies. Buckmaster and Rathie [ 1971 I] developed a system to 

measure the noise spectrum form 10 Hz to 1 MHz using a tunable switching radiometer. 

This system was utilized by Buckmaster and Rathie [ 1971 II] to measure the noise 

performance of microwaves detector diodes. The advantage of this system was that it 

allowed correct matching of the diodes. Buckmaster and Cohn-Sfetcu [ 1973] developed 

an experimental configuration to measure microwave diodes noise. The configuration 

was that of a synchrodyne spectrometer with a reflection cavity. Their configuration had 

a stabilized source delivering microwaves to two arms: a reference arm where the 

reference signal is attenuated and phase shifted, and a signal arm where the signal is 

attenuated and reflected from a reflection cavity through a magic-T. The reference arm is 

connected to the H-port of a second magic-T and the signal arm is connected to its B-

port. The sum and difference ports of this second magic-T were connected to two diode 

mounts where the diodes under test were mounted. The outputs of the diodes were 
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• added through a matching transformer that limited the spectrum analyzed to the range 

0.1-20 kHz. The amplified output of the transformer was recorded on 'a tape recorder, 

played back, filtered through a low pass anti aliasing filter, sampled, digitized and 

analyzed using a Fourier Analyzer. The Fourier Analyzer allowed the accumulation of 

the noise power spectral density over a wide bandwidth in a short period of time. This 

novel feature of their configuration was modified and re-introduced in the configuration 

developed for the noise measurements described in this appendix. However, the 

shortcoming of this configuration is that it retained components of the spectrometer that 

are not essential to characterize the diodes. In particular, the cavity was present during 

the measurements which made it difficult to isolate the effects of the diode from those of 

the cavity. The study was performed on tunnel and point contact diodes. Cohn-Sfetcu 

and Buckmaster [1974] later removed the cavity from their configuration and used a PIN 

modulator and studied the noise performance of diodes near 9.3 GHz. 

laggard and King [KING 1978] developed a configuration similar to that of 

Cohn-Sfetcu and Buckmaster [1974] for use in a comprehensive study of noise in 

microwave diodes at 5 GHz. This configuration had a source delivering microwaves to 

the H-port of a magic-T whose B-port is terminated through a matched load. The sum 

and difference ports of this magic-T were connected to two arms: a signal arm where the 

signal could be modulated with a ferrite modulator and precisely attenuated and phase 

shifted using a precision coaxial attenuator and a slotted line respectively, and a reference 

arm where the signal was attenuated. The reference arm is connected to the sum port of 

a second magic-T and the signal arm is connected to its difference port. The E-port was 

terminated through a matched load and the H-port port was connected to the diode 

mount. The diode had an external bias circuit. The output of the diode was amplified and 
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recorded using a narrow band voltmeter. The best feature of this configuration is its 

simplicity. Its most obvious shortcoming is using the narrow-band voltmeter rather than 

measuring the entire low frequency spectrum and taking the Fourier transform. The 

study was performed on tunnel, Schottky and point contact diodes. 

The remainder of this appendix describes a simple method for microwave diode 

evaluation which was developed to assist in the design of an X-band EPR spectrometer 

using magnetic field modulation below 1 kHz. The configuration is similar to that of 

Jaggard and King [KING 1979] except that 

(i) the operating frequency was 9.4 GHz rather than 5 GHz, 

(ii) the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of wideband low frequency measurements was 

used rather than recording narrow band voltage measurements, 

(iii) self bias rather than DC external bias was used, 

(iv) the option to change the loading of the diodes was introduced, and 

(v) a PIN diode rather than a ferrite modulator was used so that many different signals 

could be introduced simultaneously. 

Measurements were performed on various microwave diodes: point contact, 

Schottky, tunnel and Gallium Arsenide. The output of the microwave diode was 

recorded under various operating conditions: video load, microwave bias power and 

modulation frequency. Measurements were performed to determine the effect of the 

preamplifier that followed the microwave diode on the SNR. The recorded spectra were 

used to determine the SNR, the noise floor and the " 1/f" corner frequency. Comparison 

of these factors for the different types of microwave diodes has shown that some 
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Schottky-barrier diodes have noise figures at 1 kHz that are as low as those for tunnel 

diodes. 

B.6. INSTRUMENTATION 

Figure B.2 is a block diagram of the experimental configuration used to make the 

measurements reported in this appendix. The microwave power was generated using a 

VA232 klystron with an HP716B klystron power supply. The frequency was stabilized 

using a Curry, McLaughlin and Len, (MOS1) microwave oscillator stabilizer. The 

maximum microwave power delivered using this source was 200 mW. The microwave 

frequency was measured using an HP5246L electronic counter with an HP5255A 

frequency converter. The microwave signal was divided equally between two arms using 

a magic-tee with the difference arm terminated. The reference or bias arm had an 

isolator, a precision rotary vane attenuator, a precision rotary vane phase shifter and an 

isolator. The reference arm power was monitored using a 20 dB directional coupler and 

a microwave power meter. The signal arm had an isolator, a precision rotary vane 

attenuator, an HP8735B PIN modulator, a rotary vane precision attenuator and an 

isolator. The microwave power in the signal arm was attenuated by 100 dB: 30 dB 

before and 70 dB after the PIN modulator to isolate the VSWR of this modulator and to 

ensure linear operation. The PIN modulator was driven using a function generator. This 

method of modulation was chosen to generate repeatable low level modulation signals. 

The microwave power in these two arms was summed using another magic-tee whose 

difference arm was terminated. The sum of these two signals traveled through a bi-

directional coupler and an on-off switch into a slide screw tuner diode mount De 

Mornay-Bonardi (DBG-3 19). The attenuated outputs of the bi-directional coupler were 
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Figure B-2 Block diagram of the experimental configuration 
developed to evaluate the performance of microwave mixer diodes 
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connected to power meters connected to monitor the incident and reflected power levels. 

The output of the diode was amplified using a Stanford Research SR552 preamplifier 

and processed using an antia.liasing low pass Butterworth filter (Rockland 1042F using 

both of its filters in series with 0 dB gain) and a Data Precision DP6000 digital 

oscilloscope. The input to the SR552 preamplifier was shunted using a parallel pair of 1 

H, 48 92 inductances in series with a variable resistor since this amplifier did not provide 

the necessary DC return path to the diode. This resistance, combined with the resistance 

of the inductances, provided the DC load for the diode. The inductances were chosen to 

maximize the reactance and minimize the total resistance of this load. The DC voltage 

drop across the load resistance was monitored using a digital multimeter. 

B.7. THEORY OF MEASUREMENTS 

The analysis presented here follows that of Cohn [1992] except for that in his 

analysis the local oscillator (LO) and the received radio frequency (RF) signal were of 

different frequencies. Consequently, he had three diode equivalent circuits: 

1) the equivalent circuit for the RF signal, 

2) the equivalent circuit for the LO signal, and 

3) the equivalent circuit for the signal at the intermediate frequency (IF) i.e. the 

difference between the RF frequency and the LO frequency. 

In the present analysis the LO is replaced by the reference arm signal, and the RF is 

replaced by the signal arm signal. Both of these signals operated at the same frequency 

leading to a zero IF. Accordingly, only two equivalent circuits need to be considered: an 

RF+LO equivalent circuit and a base band (BB) equivalent circuit. 
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A microwave diode can be represented by the circuit shown in Fig. B.3 where Cd 

is the diode junction capacitance, RS is the series resistance, Ls is the series inductance 

and cj is the package capacitance. Elements other than the ideal diode can be ignored in 

the analysis provided that the microwave frequencies involved are low. The IN 

characteristic of an ideal diode is described by 

id=IS[exp(vd/vC)_1J (B.12) 

where I is the diode reverse saturation 

VC = EL, T is the diode temperature, n is a 
e 

between 1 and 1.5, and vd is the voltage 

approximately 0.025V. 

current, the diode characteristic voltage 

diode dependent parameter and is generally 

incident on the diode. In Practice, Vd is 

Rs 
Ideal dIode 

CJ 

Cp 

Figure 13.3 
Equivalent circuit for a microwave dioden ICOLLIN 19921 

Further assumptions needed to develop simplified equivalent circuits are: 

1) the RF+LO impedance is essentially zero at BB frequencies, 

2) the BB impedance, Zb, is essentially zero at RF+LO frequencies, and 

3) the network in what the diode is embedded has zero impedance at all frequencies 

except those in the vicinity of RF+LO and BB frequencies. This assumption does 
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not allow voltages other than those at the RF+LO and BB frequencies to exist 

across the diode. 

With these assumptions, the equivalent circuits for the different signals in the diode are 

shown in Figs. B.4a and B.4b. In Fig. B.4a, Z and Z, are series and parallel impedances 

that are dependent on the components in the reference and signal aims. In Fig. B.4b, ZSh 

is a shunt impedance providing the DC return path and Za is the BB amplifier impedance. 

Id 

Z3 > 

Figure B.4a 
Equivalent circuit for RF and LO signals in the diodc 

Zan 

Figure B.4b 
Equivalent circuit for base band signals 

Expanding the exponential function in (B.12) in a Taylor series 
2 3 

Vd Vd Vd 
1dIs(+T+.-_.+ .) 

VC  6v (B.13) 
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Cohn [1992] highlighted an interesting fact; a number of published works on mixer 

diodes set vd = vw+vffl. This is incorrect since an ideal diode is a nonlinear element that 

introduces a relationship (B.12) between the voltage drop across it and the current 

passing through it. If the circuit that the diode is in can support voltages at the IF then it 

is more appropriate to set Vd = vLO + vp - v. In the present analysis, 

Vd = vs + yr - vb (B. 14) 

where Vr = vrocos(a0t-I4r), yr0 is the amplitude of the reference arm signal, coo is the 

klystron frequency, or is the phase shift introduced into the reference signal, v is the 

signal arm signal 

00 

's's = VskCOS(0)ot+kCOmt+4sk) (B.15) 
k=0 

(1 is the frequency of the signal driving the PIN modulator, Vsk are the Fourier 

coefficients of the square wave output from the PIN modulator, Osk are the phase shifts 

introduced into the signal at the frequency (J0 + ko, and vb is the BB voltage iesulting 

from the mixing of RF and LO signals. Substitution of (B.14) into (B.13) yields 

1d = (v i[1 -i-V Vb)+ (\Vr 1 2+v 2 r s +v +2VrVs 2rb — 2vSvb) 
2v 

1(3 3 
+Vr + V — v +3vv + 3vry _s 3v +3VrV —3vvb +3vv)+ I 
6v 

The even order terms v, v, v, v,.....contribute a DC current 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 
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This DC current was used to bias the diodes in the experiments performed. 

The terms of (B.16) having appreciable components within the bandwidth of the BB 

amplifier are Vb, VrVs, and VVb leading to a BB current 

1 
VrZb 

bk   Vsk 
l+ 1sZb+ 1sZb   

VC 4v 

in phasor notation for a particular frequency ko, (B.18) becomes 

1bk1sL Vbk  ro'bk ' Vbk 
v 2v 4v j=i; 

Rearrangement of (B.19) leads to 

VrZb 

bk -  

1+ IsZb + IsZbVr Sk 

VC  

(B.18) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

which shows that, under the assumptions made, there is a linear relationship between the 

BB voltage at any particular frequency ko and the signal voltage at the frequency 

wo + ko. 
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B.8. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The PIN modulator was used to square wave modulate the microwave power in the 

signal arm. This produces all the odd harmonics of its driving signal repetition frequency 

which enabled the simultaneous measurement of the SNR of all the odd harmonics of the 

fundamental component of the square wave. The bi-directional coupler was used to 

measure the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the diode and its mount. In this 

VSWR measurement, only the reflected power is affected by tuning the diode and hence 

it was only necessary to minimize the reflected power to tune the diode. The function of 

the VSWR arm was checked by first closing S-2. A 1 dB difference between the incident 

and the reflected power levels was observed. A 17.7 dB difference between these two 

power levels was observed when the diode mount was replaced by a 0.15 standard 

reflection (HP X916D). This agrees with the theoretical value: 0.15 reflection leads to - 

16.4 dB and there is a loss of 1 dB in the waveguide. An 11.4 dB difference between the 

two power levels was recorded when the diode mount was replaced by a 0.1 standard 

reflection (HP X916C) which was also in agreement with the theoretical value. It was 

found that the diode could also be matched to the microwave circuit by maximizing the 

DC current in the load resistor since both methods yielded the same optimum operating 

conditions. 

The spectrum studied for each diode consisted of four frequency decades which 

were measured separately. Each decade was obtained by modulating the PIN modulator 

with a frequency near the low frequency end of that decade (i.e., 20 Hz, 200 Hz, 5 kHz 

and 50 kHz) and recording the IF1 of the amplified output of the diode. The highest 

frequency decade was recorded using a Tektronix 7L13 spectrum analyzer in a Tektronix 
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7834 storage oscilloscope whereas the three lower decades were obtained using the PH 

function on the DP6000 digital oscilloscope. The effect of the preamplifier and the low 

pass filter on the spectrum was determined by recording their swept frequency transfer 

functions using a Stanford Research lock-in amplifier (SRS1O). Figure B.5a shows the 

transfer function of the SR552 preamplifier with its shunting input inductance. Note the 

shape of the transfer function at frequencies below 100 Hz due to the high pass filter at 

the input of the amplifier. Figure B.5b shows the characteristic shape of the Butterworth 

low pass filter in one frequency decade. The shape of the transfer function of the 

Butterworth filter near the cut-off frequency sets an upper limit on the usable portion of 

each frequency range. 

The following experimental procedure was used to study the microwave diodes: 

1) The diode was placed in its mount, 

2) The diode load was adjusted to the manufacturer's recommended value, 

3) The reference arm signal power was set to the desired level using the attenuator 

(Al) and PM1, 

4) The diode was tuned in the mount by minimizing the VSWR of the incident 

microwave power, 

5) The frequency of the modulation signal generator was set to 5000 Hz (200 Hz) and 

the low pass antiallasing filter was set to 45 kHz (4.5 kHz), 

6) The DP6000 was triggered manually and a frame of the amplified output of the 

diode was recorded, The DP6000 was programmed to record the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) (real only, no windowing, forward FFI and magnitude coefficient) 

of each frame, and 
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7)The measured spectrum of each frequency decade was normalized to a 1 Hz 

bandwidth and the three decades were merged. 

The microwave diodes to be studied were screened. Two to seven of each model, 

depending on the available number of diodes, were chosen. The microwave power level, 

the diode load and the RF matching suggested by manufacturers were used for these 

initial measurements. These were made so as to assess the variability of diodes of the 

same model and to choose representative diodes. Another advantage for this set of runs 

was to determine matched pairs of diodes to be used later in the microwave balanced 

mixer of an EPR spectrometer. A 50 kHz modulation frequency was used. The amplified 

output of each diode was displayed using a Tektronix 7L13 spectrum analyzer and 

recorded on the DP6000 digital oscilloscope (all buffers except buffer 1 off, 2000 points, 

1 ms period, external trigger using the 'positive gate out' signal from the Tektronix 7834, 

trigger level of 3V, filter out, input set to 5V and the signal into buffer 1 came from the 

'vertical signal out' of the Tektronix 7834). A theoretical explanation of the resulting 

spectra may be found in the next section. 

One typical microwave diode of each model was selected from this screening for 

further assessment. Typical here means that its SNR and noise floor were close to the 

measured mean SNR and noise floor for that model. The data sets were collected using a 

procedure similar to that described above. The microwave bias power level was varied 

and an optimal power level, at the recommended DC load, was determined. Bias power 

levels of 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 mW were used. DC load values of 24, 

51, 124, 244, 524, 1024 92 were used. Recall that the highest frequency decade was 

obtained using the spectrum analyzer rather than the digital oscilloscope. 
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B.9. DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Figures B.5a-5c give the IikiT [20 log(1-Ff of DP6000 input normalized to 1 Hz 

BW)] for selected a) point contact (-7 dBm microwave bias power and 122 Q load 

resistance), b) Schottky (-7 dBm microwave bias power and 122 Q load resistance) and 

c) tunnel (-7 dBm microwave bias power and 22 ≤2 load resistance) diodes. Each graph is 

the combination of two measurement decades. Note that no windowing was needed with 

the H'1 since the square wave signal was sampled synchronously. The obvious peaks on 

the graphs are the amplitudes of the fundamental component and its harmonics. The 

difference between these peaks and the noise level gives the SNR. However, the 

amplitude of the peaks decrease as 1/f as expected for the 1-F1' of a square wave and 

should not be misinterpreted as an increase in the insertion loss. The deviation from this 

1/f relationship at the beginning of each decade is due to the introduction of a new 

fundamental frequency for each decade. However, minor variations from the expected 

1/f could be attributed to variation of the insertion loss with frequency. The insertion loss 

is calculated by subtracting the amplitude of the largest peak from that of input local 

oscillator (reference 

arm) power level. 

The presence of the signal peaks made it difficult to analyze the measured spectra 

using a computer. Instead, all spectra were plotted and then analyzed manually. This 

analysis was performed, using weighted moving 5 point averages. The data was 

analyzed by 

(i) ignoring the signal peaks, 
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(ii) finding the thermal noise level which is the high frequency noise level (does not 

depend on frequency), 

(iii) whenever possible a straight line was fitted to the low frequency noise, 

(iv) slope of this line was determined, and 

(v) the frequency where this line intersects the thermal noise level was determined and 

was taken to be the " 1/f" corner frequency. 

Most noise spectra demonstrated strong curvature at low frequencies and it was not 

possible to obtain an accurate fit a single straight line to the data. In such cases two lines 

with different slopes where fitted to different segments of the low frequency data and the 

intersection of the line fitting the higher frequency range with the thermal noise level was 

taken as the " 1/f" corner frequency. This is shown on Fig. B.8a. 

Analysis showed that the " l/f" corner frequency for the point contact diode is 

above the maximum measurement frequency of 45 kHz in agreement with the 

measurements of Buckmaster and Dering [1965] and laggard [KING 1978]. The " 1/f' 

corner frequency for the Schottky and the tunnel diodes was approximately 4 kHz in 

agreement with the measurements of laggard [KING 1978]. 

Anderson and van der Ziel [1952], Fonger et al. [1958] and Watkins [1959] have 

reported that, under some conditions the, flicker (" 1/f') noise could be zero at a 

particular current in a junction diode. This observation has been confirmed in this work. 

For example, the PFM-422 and the MA-40075 diodes were found to exhibit no " 1/f' 

noise at microwave bias power levels of - 10 dBm and - 13 dBm respectively. King [9] 

suggested that the flicker noise in tunnel diodes follows a 1/f law where 1.35 <a < 1.5 
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rather than a = 1. This work suggests that a = 1 is an approximation and, in fact, a can 

vary between 0 and 2 depending on the microwave bias power level. Figures B.7a-7g are 

the FFT of the output of the MA40075 diode at different power levels. Figures B.8a-8g 

are the FFT of the output of the 1N23WE diode at different power levels. It is easy to 

see that there is no " 1/f" noise at a microwave bias power level of - 13 dBm, that a = 2 

for 7 dBm and that for intermediate microwave bias power levels, 0 < a < 2. Inspection 

of these and other spectra showed that spectral power density always has a 1/f 

frequency dependency and that at the higher microwave bias power levels, a = 2 at the 

low frequencies, 0 < a < 2 at transition frequencies and a = 0 at high frequencies. The 

frequencies at the boundaries between these ranges are a decreasing function of the 

microwave bias power level. These results are in agreement with the observations of the 

above mentioned researches. 

Table B.1 gives the thermal noise floor of each microwave diode at different 

reference arm power levels. Table B.2 gives the second corner frequency between the 

transition range and the thermal noise range for each microwave diode at different 

reference arm power levels. It was found that changing the DC load for the microwave 

diodes had a negligible effect on the output of the diodes. This was the case for the 

values of load resistances used in these experimentsi This result is rather surprising, 

particularly for tunnel diodes, since they have always been assumed to perform optimally 

with minimum load resistance. 
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Figure B.7g The PET of the amplified output of the MA40075 diode at different 

microwave bias power levels: a) 7 dBm, b) 3 dEm, c) 0 dBm, d) -3 dBm 
e) -7 dBm, f) - 10 dBm and g) - 13 dBm. 
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Figure B.8g The 1'FF of the amplified output of the 1N23WE diode at different 

microwave bias power levels: a) 7 dBm, b) 3 dBm, c) 0 dBm, d) -3 dBm 
e) -7 dBm, f) - 10 dBm, and g) - 13 dBm. 
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B.1O. CONCLUSIONS 

This appendix described a simple method for the evaluation of the various types 

of microwave diodes which can be used in EPR spectrometers. The advantages of this 

method are: 

1) it ensures that the optimum operating conditions for each diode are determined, 

2) it allows a wide frequency band to be measured simultaneously, and 

3) it generates square wave amplitude modulation thus enabling the conversion gain of 

the diode to be observed at more than one frequency simultaneously. 

This method has been used to study a selection of microwave diodes. It has been 

found that: 

1) the noise spectrum of microwave diodes can be divided into three ranges: 1/f2 

range, a transition range where the spectral power density follows a 1/fa law where 

o < (x < 2 depending on the microwave bias power level and a thermal range where 

the spectral density is constant over a wide range of frequency, 

2) the " 1/f's corner frequency increases with the microwave bias power level, and 

3) the DC load has almost no effect on the noise performance of the diodes. 

It is suggested that, for future work, measurements of the noise level reported here 

are performed without using any modulation on the microwave power and to lower 

frequencies. It is believed that such measurements will reveal that the flicker noise has a 

l/f01 dependency on the frequency and that a changes with frequency and with 

microwave bias power level. 
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Table B.1 Table giving the thermal and shot noise floor (± 3dB) of selected microwave 

diodes at different microwave bias power levels 

Diode Diode Power Level (dBm) 

Model Type -13 -10 -7 -3 0 3 7 

1N23WE Point <-80 -83 -85 -84 -82 -81 -79 

MA413OA Point <-85 -82 -80 <-80 <-76 -76 

MA40050-3 Schottky -84 -85 -84 -84 -82 

MA40071E Schottky -80 -85 -81 -85 -82 -82 -83 

MA40090 Schottky -85 -86 -88 -84 -87 -81 -83 

MA40194-3 Schottky -90 -90 -90 -90 -87 -81 -83 

HPA2627 Schottky -88 <-88 -87 -85 -80 

PKD100M-42 Schottky -85 -88 -92 -88 -86 -84 -84 

27100bd-UOC Tunnel -95 -94 -99 -96 -96 

PHILCOL4164 Tunnel -95 -92 -97 -90 -94 

PFM422 GaAs -80 -81 -80 -80 
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Table B.2 Table giving the maximum value of the corner frequency (kHz) 

for selected microwave diodes at different microwave bias power levels. 

Diode Diode Power Level (dBm) 

Model Type -13 -10 -7 -3 0 3 7 

1N23WE Point >40 32 24 23 22 20 20 

MA413OA Point >40 >40 15 10 >40 20 15 

MA40050-3 Schottky 7.5 8 9 10 7 

MA40071E Schottky >40 >40 15 12 7.5 5 5.5 

MA40090 Schottky 5 8 20 10 14 10 12 

MA40194-3 Schottky 1.8 1.8 5.5 5.5 15 35 38 

HPA2627 Schottky 30 30 >40 30 >30 30 

PKD100M-42 Schottky 4 3.5 6.5 4 4.2 4.2 3.3 

27100bd-UOC Tunnel 1.3 2.2 5.5 4.6 3.5 

PHILCOL4164 Tunnel 3.3 2.5 5.5 4.6 3.5 

PFM422 GaAs 6 4 3.5 3.5 
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Table B.3 Table giving the minimum value of the corner frequency (kHz) 

for selected microwave diodes at different microwave bias power levels. 

Diode Diode Power Level (dBm) 

Model Type -13 -10 -7 -3 0 3 7 

1N23WE Point >40 32 17 14 10 15 12 

MA413OA Point >40 >40 2.6 4.5 >40 20 2.8 

MA40050-3 Schottky 2.3 1.9 

MA40071E Schot&y >40 >40 2.5 8.5 3.9 4 4.5 

MA40090 Schottky 1.5 2.7 3.9 3.5 

MA40194-3 Schottky 1.2 2 2.3 2.7 10 

HPA2627 Schottky 30 30 >40 30 >30 30 

PKD100M-42 Schottky 

27100bd-IJOC Tunnel 2.2 3.3 

PHILCOL4164 Tunnel 1.5 3 1.7 2.5 2.5 1.8 

PFM422 GaAs 
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APPENDIX C: 

HAIR COLOUR DETERMINATION 
USING EPR SPECTROSCOPY 

ABSTRACT 

The characterization of intact human hair colour (pigmentation) using CW-EPR is 

described. It is found that the g-factor classifies this hair into three rather than two 

different groups. The g-factors of eumelanin in black hair is 2.0036(1), phaeomelanin in 

yellow hair 2.0043(1) and trichsiderin in red hair 2.0046(1). 
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C.i. INTRODUCTION 

Dr. Buckmaster and a co-worker, Dr. T.H.T. van Kalleveen, drew the author's 

attention the use of EPR in studying the metal ion/wool systems [KOKOT 1972]. A 

subsequent literature search revealed that EPR has been used to study and characterize 

human hair. This research left a number of questions unanswered: is there a difference in 

the EPR spectra of curly and straight hair?, red and yellow hair? and light blonde and 

white hair? In attempting to answer these questions, the present appendix resulted. 

This appendix details the work of Zaghioul et al. [ 1989] drawing attention to an 

interesting result concerning the characterization of human hair colour (pigmentation) 

using CW-EPR spectroscopy that appears to •have escaped notice in the extensive 

literature concerning natural and synthetic melanins. Except for a few early exploratory 

EPR studies of various biological materials including intact human hair [COMMONER 

ET AL. 1954, EDWARDS ET AL. 1959 and 1961, MASON ET AL, 1960, BLOTS ET 

AL. 1964], all studies have concentrated upon the identification of the free radical present 

in eumelanin and phaeomelanin which were considered responsible for the pigmentation in 

black and "red" hair respectively. Consequently, these studies have focused on the 

photochemical [CHEKEDAL ET. AL. 1977 and 1978, SEALY ET AL. 1980] and 

chemical properties [SEALY ET AL. 1980, 1982a and 1982b] of natural and synthetic 

melanins. Mammalian forms of eumelanin and phaeomelanin are interrelated and both are 

amorphous, heterogeneous polymers [NTCOLAUS 1982]. There does not appear to be 

any reference in the EPR literature to measurements of trichsiderin which is a third human 

pigmentation that has been associated with red ('auburn") hair [SWIFT 1977]. It would 

appear that most EPR workers have failed to distinguish between the two types of "red" 
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hair: yellowish red due to phaeomelanin [SWIFT 1977] and auburn red due to trichsiderin 

[SWIFT 1977]. 

C.2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

This appendix describes 9 GHz CW-EPR measurements performed on thirty eight 

intact hair samples. The samples were various shades of black, yellow and red. These 

were the natural colours of the samples; none of these samples were dyed or treated in 

any way that alters the hair colour. The samples were prepared by placing 0.200(5) gm of 

hair into a Norell XR-55 pyrex sample tube of 0.4 cm inner diameter and 17.5 cm length. 

The hair was packed at the bottom of each tube. A glass rod of 13.0 cm length was used 

to push the hair towards the bottom of the tube to ensure similar packing of all samples. 

The tubes were then inserted in a TE102 rectangular sample cavity of a non-commercial 9 

GHz synchrodyne CW-EPR spectrometer. All spectra were recorded as the first Fourier 

absorption coefficient, a1, of the absorption, a, under identical spectrometer settings. The 

spectra were obtained using an SR51O lock-in amplifier and a modified version of its data 

acquisition software. The spectra were analyzed on a SUN-3 workstation to obtain the 

EPR spectral parameters. The parameters used to characterize the different samples were 

the g-factor and the relative spin concentration. The latter quantity is obtained by double 

numerical integration of a1 and is a measure of the number of unpaired spins in the. 

sample. 
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C.3. RESULTS 

Figure C.1 .shows typical 9 GHz CW-EPR spectra for a red (solid) and a black 

(dashed) hair sample. This figure illustrates the different g-factors for these samples. 

Figure C.2 is a histogram of the g-factor values that were measured. It can be seen that 

the g-factors are grouped around three distinct values: 2.0036(1), 2.0043(1) and 

2.0046(1). Visual inspection of the hair colour showed that different shades of black hair 

were associated with the peak centered at 2.0036(1), yellow hair with the peak centered 

at 2.0043 and red hair with the peak centered at 2.0046. The g-factor of black hair is in 

agreement with the value of 2.0037(1) reported by Blois et. al (5) and of 2.003(1) 

reported by Mason et. al. [ 1960] and others [SEALY ET AL. 1980]. Based on Swift's 

[1977] association between pigmentation and hair colour, it is reasonable to assume that 

the reported g-factors are characteristic of eumelanin, phaeomelanin and trichsiderin, 

respectively. The relative spin concentration was correlated with the shade of the hair 

colour in agreement with the measurements of Mason et. at [ 1960]. One white hair 

sample produced an EPR spectrum with an SNR of approximately 2 whereas dark black 

hair produced signals of SNR exceeding 1000. This was confirmed by bleaching two 

black samples with hydrogen peroxide. This bleaching reduced the relative spin 

concentration by factors of ten and thirty without altering the g-factor. 

It should be observed that the fifteen yellow and red intact hair samples used in 

this study could not be distinguished visually before the EPR measurements had been 

performed. However, it was obvious after these measurements that these samples did 

belong to two different colour groups: yellow (including yellowish red) and red. This 

remark, combined with the small difference in the g-factors of the two groups, provides a 
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probable explanation for the failure of earlier workers to observe the results reported in 

this appendix: 

If the method described in this appendix is to be used by different researchers who 

wish to share their results, it is suggested that the above experiments be performed with 

powdered hair samples in order to reduce the variability of the measured g-factors. This 

will ensure that all samples are identically packed. The number of samples should be 

increased to establish an improved statistical correlation between the EPR spectral line 

parameters (g-factor, relative spin concentration and the linewidth) and the hair colour. 

C.4. CONCLUSIONS 

This appendix described characterization of intact human hair colour 

(pigmentation) using CW-EPR. It is found that the g-factor classifies this hair into three 

rather than two different groups. The g-factors of eumelanin in black hair is 2.0036(1), 

phaeomelanin in yellow hair 2.0043(1) and trichsiderin in red hair 2.0046(1). 
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